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ABSTRACT

Most heart disease is related to the luminal narrowing of the arteries that supply 

blood to die heart tissues, the coronary arteries. Coronary arteriography (CA) is 

regarded as the most accurate method for detecting the presence and severity of 

coronary disease. Nevertheless, there are some limitations associated with CA. In 

order to obtain further information on the severity of die stenosis many 

investigations have been performed with the use of a complementary technique: the 

intravascular Doppler catheter. Despite its growing use, there are few reported 

investigations of the errors introduced into velocity estimates obtained using 

catheter tipped transducers. Velocity estimates are used to calculate parameters 

which are then correlated with the haemodynamic situation under investigation.

This dissertation reports theoretical and experimental investigations carried out to 

assess the limitations of the technique in obtaining accurate velocity estimates. It 

also describes a microcomputer based system developed to obtain velocity 

estimates from Doppler signals sampled from coronary arteries and calculate 

parameters currendy discussed in the literature. To calculate these parameters two 

other waveforms are sampled and processed: electrocardiogram and pressure. 

Discussion on digital techniques regarding improvement of the velocity estimates 

and analysis of Doppler signals is presented. Examples of clinical data obtained 

with the system developed and calculated parameters are given. Limitations of this 

technique and clinical procedures based on it are also discussed.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction



1.1 - Cardiovascular System and Coronary Disease

The cardiovascular system consists of a central organ, the heart, and a conduit net 

of different diameters named blood vessels. This system is responsible, via the 

blood and lymph for supplying nutrients to the body cells and transporting their 

metabolic waste products to the organs of excretion.

The blood vessels are classified into arteries and veins. Arteries convey blood from 

the heart to the organs. In general, veins transport blood back from die organs to the 

heart. These vessels have three layers: intima (innermost), media (intermediary) and 

adventitia (outermost). Fig. 1.1 depicts an overview of the arterial tree. The heart 

continuously pumps blood to itself and the other organs of die body through the 

vessels. The pumping function is vital for the organism. When the heart stops, the 

body collapses in seconds (Prives et al. 1985).

The heart is divided into four chambers (Fig 1.2). The two superior chambers are 

called atria and the inferior chambers, ventricles. There are valves between the atria 

and ventricles (admission valves) and also between the ventricles and output 

arteries (output valves). The contractile activity of the heart muscle and the opening 

and closure of the valves, controlled by pressure gradients, perform the pumping 

action. These events are further discussed in the next section. In the literature, the 

heart filling period is called diastole and the ejection period, systole. The ventricles 

are the chambers mainly responsibles for pumping blood around the lungs and 

systemic circulation. The heart wall also has three layers: endocardium (innermost), 

myocardium (intermediary) and epicardium (outermost). The myocardium is tiie 

thickest layer and is composed of muscular tissue (Burton 1977).

Heart disease is responsible for most deaths in Western countries. Most heart 

disease is related to the luminal narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to the
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heart tissues themselves. These arteries are named coronaries. The disease is called 

atherosclerosis (Kannel and Thom 1986).
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Fig. 1.2- Outline o f vertical section of the heart

The coronary arteries are medium-sized vessels (between 1.5 and 5.5 nun in 

diameter) which ramify from the aorta (the artery that arises from the left ventricle). 

They are termed right and left coronary arteries. The left one branches into two 

others shortly (2 to 10 mm) after its origin: the left anterior descending (LAD) and 

the left circumflex (LCX). The LAD supplies 40% of the heart, including the 

anterior wall of the left ventricle and about 2/3 of the tissue that divides the 

ventricles (interventricular septum). The LCX irrigates the left atrial wall and part 

of the left ventricle. The right coronary artery supplies the right ventricle, right 

atrium, part of the left ventricle and part of the interventricular septum. The right 

and left circumflex are linked to each other at the apex of the heart. Basically, they 

encircle the heart, branching into finer vessels that penetrates the myocardium. 

There are vascular channels called collaterals that link large coronary arteries to 

one another. They are small and few in number (Marcus 1983).
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Atherosclerosis produces lesions that occur principally within the intima of the 

vessels. These lesions cause thickening of the arterial wall. If the lesion progresses 

sufficiently, it compromises the blood supply to the distal tissue. Atherosclerosis 

occurs more often in the aorta, femoral, popliteal, tibial, coronary, carotid and 

cerebral arteries (Bierman 1991).

For the coronaries arteries, a 75% lumen occlusion (50% of vessel diameter) will 

produce a deficient blood supply to a myocardial segment (myocardial ischemia) 

and can lead to a total interruption of the flow (myocardial infarction). The 

ischemia can stimulate the collateral vessels to develop into a major vascular 

network to provide an alternative way for the blood to irrigate the tissue distal to 

the lesion. The symptoms of ischemia are chest pain (angina pectoris), palpitations, 

breathing discomfort (acute dyspnoea) and exhaustion.

The common tests performed on patients to diagnose myocardial ischemia are 

physical examination, resting ECG and chest X-rays. More specific examinations 

may be necessary. They are: exercise ECG, long-term monitoring ECG, enzyme 

studies, radio nuclide imaging and arteriogr aphy (for a discussion of these methods 

refer to Hmst et al. 1986).

Coronary arteriography (CA) is regarded as the most accmate method for detecting 

the presence and severity of coronary disease. CA is indicated for patients with 

unexplained chest pain and whose noninvasive examinations do not exclude the 

possibility of coronary stenosis, or for asymptomatic patients showing exercise 

responses compatible with severe coronary disease (Steingart and Scheuer 1986).

The CA is obtained by inserting a catheter through the femoral artery and 

descending aorta up to the coronary arteries. Contrast medium is injected through 

the catheter and its flow behaviour- is registered using a cineangiography technique.
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This method produces an anatomical view of the vascular bed close to the catheter 

(Franch et al. 1986).

There aie some limitations associated with CA. The interpretation of CA results is 

largely subjective. There is intraobseiver and interobseiver variability in judging 

the severity of the lesions. When atherosclerotic plaguing is diffuse, 

underestimation of stenosis occurs since the clinician assesses the stenosis severity 

by compating its diameter with the diameter of an adjacent vessel that is assumed 

to be normal (Arnett el al. 1979; Wilson 1991). On the other hand, overestimation 

may result if spontaneous or catheter induced spasm occrus in the obstructed 

segment, increasing its narrowing. Since the results of CA are two dimensional 

images, eccentricity and asymmetry of the lesions adds difficulties to their 

interpretation. Overlapping vessels may also introduce errors (Marcus 1983).

The CA results are important to determine the extent of the disease and, if 

necessary, the surgical approach: bypass or percutaneous transluminal coronary 

angioplasty (PTCA). Bypass surgery uses an autogenous vein or ar tery to connect 

the aorta with the distal portion of the narrowed or occluded coronary arteries in 

order to re-establish the downstream blood supply. The most used graft is the 

reversed saphenous vein fi-om the calf. The internal mammary artery has also been 

successfully used as an alternative to the saphenous vein. PTCA aims to increase 

the blood supply distal to the stenosis by increasing the diameter of the lumem. 

This is achieved by compressing the stenosis towards the vessel wall with the use 

of a distensible balloon in the tip of a catheter. PTCA is indicated for isolated, 

discrete, single-vessel stenoses (Hall and Grnentzig 1986; Jones and Hatcher 

1986).

hr order to obtain further information on the severity of the stenosis, assess the 

outcome of surgical intervention, and study the coronary circulation, many 

investigations have been carried out with the use of a complementary technique: the
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Doppler ultrasound catheter. The following sections discuss tire coronary 

circulation and the Doppler catheter technique.

1.2 - Coronary Circulation

The coronary circulation has a phasic pattern dictated by the balance between the 

driving pressure at the aortic root and tire vascular impedance of the distal bed. To 

better understand this phasic behaviour, the temporal relationship between the 

aortic pressure, left ventricle pressure and the events of the heart pumping action 

are first discussed (Fig. 1.3). Fig. 1.4 presents tiie dependence of the coronary 

blood flow on aortic pressure.

After the filling of the ventricle (admission valve open, output valve closed), the 

ventricle wall starts contracting and the ventricular pressure rises. When the 

ventricular pressure increases above the atrial pressure the admission valve closes. 

The ventricular pressure continues increasing and when it exceeds the aortic 

pressure, the output valve opens and the blood is ejected into the aortic root 

increasing the pressure at that site. The contraction reaches its maximum and a 

period of muscle relaxation occurs. The ventricular and aortic pressures decay. The 

ventricular pressure falls faster than the aortic one and when the first becomes 

lower than tiie second, the output valve closes. A new filling period starts when the 

admission valve opens at a ventricular pressure below the one in the atrium (Burton 

1977).

When the heart wall contracts, the coronary vessels are compressed, and the 

mechanical input impedance increases. From Fig. 1.4 it is possible to note that 

during diastole, when the heart muscles are relaxed, the coronary blood flow is 

driven by the aortic pressure. During systole, coronary flow starts to rise due to the
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growing pressure in the aortic root, but falls again as the distal impedance 

increases. Therefore, the majority of coronary flow occurs during diastole.

mm

100

(a) (b)(b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 1.3 - Temporal relation among phases of heart action, left ventricular pressure (continuous line) 
and aortic pressure (broken line), (b) and (c) correspond to systole, (a), (d) and (e) occur during 
diastole, (a) and (e) filling period (admission valve open, output valve closed), (b) isovolumetric 
contraction period (both valves closed), (c) ejection period (output valve open, admission valve 
closed), (d) isovolumetric relaxation period (both valves closed). (Modified from Burton 1977).

An interesting aspect of the coronary circulation is that an increase in the aortic 

mean pressure does not always produce higher flow. Experimental results show that 

an abrupt increase in perfusion pressure is followed by a rise in flow that, after 

some while, returns to its previous value. Therefore, the coronary circulation has 

some degree of autoregulation to adapt to different body operating conditions. This 

autoregulation is associated with myocardial metabolism, neural and humoral 

control (Factor and Bach 1994).

To assess the microcirculation autoregulation when stenosis is present in major 

coronary branches, Gould et al. (1974) performed experiments in dogs. LCXs of 12 

animals were isolated and an electromagnetic flowmeter was implanted. Occlusion 

was produced distal to the transducer by a snare having its diameter controlled by a 

micromanipulator. The occlusion was successively increased under normal
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circulation and under hyperaemia produced by vasodilator injection. Fig. 1.5 

presents a typical result obtained from these experiments.
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Fig. 1.4 - Temporal relation between aortic pressure and coronary blood flow. The diastolic flow is 
higher than the systolic one because o f compression of arteries during heart contraction.
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Fig. 1.5 - Effect o f progressive constriction on the mean flow in LCXs o f a dog at resting (+++) and
at hyperaemia produced by vasodilator injection (-----). Curves plotted from polynomials derived by
Gould et al. (1974) to fit the experimental points.
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Resting mean flow did not decrease up to an occlusion of 85% of the vessel 

diameter. Hyperaemic response changed more significantly after 45% of diameter 

constriction. The mean hyperaemic flow was four times hiÿier than the basal one in 

the absence of stenoses.

This study also discussed phasic changes in the downstream flow caused by the 

presence of stenosis in the coronary arteries. It was observed that there is a marked 

reduction in diastolic flow without changes in systolic flow. This may be explained 

by the increased influence of the stenosis on flow during periods of low vascular 

resistance (diastole) as compared with that during periods of high distal vascular 

resistance (systole).

Kajiya et al (1986) have shown similar phasic changes for man during cardiac 

surgery.

1.3 - Doppler Catheter Technique

Doppler catheters are devices tiiat have an ultrasound transducer in their tips which 

allow measurements of blood flow velocity to be made inside the artery. The 

catheter is inserted into a coronary artery in the same way as one for arteriography. 

Doppler catheters have been used to evaluate the collateral circulation (Kern et al.

1993) and to quantify the severity of stenoses.

The methods developed to assess stenoses are the measurements of tiie coronary 

blood flow reserve ratio (CBFRR), diastolic/systolic velocity ratio (DSVR) and 

application of the continuity equation.
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1.3.1 - Coronary Blood Flow Reserve Ratio

CBFRR is calculated by dividing the flow velocity measured in a hyperaemic 

condition by that measured in a normal perfusion state.

To produce hyperaemia, a vasodilator such as papavaiine or adenosine is injected 

into the coronary artery. The recorded flow is considered to be the maximal one for 

that vascular bed.

The calculation of CBFRR is motivated by the fact that the coronary circulation has 

to adapt itself to different metabolic requirements of the heart. When the heart 

muscles require more oxygen, microvascular vasodilatation occur s to allow a higher 

blood perfusion. At rest, the flow is much lower than during hyperaemia. If there is 

a stenosis present in the vessel, there will also be vasodilatation of the vascular bed 

in order to allow normal blood supply to the tissue. Therefore, the CBFRR 

measmes the capacity of the coronary system to increase the flow for a higher 

cardiac metabolism. If this value is small when compared with reference values 

obtained from healthy people, then the patient is likely to have a stenosis.

It should be noted that these assumptions are true if the vasodilatation capacity of 

the vascular" bed distal to the stenosis responds normally to applied drugs. Since 

patients with history of infarction or hypertension have their" microcirculation 

affected, CBFRR is not useful for these cases (Wilson et al. 1987). On the other 

hand, Wilson (1991) suggested that CBFRR can be used to detect microvascular 

dysfunction in patients with chest pain and normal coronary arteries.

Experimental work has show that a heart rate (HR) increase produces a flow 

increase in the basal condition, but the hyperaemic blood flow does not change 

significantly. Therefore, there is a CBFRR decrease with a HR increase (McGitm et
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al. 1989; Rossen and Winniford 1993; Hongo et al. 1994). Since this precludes the 

comparison of results amongst different patients, McGinn et al. (1989) suggested 

the use of atrial pacing to perform measurements at a constant heart rate.

Wilson et al. (1987) have shown a good correlation between stenosis size and 

CBFRR.

1.3.2 - Diastolic/Systolic Velocity Ratio (DSVR)

Measurements of CBFRR taken immediately after angioplasty do not correlate well 

with the results achieved by intervention. The CBFRR may be depressed after a 

successftil angioplasty. These findings are attributed, amongst other factors, to 

vasomotor tone alteration (due to angioplasty injuries of the vessel media or 

vasoconstrictor substances released by the tissue at the region of mechanical 

dilation), autoregulation malftmction related to long-term ischaemia and 

simultaneous increase of baseline and hyperaemic flow (Wilson et al. 1988; Segal 

ct al. 1992).

Based on the phasic flow changes distal to the stenosis (Section 1.2), Segal et al. 

(1992) investigated the possibility of quantifying this behaviour by calculating 

distal DSVR measured before and after angioplasty (Folts at aL (1975) had 

previously suggested this parameter to evaluate graft surgery). According to their 

measurements, the distal DSVR correlated well with the outcome of angioplasty.

1.3.3 - Continuity Equation
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Based on the mass conservation law, Johnson et al. (1989) proposed that an 

estimate of stenosis severity could be made by knowing that the flow is constant 

along a nonbranching tube. By measuring the velocity, area proximal to the 

stenosis, and the velocity in the stenotic region, determination of the stenosis area 

could be achieved. They developed experiments in animals obtaining good 

correlation between their measurements and the ar ea of implanted stenosis.

Nalcatani et al. (1992) applied this same principle in humans. To perform the 

velocity measurements the catheter was placed close to the stenosis and the velocity 

was registered at two different distances from the tip, corresponding to the pre= 

stenotic and stenotic region. The luminal diameters of the two segments were 

measured with fivefold magnified angiograms talcen at the end of diastole. The 

authors claimed to have achieved good results when comparing the calculated and 

the measured stenoses diameters.

Sources of Error in Doppler Catheter Measurements

This section discusses some aspects related to the difficulties of perfoiming 

accurate blood flow velocity measurements in coronary arteries when applying the 

Doppler catheter technique.

Coronary arteries may be seen as branching and cm"ved tubes. Both cmves and 

bifurcations induce deviations from axismmetric flow, hr cur-ves, centrifugal force 

is strongest for the fluid elements travelling at higher velocities. This generates 

secondary motions, that is, faster moving fluid, originally at the centre of the vessel 

(for a parabolic velocity profile), will tend to be swept out towards the outside of 

the bend, being replaced by slower moving fluid from near walls (Fig. 1.6.a). hr a 

bifurcation, inertial effects skew the velocity profile such that the fast moving
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elements are found on the flow divider walls of the daughter vessels (Fig. 1.6.b). In 

consequence of this, secondary motions may also occur close to bifurcations. The 

pulsatile flow regime, the periodic compression of the vessel walls by the heart 

muscles and the presence of stenosis in the vessel add more complexity to the flow 

pattern developed in coronary arteries.

Considering this, the most obvious problem in performing velocity measmements 

with the Doppler technique is that the insertion of the catheter inside the vessel will 

disturb this complex blood flow pattern whose velocity is to be determined. The 

presence of the catheter may change the gross flow, modify the flow velocity 

distribution inside the vessel, and cause local turbulence introducing, therefore, 

err ors into velocity estimates.

Movements of the artery wall and the pulsatile blood flow may change the position 

of the catheter inside the vessel dmrng the car diac cycle. Velocity estimates depend 

on the angle of ultrasoimd insonation (Eq. 2.1 - next chapter), on the degree of 

vessel insonation (uniform or partial) and on the position of the sample volume 

inside the vessel (Evans 1982; Law et al. 1991). Therefore, catheter displacements 

within the vessel may contribute to err ors in velocity estimates.

Insonation of the artery wall by the sample volume generates artefacts which affect 

velocity estimates ('wall thump' - Evans et al. 1989). The introduction of filtering 

allows the elimination of these artefacts but it will also filter out frequency 

components of the real signal, adding err ors to the velocity estimates.

Another difficulty is that these systems generate Doppler shift frequencies that are 

often too high to be simply recorded or processed by the majority of Doppler 

analysers. Therefore, a Doppler analyser utilised for this purpose should have some 

particular" processing featur es in order to allow studies of the coronary cir culation.
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Fig. 1.6 - (a) This diagram illustrates the development of secondary motions in the flow due to 
vessel curvature (After Caro et al. 1978) and (b) distortion o f flow profiles in a bifurcation which 
can also originate secondary motions (After Smedby 1992).

In spite of all these problems, Doppler catheters have been widely used to research 

parameters to quantify the severity of stenosis and to study the coronary circulation 

as mentioned in the previous section. It is our purpose in this work to address some 

of these aspects in order to get some insight on the potentialities of Doppler
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catheters as clinical tools. For this, some measurements were performed with a 

Doppler catheter in vitro. The next section describes some of the techniques 

cun-ently used to investigate in vitro the behaviour of blood flow in arteries and 

introduces the approach talcen in this work.

1.5 - Techniques for Characterisation of Blood Flow Im Arteries

Due to the complex interaction between the circulating blood and the arterial bed, 

added to the difficulties in performing measurements and observations in vivo, 

researchers have been investigating, for many years, numerical and experimental 

models in order to better rmderstand various aspects of the circulation.

The use of models allows, for instance, the development of diagnostic techniques 

(Law et al. 1991; Keegan et al. 1994), and the study of atherogenesis (Perktold and 

Resch 1990).

An ideal model should talce into consideration the rheological properties of the 

blood, the distensibility of the artery wall, the dimensions of the studied arterial 

segment and the pulsatile pattern of velocity waveforms present in it. 

Simplifications are usually adopted according to the approach chosen.

Since flowing blood develops secondary motions, numerical approaches should 

provide 3-D solutions for pulsatile flow in order to fully characterise the events in 

the real chculation. Such tools have been developed using finite element 

discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations (Perirtold et al. 1987; Dvinsky and 

Ojha 1994). hr numerical approaches, the blood is usually considered to be a 

Newtonian fluid and the vessels are assumed to be rigid. The main difficulty with 

numerical modelling is the computational power required. For instance, Dvinsky
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and Ojha (1994) have reported the limitations of a Sun Sparcstation 1+ with 40 

Mbytes of memory, suggesting the use of a network of workstations to solve 

complex haemodynamic problems. Furthermore, numerical techniques to fully 

characterise blood flow in arteries are still subject to research. Numerical 

approaches should become more popular in the future when software and more 

powerfid computers become more accessible, since they may provide more detailed 

information than experimental measmements (Dvinslcy and Ojha 1994). 

Nevertheless, hr spite of the fact that numerical solutions may give more 

information on the flow regime studied, one would wish to validate these results by 

comparing them with experimental measurements. Therefore, experimental 

techniques should be developed in par allel to developments of nrrmerical methods.

Among experimental approaches to characterise pulsatile flow profiles in arterial 

models, two of the most powerful techniques are the laser Doppler velocimeter 

method (LDVM) and the photochromie tracer method (PTM). In these approaches, 

arterial models are usually scaled up to malce the experiments easier and more 

accurate. Through the model, fluid with mechanical characteristics similar to blood 

is pumped. In order to reproduce waveforms similar to those present in the 

chculation, pulsatile waveforms are obtained by computer control of the pump 

driving the fluid (Ku et al. 1985; Law et al. 1987).

LDVs have a very small sample volume (length = 540 pm; diameter = 40 pm - 

Smedby 1992) enabling the investigation of flow profiles developed in a model by 

performing consecutive measur ements of flow velocity in a specified radial position 

of the model studied dming a cycle. By repeating these measmements for different 

radial positions, the flow profile can be determined (Ku et al. 1985; Denardo et al.

1994). This method requhes a transparent arterial model and a transparent blood 

analogue. Computers are usually employed to depict the resulting temporal 

development of the flow profiles in the investigated section of the model. These 

flow profiles consist of 2-D representations of measured mean velocities.
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Measurements in distensible models with non-Newtonian chculatmg fluids have 

been reported (Liepsch and Moravec 1984).

The PTM uses a colourless solution as a blood analogue which, when irradiated 

with ultra-violet light, undergoes a photochemical reaction producing a colour 

change. By irradiating a narrow section of the solution, perpendicular" to the flow 

dhection, and photographing the studied model at a selected time after the 

hradiation, the velocity profile can be visualised. Ojha et al. (1990) used this 

technique to visualise pulsatile flow profiles close to a modelled arterial stenoses. 

The ultra-violet light was generated by a pulsed N  ̂ laser and a set of seven 

convexes lenses was used to focus the laser beam at different points of the model in 

order to obtain a register of the spatial development of the flow profile in a same 

photograph. The solution used consisted of 1,3,3 -trimethylindoline-6- 

nitrobenzosphopyran dissolved in deodorised kerosene. To compute parameters of 

interest in Doppler studies, such as the intensity weighted mean velocity produced 

by the obser"ved flow profile insonated by an ultrasormd beam with a loiown power 

distribution, the photographs obtained would need to be digitised.

The techniques described above are very power"firl tools that enable the 

characterisation of pulsatile blood flow in arteries in similar conditions to those 

present in the real circulation. They would be ver-y useful for characterising the 

flow profiles developed close to the Doppler catheter tip, firom where the velocity 

measmements are talcen. This would help to better evaluate the accmacy of the 

investigated Doppler measmements. Nevertheless, the cost involved and time 

necessary to build such set ups were limiting factors in this work.

Om aim in this project was to carry out some initial observations related to aspects 

that can affect the accmacy of the Doppler system utilised. For this, measmements 

for Icnown flow conditions were performed. The use of complex flow fields similar 

to those present in coronary circulation would introduce difficulties in the
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interpretation of the results. Therefore, we have limited our in vitro studies mainly 

to steady flow regimes. A simple technique for visualisation of steady flow close to 

the Doppler catheter tip was utilised to observe if the catheter introduces turbulence 

into the flow. Details of the experiments are provided in Chapter 8. The following 

sections describe the objectives of this work and the content of each chapter.

1.6 - Objectives

The aim of this work was to investigate the viability of applying Doppler catheters 

in the study of coronary circulation. The first step was to develop a Doppler 

analyser which would present the necessary features for this particular application, 

including the possibility of acquiring other physiological signals to calculate the 

parameters discussed in Section 1.3. The system developed was based on digital 

signal processing techniques. Some research on digital processing methods to 

improve the analysis of Doppler signals was also performed. The second step was 

to characterise the sample volume generated by the catheter employed and assess 

the accuracy of the measurements performed in vitro with the catheter and the 

developed Doppler analyser. Based on these measurements, discussion on the 

methods to characterise the severity of stenosis is presented. The final step was to 

perform measurements in vivo to validate the use of the developed Doppler 

analyser in clinical situations.

1.7 - Description of Contents

Chapter 2: The origin of the physiological signals of interest in this work, principles 

of their acquisition and the characteristics of the equipment utilised for their 

acquisition are described.
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Chapter 3: This chapter describes the hardware and software developed to acquire 

and process quadrature Doppler signals, EGG and pressure waveforms. Examples 

of data sampled and processed with the use of the developed system are presented.

Chapter 4: Digital techniques to reduce cross-tahc when processing Doppler signals 

are presented. A method of characterising parameters for the suggested 

compensation structur es is also given.

Chapter 5: A developed maximum frequency follower is compared to two others in 

order to evaluate its performance. The method is formd to present a similar 

performance to the other two, having as an advantage the automatic detection of the 

maximum frequency without any intervention of the operator.

Chapter 6: This chapter reports analytical, experimental and numerical methods 

utilised to characterise the sample volume produced by the Doppler catheter 

investigated. Based on the experimental results for the beam shape and two 

arbitrary flow profiles, investigation of the effects of non-uniform insonation on 

velocity estimates is presented.

Chapter 7: The implementation of software for off-line analysis of Doppler signals 

is described. This software allows the processing of Doppler signals with the use of 

the complex EFT and two time-fiequency distributions.

Chapter 8: This chapter reports results of observations and measmements 

performed in vitro with steady and pulsatile flow. Blood and a blood analogue 

were utilised to carry out these measmements.

Chapter 9: Measmements in vivo and additional software to process sampled 

waveforms are described. Examples of the acquired and processed waveforms are 

given.
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Chapter 10: This chapter summarises the work developed and discusses clinical 

perspectives for the use of Doppler catheters.
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Chapter 2 - Signal Acquisition: Principles and Characteristics of
Equipment Utilised



2.1 - Introduction

To perform studies on blood flow velocity in the coronary circulation, assessing the 

phasic characteristics of the flow, three different waveforms are required: Doppler 

signals, the electrocardiogram (ECO), and pressure.

Next section will discuss how Doppler signals allow the estimation of the blood 

flow velocity. Information derived from the ECG and pressure waveforms are used 

to discriminate between the two phases of the cardiac cycle, systole and diastole. 

With these data, it is possible to determine the blood flow velocity during systole 

and diastole, and therefore, investigate all methods discussed in the previous 

chapter (CBFRR, DSVR and continuity equation).

In this chapter, the origins of these signals are outlined and the technical 

characteristics of the devices used for their acquisition in this work are described.

2.2 - Clinical Application of the Doppler Effect

The relative movement between a wave source and an observer produces an 

increase or decrease of the frequency detected by the observer when compared to 

the emitted one. This phenomena is called the Doppler effect and the frequency 

difference, the Doppler shift which can be expressed as (Atkinson and Woodcock 

1982):
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where:
= Doppler shift frequency, 

f̂  = transmitted frequency, 
f„= observed fr equency,
V = relative velocity, 
c = velocity of the sound in the medium,
0 = angle between the directions of wave propagation and observer movement.

This principle is applied in medicine to measuie the blood flow velocity in arteries. 

For this, a device called a Doppler system is designed to transmit ultrasound waves 

and process signals originating fr om the interaction between the blood and incident 

waves. The Doppler system processes electrical signals, tlierefore, a transducer is 

necessary to convert electrical into acoustic energy and vice-versa.

The following discussion will present the basic ideas involved in this conversion, 

the interaction of ultr asormd waves and the blood, and Doppler systems.

2.2.1 - Ultrasound Transducers

Transducers used by Doppler systems are built with piezoelectric crystals. 

Piezoelectric material, when mechanically strained, generates an electrical potential 

that is proportional to the applied force. Conversely, the application of an electrical 

field to the crystal produces dimensional changes in the material.

Under resonant operation, the piezoelectric crystal, excited by a continuous 

sinusoidal waveform or pulses of very narrow frequency spectrum, can be 

represented by a lumped-element circuit. This cir cuit is shown in Fig. 2.1 where L ,̂ 

and model a mechanical resonator (Redwood 1964).
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Fig. 2.1 - Lumped equivalent circuit o f piezoelectric transducer valid at frequencies near resonance. 
C is the transducer capacitance. ,C^ and represent the mechanical system.

Under the application of an electrical pulse, the crystal vibrates. Its mechanical 

interaction with the surrounding medium produces acoustic waves that propagate 

into the tissue. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the relation between the electrical pulse and the 

resultant acoustic wave.

>

I
5

I
I

Fig. 2.2 - (b) Piezoelectric transducer response to (a) a short electrical pulse (After 
Jorgensen et al. 1973).
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Fig. 2.1 aids the understanding of tiie events of Fig. 2.2. During step pulse 

application, the crystal stores energy and vibrates. When the pulse ceases, the 

crystal rings during the energy decay, increasing the length of the acoustic pulse. 

The beam pulse shown in Fig. 2.2 is usually called a teardrop' in the literature.

Therefore, the pulse shape produced by an ultrasound transducer depends on the 

characteristics of the electric pulse applied and the electromechanical properties of 

the crystal used. The most common piezoeletric elements used are made of 

ceramics, e.g. lead zirconate titanate, and plastics, e.g. polyvinylidene difluoride 

(Evans et al. 1989).

2.2.2 - Interaction of Blood and Ultrasound

Blood is a non homogenous medium consisting of plasma, erythrocytes (red blood 

cells), leukocytes (white blood cells) and platelets (small particles vital for the 

clotting process).

The plasma occupies about 54% of the total blood volume and is composed of 

water (90%), protein (7%) and other substances such as salt and glucose. The 

erythrocytes have a biconcave disc shape with an average diameter of 8.1 pm and 

an average volume of 95 pm\ representing approximately 45% of the blood 

volume. They have a larger volume and are more numerous than the platelets (» 

20:1). The red cells are also more numerous than the leukocytes (»600:1 - Burton

1977).

When ultrasound waves are propagating in any inhomogeneous medium, they are 

attenuated by two mechanisms: absorption and deflection (reflection, refraction and 

scattering). Absorption converts acoustic energy into thermal energy. Scattering 

occurs when acoustic waves encounter obstacles that are much smaller than their
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wavelength, being then partially deflected from their original course and re-radiated 

in all directions. For frequencies up to 15 MHz,, the majority of attenuation in 

blood is due to absorption alone since the scattered power by blood is very low 

(Shung et al. 1976). Fig. 2.3.a shows experimental measurements of attenuation for 

whole blood up to 10 MHz (Kücuchi et al. 1972 cited by Goss et al. 1978). Fig. 

2.3.b displays the data shovm in Fig. 2.3.a together with data obtained by 

Loclcwood et al. (1991) for attenuation of blood between 30 and 57.5 MHz (44% 

haematocilt).

Experiments have shown that the erythrocytes are mainly responsible for the 

scattering (Reid et al. 1969) and that for frequencies up to 30 MHz, blood (6% 

haematocrit) scatters ultrasound waves with a power that is proportional to the 

fourth power of the incident frequency (Kuo and Shung 1994). Blood scattering is 

also dependent on blood flow rate since at low flow rates, blood forms red cell 

aggregates (Yuan and Shung 1989), and for high flow rates, turbulence seems to 

introduces changes in the red cells distribution (Shung et al. 1984). Lockwwod et 

al. (1991) have found that, for frequencies above 35 MHz, the frequency 

dependence of blood scattering is lower than that found by Shrmg et al. (1976) 

ranging between the power of 1.3 and 1.4. Fig. 2.4.a shows data obtained by Shung 

et al. (1976) on scattering for blood red cells suspended in saline at two different 

haematocrits (hmct); 8% and 26% (flow rate; 4 ml/s). Fig. 2.4.b shows data 

obtained by Loclcwood et al. (1991) for blood scattering between 35 and 65 MHz 

(38% haematocrit). hr Fig. 2.4.b, an experimental measmement performed by 

Shung et al. (1976) is also shown for comparison.

For the fr equency of interest in this work, 20 MHz, blood scattering measmed for 

porcine blood in saline (6% haematocrit) is approximately 19xlOYSr.cm (Kuo and 

Shrmg 1994). From the data available (Fig. 2.3.b), the attenuation of the whole 

blood at this frequency should be between 5 and 9 dB/cm.
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Fig. 2.3 - Experimental data on blood attenuation obtained by (a) Kikuchi et al. (1972) that are also 
plotted in (b) together with data obtained by Lockwood et al. (1991).
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Fig. 2.4 - Experimental measurements o f ultrasound scattering by blood reproduced from (a) Shung 
et al. (1976) and (b) Lockwood et al. (1991). The measurements by Shung et al. (1976) were 
carried out for two different haematocrits (hmct; 8% and 26%) at the flow rate o f 4 ml/s. The fourth 
power o f the frequency is plotted for comparison. The measurements performed by Lockwood et al. 
(1991) at flow velocities below 18 cm/s did not present much difference. Data obtained at the flow 
velocity o f 38 cm/s is also shown. The standard deviation is presented for 5 measurements 
performed.
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2.2.3 - Pulsed Doppler Systems

A block diagram of a pulsed Doppler system is depicted iu Fig. 2.5. The master 

oscillator produces a sinusoidal signal at the resonant frequency of the transducer. 

This signal is modulated by a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) generator, 

producing a train of pulses that are amplified and applied to the transducer (Fig 

2.6).

Control

T r a n s d j

mixer

mixer

BP
Filter

BP
Filter

SH

SH

PRF
Oscillator
Master

Amplifier

Gated
Amplifier

Delay Gate 
Generator

Demodulator 

Fig. 2.5 - Block diagram of a pulsed Doppler system

Master Oscillator

Transmitted Burst

Fig. 2.6 - Modulated master signal that is applied to the transducer.
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The signals scattered by the blood propagate back to the transducer where they are 

converted to electrical signals. These signals are amplified and demodulated. To 

discriminate among signals arising from different vessels or sections of a vessel, the 

demodulated signals are sampled for a short time interval, using sample and hold 

circuits (SH). The opening of this time window is established by a delay gate 

generator. This delay can be adjusted by the operator and can be calibrated in terms 

of distance, since the time between the pulse emission and echo reception is 

proportional to tiie distance between the transducer and the depth of the insonated 

region.

The sampled signals are then filtered by band-pass (BP) filters whose lower cut-off 

frequency is usually defined between 200-400 Hz in order to eliminate high 

amplitude and low frequency signals originating from the vessel wall movements 

('wall thump ). The higher cut-off frequency is dictated by the Nyquist criteria. This 

limits the maximum Doppler frequency that can be discriminated without aliasing 

to half of die PRF.

The demodulator diagram presented by Fig. 2.5 depicts the so-called quadrature 

phase detector (QPD). This is the most widely used directional demodulator. Some 

other techniques have been discussed by Coghlan and Taylor (1976).

The QPD makes use of signals that are in-phase and 90° phase shifted with respect 

to the master oscillator. These are multiplied by the incoming signals to provide the 

demodulation. To illustrate this, let the incoming signal be represented by the sum 

of signals scattered by three different targets: one stationary, one moving away 

from the transducer and the other in the opposite direction. Due to the Doppler 

effect, this sum is given by:

r(f) =  coa(w,r +  (|i) +  .4^ cos(wgr+ Wyf+ )  +  vd,. c o s (w /  -  w /  4-
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where:
Wg = carrier frequency
Wf = Doppler shift due to the target moving away from the transducer, 
w, = Doppler shift due to the target moving towards the transducer,
A = amplitude of the component specified by the index.

The multiplication of this equation by cos(wJ) and cos(w„r-90°) yields, after 

filtering out the DC and the components above half of the PRF frequency, 

respectively:

y(r) =^co^w/+<|)y)+:^coa(w/-<|)J (2.2)

g(r) = -^ s in (w / + *y)4-:^sin(w/-(|,J (2.3)

After the processing described, the only components remaining are those related to 

forward and reverse velocities, since uy and are proportional to them.

Both signals described by Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 contain information on forward and 

reverse flow. Further processing allows the separation of the directional 

components.

One of the techniques used for this separation is the phase domain processing 

illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (Coghlan and Taylor 1976).

A phase shift of 90° applied to the in-phase signal (Eq. 2.2) yields :

i i { t )  = —  cos(w^r + <!>/+ 90°) + — co^w^r -$^ 4- 90°) (2 .4 )

Summing Eq. 2.3 to Eq. 2.4, we have:

yk'(r) =  -.<4/ sm(wyf4-(|»y)
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t flow 

(rv(t))

forward
(t) flow

fw

Fig. 2.7 - Directional separation of forward and reverse flow components by phase domain 
processing.

The addition of Eq. 2.3 phase shifted by 90° to Eq. 2.2 produces:

rv(r) = v4,cos(w/-(|*J

Another technique to separate forward and reverse flow is discussed in tiie next 

chapter.

2.2.4 - Technical Specification of the Catheter Tipped Doppler Transducer and 

System

The Doppler catheters used during this project are produced by Schneider (Zurich, 

Autria). They consist of an annular piezoelectric crystal with outer and inner 

diameters of 0.8 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. The central lumen allows the 

catheter to be placed into the coronary arteries with the use of a guide wire.
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The crystal is mounted on the tip of a 3F intracoronary catheter and two leads for 

the electrical connection are soldered to its surfaces, one to the top and another to 

the bottom. The transducer is then covered with a layer of epoxy resulting in a final 

outer diameter of 1 mm and a lumen of 0.4 mm.

The catheter is connected to a Doppler system produced by Millar Instruments 

(Houston, USA). The model is the MDV-20 velocimeter whose characteristics are 

show in Table 2.1.

Master Frequency 20 MHz

PRF 62.5 kHz

Pulse Width 0.4 ps

Variable Range Gate 1-10 mm

Output Filters Specifications

Low Cut-Off Frequency 0.3 kHz

High Cut-Off Frequency 30 kHz

Table 2.1 - Characteristics o f the Doppler system used

2.3 - Acquisition of Pressure

The pressure waveform depends on the volume and velocity of the ventricular 

blood ejection, the peripheral resistance to flow, tiie distensibility of the arterial 

wall and the blood viscosity (O'Rourke 1986). It also exhibits different shapes at 

different sites due to the transit time and wave reflections along the arterial tree 

(Nichols and O'Rourke 1990). The pressure waveform of the great arteries may also 

be used as a diagnostic tool (Branch et al. 1986).
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The frequency content of the pressure signal extends from dc to 30 Hz, but the 

components above 20 Hz are not very significant (Nichols and O'Rourke 1990).

Considering the pressure waveform at the aorta root (Fig. 1.4), the beginning of the 

diastole can be identified by the dicrotic notch since it denotes the closure of the 

output valve between the left ventricle and aorta (aortic valve).

In tins work, the pressure waveform is recorded by a catiieter tipped transducer 

placed into the aortic root through the femoral artery. The following sections 

discuss the principles upon which the transducer is based, and the characteristics of 

tiie system used.

2.3.1 - Pressure Transducer

To understand tiie physical principles involved in the conversion of pressure to an 

electrical signal, consider the resistance of a metal wire that is given by:

where:
p = resistivity of the material, 
1 = length,
A = cross sectional area.

If the wire is strained, the ratio of change in its resistance is (Feura and Webster

1978):

where p = Poisson's ratio.
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The first term of the right hand side is a fimction of the dimensional changes of the 

wire (dimensional effect) and the second term shows that the strain also affects the 

resistivity of the material (piezoresistive effect).

There are alloys and semiconductors tiiat present a comparatively large alteration of 

their resistance under strain. These materials are used to produce transducers called 

strain gauges consisting of compacted wound wire, etched foil or vacuum-deposited 

film.

The measurement of their resistance is usually made witii a Wheatstone-bridge 

circuit. Displacements of the order of a nanometer can be detected (Peura and 

Webster 1978).

The transducer used in this work is formed by a metal diaphragm where thin film 

strain gauges are deposited. The diaphragm is deformed by the blood pressure and 

the detected changes in their resistance are scaled in terms of the applied pressure.

The diaphragm is located on the side of tiie catheter to avoid artefacts in the 

measurements produced by the kinetic energy of the blood which may occur when 

title transducer is not at right angles to the flow (Cobbold 1974).

2.3.2 - Technical Aspects of the Pressure System Utilised

The catheter tipped pressure transducer used was produced by Gaeltec Ltd (Isle of 

Skye, Scotland). The diaphragm is housed in a surgical steel body mounted on a 

woven dacron catheter. The diameter of the transducer is 2 mm (6F). It has a 

sensitivity of 5 pV/mmHg and is linear for the range of 0-300 mmHg.
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The amplifier unit utilised is also produced by Gaeltec Ltd (model S12). This 

device allows the user to control the gain, adjust the null point of the bridge circuit 

and provides an output signal whose frequency content ranges from DC to 1.4 kHz. 

This high frequency response allows the recording of the cardiovascular sounds 

related to different events of the pumping action, but they are not of interest in this 

work. The device also has a mean pressure output.

For this work the gain of die pressure unit was kept fixed. The relationship between 

the applied pressure and voltage output was measured for tiie catiietcrs utilised. 

This allowed the setting of a proper scale for the pressure signals being displayed 

as described in the next chapter. It is advisable, nevertheless, to make periodic 

checks on the conversion of pressure to voltage, since performance may change 

with time, and also verify the scale for new catheters.

2.4 - Acquisition of ECG

The heart beat is an intrinsic action resulting fi’om the interaction of the cardiac 

cells. The nervous system is only able to control its pace, for example, in response 

to the oxygen demands of the body. There are two kinds of heart cells: contractile 

and specialised. The former have periods of contraction that are triggered by 

electrical impulses. The cardiac cells, when stimulated, exchange ions with the 

extracellular medium producing a transmembrane potential that constitutes the 

electrical impulse. This impulse propagates along the cell membrane and is 

communicated to the neighbouring cells, spreading the contractile action throu^ 

the heart wall.

The specialised cells are characterised by a faster conduction velocity of the 

electrical impulse. These cells form the conduction system that generates and
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distributes the electrical impulses. This system is composed of the sino-atrial (SA) 

node, the atrioventricular (AV) node, bundles and the Purkinje network (Fig. 2.8).

The SA node is a pencil-tip-sized region located on the right atrium wall, close to 

the vena cava, composed of self-excitatory cells. These cells produce spontaneous 

and rhythmic ion changes through their membrane, generating electrical impulses 

that activate the heart beat. Therefore, the SA node acts as the cardiac pacemaker.

The impulses generated by the SA node travel along the atrial wall to arrive to the 

AV node located at the base of the atrial septum. This node ramifies into bundles at 

the interventricular septum. These bundles branch off further, eventually forming 

the Purkinje fibres that thread through the ventricles.

Due to the disposition of the conduction system, the electrical excitation, and 

therefore the contraction, spreads sequentially through the atria, interventricular 

septum and simultaneously through right and left ventricles. From the ends of the 

conduction system, the impulse propagates through the contractile cells. This 

activation pattern establishes a very well co-ordinated and efficient contraction of 

the heart.

□  Left bundle 
Y  branch

RA

AV node

Common 
bundle of His

Right
bundle
branch

Fig. 2.8 - Structural diagram o f the conduction system of the heart (After Webster 1988).
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The electrical activity of the heart produces potentials that can be detected on the 

body surface with amplitudes that vary from 0.5 mv to 4 mv (Olson 1978). These 

potentials are detected by placing electrodes on the body and measuring the voltage 

difference between them. This signal is called the electrocardiogram (ECG).

The shape of the ECG waveform depends on the position of the electrodes on the 

body. Fig. 2.9 shown a typical and normal ECG obtained with electrodes located on 

the left leg, right arm and a third one on the right leg that is used as a reference 

(lead II). The first deflection, called the P wave, is associated with the atrial 

activation. The second feature of the ECG, the QRS complex, is related to the 

activation of the ventricles and the third deflection, the T wave, corresponds to the 

return of the ventricle cells to their resting state. Because of the temporal and 

spatial relation between electrical and muscle activities, the ECG is used as a tool 

to assess the heart functions. For instance, ischaemia modifies the T wave and the 

different morphologies that it assumes, are related to the location of the affected 

area of the heart (Orlov 1988).

The ECG is used in this work only to determine the beginning of systole since the 

QRS complex denotes ventricular excitation. It should be noted though, that 

mechanical contraction of the ventricle starts about 50 ms after the QRS complex 

(Milnor 1980).

t(s)

Fig. 2.9 - Typical ECG waveform obtained with the lead II and the conventional designation o f its 
deflections.
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The frequency content of the ECG is between 0.01 and 250 Hz, but devices for 

general diagnosis work within the range of 0.05-100 Hz and monitoring equipment, 

0.5-50 Hz. The QRS complex that is used to detect the start of systole is usually 

processed in a range of 10-20 Hz (Webster 1988).

hr this work, the ECG signals are acquhed from systems used by medical staff to 

monitor the patient dming catheterization. As different equipment is utilised in 

different catheter rooms, specific data are not given. Basically, an ECG amplifier 

has a differential configmation and includes an isolation chcuit to protect the 

patient fiom dangerous cmxents that could be generated in the equipment. The ECG 

amplifier also has devices to protect the equipment fiom high voltages that may 

appear between the electrodes due to defibrillator discharges (Neuman 1978).

2.S - Summary

This chapter has introduced the principles of acquisition of Doppler signals, ECG 

and pressme waveforms. The concepts and terminology presented, and the 

characteristics of the equipment described are refered in the remaining of this text.
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C hapter 3 - D escription o f the System  D eveloped to Process 

D oppler, ECG  and Pressure Signals



3.1 - Introduction

The system developed to sample and process the data provided by the devices 

discussed in the previous chapter is based on an IBM compatible 486 PC. Into this, 

a digital signal processing (DSP) board and an analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion 

board are inserted.

The DSP board is produced by Loughborough Sound Images Ltd. (Loughborough, 

UK) and has a DSP processor, 160 kbytes of memory, a timer and two A/D 

channels containing fourth order lowpass Butterwortii filters and A/D converters. 

The cut-off frequency of the Butterworth filters are programmable with the use of 

external components.

The DSP processor is the WE DSP32C manufactured by AT&T. This contains a 32 

bit floating point arithmetic units, 6 kbytes of internal memory, direct memory 

access facilities (DMA i) and can perform up to 12.5 million instructions per 

second.

The A/D converters of the DSP board are 16-bit precision, working in a range of ± 

2.5V. They are utilised to acquire the ECG and pressure signals. To sample the 

Doppler signals, an A/D conversion board was developed. Section 3.2 discusses the 

technical requirements for this board, and its design is described in Section 3.3. The 

A/D board is interfaced to the DSP board and the PC.

Section 3.4 describes the software developed to carry out tiie sampling and 

processing of the signals.

tranrfer from and to the memory without necessity of program intervention.
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The application of the system described in the following sections for the acquisition 

of clinical data is reported in Chapter 9.

L2 - Technical Requirements for the A/D Board

There is clinical interest in recording and measuring blood flow velocity in stenotic 

coronary vessels before and after angioplasty.

Before angioplasty, the flow velocity is usually low since the stenosis hampers the 

flow depending on its severity. It has also been observed that, after angioplasty, the 

flow velocity is higher than that expected in a resting condition. This finding is 

attributed to the inability of the distal vasculature to autoregulate immediately after 

long term abnormal flow perfusion (Wilson et al. 1988). Consequently, the flow 

velocity changes dramatically between these two haemodynamic situations.

According to the Nyquist sarnplmg theorem, a signal should be sampled at a rate at 

least twice that of its maximum frequency component to have its frequency 

spectrum preserved (Carlson 1986).

The use of a constant sampling rate, high enough to properly sample the Doppler 

signals during hyperaemic flow post-angioplasty, would produce a poor frequency 

resolution for the data obtained before the intervention (if the same data length is 

processed, as discussed later on). Beyond this, the flow velocity is also variable 

among the population. Therefore, it is deshable to be able to sample the Doppler 

signals at different rates.

To meet the Nyquist criteria, low pass filters, called anti-aliasing filters, ar e used to 

limit the frequency content of the signal (and noise) to half of the sampling
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frequency. Since we are interested in sampling Doppler signals at different rates, 

they need to be programmable.

Another important requirement, as mentioned in Chapter 2, is to filter out the 

artefacts due to the wall movements ('wall thump'). 'Wall thump' filters are included 

in the Doppler system used. However, during our clinical measurements it was 

realised that they were not able to eliminate satisfactorily the artefacts because tiieir 

cut-off frequency (300 Hz) were lower than the frequency content of the 'wall 

tiiump'. As their presence depend on the anatomical site and position of the catheter 

within the vessel, programmable 'wall thump' filters were incorporated in the A/D 

board designed.

3.3 - Description of the Implemented A/D Conversion Board

Fig. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 depict the circuit implemented to carry out the sampling of the 

quadrature Doppler signals. It has the following characteristics: programmable 

amplifiers, programmable 'wall thump' filters, programmable anti-aliasing filters, 

programmable sampling rates, simultaneous sampling of the quadrature signals and 

direct interface to the DSP processor.

The analog inputs of the circuit are voltage clipped to 4.0 V by Zener diodes. This 

avoids damage to the components connected to the inputs if a high voltage is 

accidentally applied to them.

The input signals may be amplified up to 24 dB by the programmable amplifiers 

SCI 1310 (Sierra Semiconductor Ltd.). These integrated circuits (1C) are controlled 

by a binary word that selects the gain in steps of 0.1 dB. This word is sent by 

software running in the PC, according to the operator settings established during
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the use of the system. The PC selects the SCI 1310, as other IC's on the board, 

through an address decoder consisting of the IC's 74LS688 and 74LS139. 

Amplification of the input signals allows the A/D converters to achieve a better 

performance in terms of digital resolution for signals of different amphtudes 

(obtained fiom different patients and clinical situations) and gives flexibility for the 

system to be used with various Doppler systems that may present different gains in 

then quadrature outputs.

The 'wall thump' filters are Butterworth of second order implemented using state- 

variable active filter IC's produced by Burr-Brown (UAF42). The cut-off 

fiequencies of these high pass filters (one for each channel) are simultaneously 

changed using a quad digital to analog converter (D/A - MP7628) and 4 auxiliary 

operational amplifiers, two of them being contained in the UAF42 IC's. By writing 

digital words to the D/A's through the PC, it is possible to program the cut-off 

frequencies of the 'wall thump' filters between 300 to 6375 Hz in steps of 25 Hz.

The IC's used for anti-aliasing filtering ar e integrated 8th order eUiptic filters made 

by Linear Technology (LTC 1064-4). They operate up to a maximum cut-off 

frequency of 100 kHz. The cut-off fiequencies are deterurined by 1/50 of the 

frequency of a clock applied to pin 11 of each device. The clock is generated by a 

programmable interval timer (8254-2 - Intel Co.), thus allowing the anti-aliasing 

filters to be programmed. The filter output is cormected to a chcuit recommended 

by Linear to act as a buffer and elhninate clock feedthr ough.

The 8254-2 has three programmable cormters with independent inputs. Routines 

running in the PC send command words to the 8254-2 that define the cut-off 

frequency of the anti-aliasing filters. The other two counters of the 8254-2 are used 

to determine the conversion rate of the A/D 1C. The PC selects the 8254-2 thr ough 

the same IC's used to select the SCI 1310.
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The A/D IC is the DSP 102 manufactured by Burr-Brown. It has two converters 

with analog full-scale ranges of +2.75 V. The two channels are simultaneously 

sampled and converted to 16-bit words that are transmitted in cascade as a 32 bit 

word over a single serial line. The IC also contains logic circuitry to allow these 

data to be interfaced to the DSP processor. The choice of the serial transmission 

was due to the fact that the DSP processor is able to receive the data and convert 

them to parallel format in a serial buffer automatically without consuming any 

processing time. The transfer of the data from the serial buffer of the DSP 

processor to the memory in the board is carried out by a DMA operation which is 

computationally more efficient than the use of interruptions. This approach is also 

more cost efficient.

From
PC

MP7628

UAF42SC11310

Dopplar
Signal»

M
UAF42q(t)

8011310

(pq

?  "  DigM Om nd
7?Z •  Awiog Greistd

Fig. 3.1 - Partial diagram o f the A/D board. This section shows the logic to enable the IC's for 
communication with the PC, the programmable amplifiers and the programmable 'wall thump' 
filters.
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The DSP 102 can achieve sampling rates of up to 200 kHz. The sampling and 

conversion is initialised by a signal generated by one of the counters of the 8254-2 

programmed through routines implemented in the PC. The third counter of the 

8254-2 establishes the serial data transfer rate between the DSP32C and the 

DSP 102. The input of this counter is obtained from a clock available on the PC bus 

that has a frequency of 14.31818 MHz. This signal is first divided by two, with the 

use of a D type flip-flop, because the 8254-2 does not work with frequencies above 

10 MHz. The other two counter inputs of the 8254-2 are derived from a clock 

generated by the DSP 102. This arrangement is necessary to achieve the timing 

requirements of the DSP 102. The output signals of the board transmitted to the 

DSP32C are buffered to protect the more expensive IC's with the use of available 

OR gates.

30 A 13 .  M

To

Boon)

DSP102

Fig. 3.2 - Partial diagram of the A/D board. This section shows the programmable timer (8254-2) 
which determines the cut-off frequency o f the anti-aliasing filters (LTCl064-4), the A/D converters 
and its interfrice to the DSP board.
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The DSP 102 needs stabilised power supplies to obtain a more accurate reference 

for the conversions being made since the digital supply is quite noisy because of 

circuit switching. To provide these voltages from the PC circuits, a DC-DC 

converter produced by Burr-Brown (PWR5904) is used. This component also 

provides the power supply for the anti-aliasing filters and amplifiers. A second DC- 

DC converter (PWR021215 - Burr-Brown) supplies a higher voltage (15 V) to the 

components of the 'wall thump' filters.

The next section discusses how the sampled signals are processed to obtain a 

description of their frequency content. If the A/D channels are converting signals 

whose amplitudes exceed their maximum range, there is distortion of the sampled 

waveforms, and therefore, distortion of their frequency content. To alert the system 

user to this, the amplitude of the signals at the inputs of the A/D converters are 

compared to a reference of 2.75V (Fig. 3.3). If the maximum amplitude of any of 

the signals is higher than the reference, an interrupt is generated to the PC 

hardware. This interrupt prompts the execution of a routine that displays a warning 

message on the PC screen. The comparators have a Schmitt-trigger configuration to 

produce a more stable output (Millman 1979).

R23 C19
018

DSP102 - pin 2 R22

R24
OA2

+5V,R25

Vref OA2
1/6 74ALS832R24

D S P 1 0 2 -p ln 2 5
C IS

R23 019

Fig. 3.3 - Circuit used in the A/D board to generate an interrupt to the PC hardware in case of 
detecting amplitude above the range o f conversion o f the A/D's.
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The programmable characteristics of the board are summarised in the Table 3.1.

Function Frequency (kHz)

Sampling

Frequency
204* 4096 5462 8192

Anti
aliasing
Cut-off

Frequency

10.24 2048 2T31 4096

Function Minimum
Value

Increment Maximum
Value

Wall thump' 
Cut-Off

Frequency
300 Hz 25 Hz 6375 Hz

Amplifiers
Gain

OdB OUdB 24 dB

Table 3.1 - Summary o f prc^rammable characteristics o f A/D board that can be changed by Ac 
user on line at the time of the signal acquisition. The sampli% rate md anti-aliasing filters cut-off 
firequemcy are changed simultaneously through a common command.

3.4 - Description of the Implemented Software

The main tasks of the software described in this section are the processing of the 

Doppler, ECG and pressure signals, and the display of the results obtained on the 

PC screen.
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The sub-sections below discuss aspects concerned with the ECG and pressure 

signal conditioning and the concepts applied to the Doppler signal processing. 

Descriptions of the routines developed to support the main functions are also 

presented.

3.4.1 - Processing of the Quadrature Doppler Signals

Blood flow in the arteries is pulsatile, presenting different velocity distributions 

during the cardiac cycle (Nichols and O'Rourke 1990).

Eq. 2.1 shows that the Doppler frequency is proportional to blood flow velocity. 

Since the sample volume insonates flow laminae having different velocities, the 

Doppler signal consists of the sum of several components of frequency. It is a 

common technique to process the Doppler signal to determine its frequency 

components and their relative intensities.

As the velocity distribution of the flow laminae is changing, the Doppler signal 

contains a variable frequency content or spectrum. The presentation of the Doppler 

spectrum at consecutive time intervals during the cardiac cycle is called a 

sonogram. The spectra are shown on axes of time and frequency, with the relative 

intensities of the frequency components displayed in a colour-coded mode (Fig. 

3.4).

The matiiematical tool used to obtain the spectrum of a Doppler signal is the 

Fourier transform (FT) given by (Carlson 1986):

F{x(()) =  X ( / )  =  J  (3.1)



4 0 , 9 6  k H z

Dll

Time {s)
Fig. 3.4 -Example o f sonogram obtained from a coronary artery.

The FT defines a continuous function in the frequency domain from a signal 

described in the time dmnain. As an example, the FT of sine and cosine frmctkms 

are given by (Brigham 1974);

(3.2)

F{4cos(2;^)} = - [ 8 ( / - / , ) + 5 ( / +/„)] (3.3)

Considering the composition of the quadrature Doppler signals, defined by Eqs. 2.2 

and 2.3, as:

c ( 0  = / ( / ) + 7 ^ ( 0 (3.4)

its description in the frequency domain can be found by calculating its FT:
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j — {cos$y cos(Wyf) -  sin (j)̂  sin(w^f) -  j[cos(^^ sin(w^r) + sin cos(w^f)]}e“̂ t*  -

J^{cos(J),. cos(w/) + sin <|), sin(w/)+j[cos(J»̂  sin(w/) -  sin <|)̂ cos(w/)]}g ^ d t

I^{cos(|)y [cos(Wyf) -  j  sin(w^f)] -  sin [sin(w^r) + j  cos(w r̂)]}e ^ d t  +

F{c(0} =

4  
__ ^

J-^{cosc ,̂. [cos(w/) + j  sin(w/)]+sin <j),.[sin(ŵ f ) -  j  cos(w^t)}}e~^dt

Using Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.3, the result is given by:

.............................^ { c (0 )  = C ( / )  = -^5 (/+ _ /} ){ c o s* y -y s in 4 » ^ } + — 6 ( / - / . ) { c o s * , - ) s i n * J

The magnitude of C 0  is determined for two frequency components:

2

|W r)|=  2

Therefore, the FT of the complex signal given by Eq. 3.4 maps the reverse and 

forward components of flow onto different sides of tiie spectrum, positive and 

negative, providing an efficient technique for directional separation.
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For computational purposes, the FT needs to be calculated for signals sampled 

during a short time interval. This implies tiie use of the discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) defined as (Oppenheim and Schaffer 1975):

(3 ^)

where:
n = index for the array of sampled data; 
N = number of data points analysed; 
k = frequency bin.

There are very efficient algoritiims described in the literature to calculate Eq. 3.5. 

These are called fast Fourier Transforms (FFT - Oppenheim and Schaffer 1975).

The results of Eq. 3.5 describe the frequency content of the analysed signal in N 

discrete points spaced by Fs/N in the frequency domain, where Fs is the sampling 

frequency. A better frequency resolution is achieved by limiting Fs to its minimum 

value imposed by the Nyquist criteria. Another option is to increase the interval of 

observation (larger N) which results in a poorer time resolution.

Another aspect of the computational applications is that the separation of a finite 

length sequence from the continuous time description of tiie signal by the sampling 

procedure introduces discontinuities at its boundaries. The discontinuities produce 

components of frequency that were not present in the original signal. To reduce tins 

effect, called spectral leakage, weighting functions or windows are applied to the 

sequence in order to smootii the boundaries. In this work, the Hann window is 

utilised (Harris 1978).
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From the spectrum of the Doppler signal it is possible to extract two useful 

parameters: the maximum frequency and the intensity weighted mean frequency 

(IWMF). These are proportional to the maximum and mean velocity, respectively. 

They are largely applied to assess arterial flow dynamics (Evans et al. 1989).

A study of methods developed to detect the maximum frequency is presented in 

Chapter 5.

The IWMF is defined by (Evans et al. 1989):

----------  (3.6)
\ p u w

where P(f) is the power distribution of the Doppler signal as a function of 

frequency. The IWMF is numerically evaluated in this work where P(f) is obtained 

using the FFT.

This process can be summarised in the following steps carried out by the software 

to display tiie sonogram, and the mean and maximum frequencies on the screen:

a - N pairs of quadrature Doppler samples are acquired and stored, 

b - A complex Hann window is applied to the array of N complex data points 

where tiie real and imaginary values correspond to the in-phase signal samples and 

quadrature signal samples, respectively.

c - A FFT is performed on tiie windowed complex data (complex FFT - CFFT) to 

obtain the spectrum separated into components of forward and reverse flow, 

d - The IWMF is calculated.
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e - The maximum frequency is detected (Chapter 5).

f  - The results of the CFFT are displayed on the screen along with the IWMF 

results and the detected maximum fr equency.

Routines written m 'C language for the PC program the A/D board (setting the 

sampling rate, amplifier gains and cut-off fiequencies of the filters), load the 

sofiware into the DSP board, perform step 'f described above and reconfigme the 

system according to the crurent user settings. Routines written for the DSP32C in 

assembly language perform the other tasks. The exchange of data between the DSP 

board and the PC is achieved using library fimctions provided by the board 

manufacturer.

512 columns of Doppler spectr a are presented on the PC screen. After the display 

of the fir st fr ame, the previous results are overwritten to present the new ones. The 

time interval between the presentation of the consecutive colrrmns of the sonogr am 

is 12.5 ms. This interval was mainly defined by the relatively low speed of the 

video interface and the necessity to plot a considerable munber of points related to 

the frequency content of the analysed signal. 12.5 ms is sufficient for the PC 

routines to import data fr om the memory of the DSP board, display a column of the 

sonogram and carry out the other tasks.

The user can choose amongst 4 sampling rates: 20.48, 40.96, 54.62 and 81.92 kHz. 

This choice is made via the keyboard and routines are called to initialise the A/D 

boar d for the new mode. To show the sonogr am with the same timebase for all fom 

sampling rates, the sampled data are processed in different ways. For all of them, 

the CFFT is calculated for 256 pair s of samples.

For the 20.48 IcHz sampling rate, 128 pairs of data ar e sampled and overlapped with 

the previous 128 sampled pair s. Therefore, a CFFT is calculated at intervals of 6.25 

ms. Two CFFT results are averaged and shown on the screen.
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For the sampling rate of 40.98 IcHz, 256 pairs of data ar e sampled and the CFFT is 

calculated for the array. The presentation of a column of the sonogram is made 

after averaging two CFFT results. Each CFFT is calculated in a 6.25 ms interval.

When the 54.62 kHz sampling rate is used, 341 pahs of samples are obtained which 

corresponds to an interval close to 6.25 ms. 85 sampled pahs are discarded and the 

CFFT is calculated. The results of two CFFTs are averaged and displayed. This 

procedure was necessary to show the data with the same time scale as for the other 

rates but introduces discontinuities. Nevertheless, these discontinuities do not 

produce any significant error in the calculated IWMV and detected maximum 

velocity when compared to the results obtained for the other sampling frequencies. 

This has been confirmed with experiments in vitro in which the velocity of blood in 

steady flow was measured at different sampling rates.

For the highest sampling rate, 256 pahs of data ar e sampled. The CFFT results of 4 

consecutive 256 complex arrays are averaged and the result presented. CFFTs are 

calculated at 3.125 ms intervals. A summary of the sampling and processing 

regimes is given in Table 3.2.

The averaging procedure has as advantages the reduction of spectral variance 

(Welch 1967) and the improvement of SNR.

For the sonogram displayed, the coloru" of each frequency component is set 

according to its amplitude and a pre-defmed scale. The software offers the user 15 

different options of scales to achieve a satisfactory presentation of the sonogr am on 

the screen. The relative amplitudes, fr om the lowest to the highest, are coded in 16 

coloru s: black, blue, green, cyan, red, magenta, brown, white, dark grey, light blue, 

light green, light cyan, light red, light magenta, yellow and bright white. In this 

text, the colour scale described was reversed to allow a better presentation of the 

sonogr am print out.
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Sampling
Frequency

(kHz)

Number of 
sampled 

pairs

Discarded
sampled

pairs

Overlap
(%)

FFT size Averaged
FFT

results

20.48 128 0 50 256 2

40.96 256 0 0 256 2

54.62 341 85 0 256 2

81.92 256 0 0 256 4

Table 3.2 - Organisation o f the DSP software to generate a column o f Ae sonogram every 12.5 ms 
irrespœtive of sampling fiequencies.

3.4.2 - Processing of the ECG and Blood Pressure Signals

To present the ECG and pressure on the same time axis as the sonogram, tiiey have 

to be sampled at 12.5 ms (80 Hz). The Nyquist criteria is achieved by setting the 

cut-off frequency of the DSP anti-aliasing filters to 40 Hz. In view of the frequency 

content of these signals (Chapter 2), this is a suitable value for pressure and also for 

ECG, since the feature of interest is the QRS complex.

To avoid fluctuations of the base line, allowing proper presentation of tiie ECG on 

the screen, a digital highpass filter (FIR - finite impulse response) is used, having a 

cut-off frequency of 0.7 Hz. The stopband attenuation is -25dB. This approach does 

not produce low frequency distortions of the ECG according to Van Alste and 

Schilder (1985) who pointed out that a cut-off frequency higher than 0.05 Hz can 

be used without distortion if linear phase filters are used, suggesting a value of 0.8 

Hz for patients with heart rates as low as 48 bpm.
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The pressure signal is sampled at 160 Hz. The even samples are high pass filtered, 

before their presentation on the screen, to eliminate base line fluctuation due to 

changes of the mean value during catheterization. For this, a filter with the same 

specifications as that for the ECG is applied. The application of a similar filter 

guarantees an equal time delay for both signals simplifying the storage 

arrangements in memory as discussed in Section 3.4.3. To track the mean pressure, 

the odd samples of the signal are filtered by a low-pass FIR filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 0.3 Hz (following the specifications of the analogue filter present in 

the mean pressure output of the amplifier unit used). The stopband attenuation of 

this filter is also -25 dB. The current mean pressure value is shown on the screen 

when the signals acquisition procedure is finished by the user.

Due to the biological variability of tiie ECG and pressure, and also because several 

types of equipment are utilised to acquire the ECG, it is not possible to define an 

absolute scale for their best presentation on screen. The software offers an option 

that, bmed on the maximum and minimum values of the data being sampled, 

automatically defines scaling factors for the signals. These are used to multiply tiie 

data before their display, optimising the presentation.

3.4.3 - Synchronisation of Sonogram, ECG and Pressure

Each time that 12.5 ms of Doppler signals are sampled, the system also samples the 

ECG and pressure. These signals are filtered before their presentation on the 

screen. The use of a digital filter introduces a time delay, that is, the first filtered 

sample is awilable after a given number of realisations of the filter routine supplied 

with consecutive samples of the signal. This delay is the same for all subsequent 

samples. For a FIR filter, this time delay (TD), in terms of the number of samples, 

is given by:
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r_i

where T  is the number of filter taps (Oppenheim and Schaffer 1975).

Owing to this, the filtered samples and the column of the sonogram corresponding 

to an arbitrary instant t are not simultaneously available for presentation by the 

system.

It is necessary to store TD columns of the sonogram while the sampled ECG and 

pressure are being filtered. When the first results of the filtering procedure are 

obtained, the PC imports the first column of the sonogram and shows all the results 

on screen, maintaining their synchronism. The first stored column is then 

overwritten by the most recent CFFT results. This procedure continues in a circular 

mode.

For the filter with the characteristics specified in Section 3.4.2, the number of taps 

required is 70. Therefore, the processing results are presented 0.875s (70* 12.5ms) 

after the acquisition of tiie signals.

As mentioned previously, the application of the same filter for the ECG and 

pressure signals simplifies the software. It is not necessary to create a second buffer 

to store intermediate results for a different filtering procedure as would be 

necessary if a filter with a different number of taps, or a different time delay, were 

used for the pressure.

3.4.4 - Additional Characteristics of the Implemented Software
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The software was designed to provide a friendly interface to the user, allowing its 

utilisation in the catheter room by a technician following a minimum period of 

training. A description of all its functions can be found in Appendix A. Some of its 

char acteristics are highlighted here.

Ideal software should inform the operator about the system settings and present all 

useful information on the system screen. The physical size of the presented data is 

also important to allow, in this particular" work, the doctors to follow the data 

acquisition procedme fr om a more remote position.

It was not possible to achieve all these requirements in this work because of the 

amount of data to be shown and the limitations of the video inter-face. The screen is 

configured for 640x350 pixels since the use of a higher resolution would result in 

slower speeds and dimensional compression of the sonogr am and other cmves.

The data may be displayed in two alternative modes together with the system 

settings: (a) sonogram of forward and reverse flow components or (b) sonogr am of 

forward flow, ECG and pressme waveforms. The operator can at any moment 

switch between these two display modes. This methodology was chosen because 

reverse flow is not very often observed in coronary circulation.

The sampling frequency, gain of the amplifiers, cut-off fr equency of anti-aliasing 

filters and 'wall thump' filters can be changed by the operator at any time dm"ing the 

signal acquisition, through the keyboard. The cmxent settings are shown on the 

acquisition screen to keep the user informed about them. The sampling fr equency 

and the cut-off fr equency of the anti-aliasing filters ar e simultaneously changed by 

the same command to obey Nyquist criteria.

The software offers the possibility of storing the processed signals on disk files to 

form a data banlc. This allows the testing of new hypotheses with the data available,
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reducing research time and costs. The routines implemented for this pmpose do not 

allow the files to be accidentally overwritten, verifying if there is aheady any 

stored file with the name given to the new one. It also checks if the disk is full or 

damaged. Appropriated warning information is displayed in all these cases. These 

fimctions were felt necessary to assure that data obtained with considerable effort 

could not be lost by improper use of the system. Another option allows the data 

files to be instantly recalled.

There are thr ee lands of data that can be stored: the frequency envelopes together 

with cmves of pressme and ECG, the sonogram, or the raw Doppler signals. For 

each of these options, data about the patient are saved at the beginning of the file, 

allowing identification of the stored files. This information must be intr oduced by 

the user thr ough the keyboar d before data acquisition. The patient data ar e retained 

in memory and saved in all subsequent stored files. If any file is retrieved for 

verification, the cmxent patient data in memory are overwritten by the retrieved 

data. This information is deleted from the memory when the file is closed and 

means that cmxent patient data must be re-entered, but avoids storing data of one 

patient rmder the name of another. Information on the sampling rate used is also 

stored. The arr angement of the data in these files is described in Appendix B. When 

the user selects the option of storing envelopes, the cmves of maximum and mean 

velocity, ECG, mean pressme and pulsatile pressme are loaded into the memory for 

a period of 6 minutes. The software automatically stops when the buffer is full and 

the maximum velocity, mean velocity, ECG and pulsatile pressme waveforms can 

be inspected and also copied to a file on disk. The user can interiiipt the procedme 

at any time and save the data aheady in the memory into a disk file. These files are 

stored with the extension *.STR. Fig. 3.5 shows an example of data read from one 

of these files. The values of mean pressme are not cmxently used, but stored for 

fruther investigation.
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Fig. 3.5 - Example o f stored file containing the maximum frequency envelope o f Ae sonogram, 
the calculated IWMF, ECG and pressure waveforms.

This is the most important data storing option since these files can be used to 

calculate the parameters discussed in the inhoductory chapter. Software 

implemented to carry out their calculation is discussed in Chapter 9.

To have a better idea of the quality of the maximum and mean velocity esthnatioms,

it is useful to keep a hard copy of the sonogram with the display of these curves. 

The software allows the user to produce a print oid of the cmrent screen togetiier

with the patient data as shown in Appendix A.

(^Aionally, these <hda can be stored on disk, files. The ECO and ;nessure are stored 

even if they are not shown on the screen. If reverse flow is not present, it is 

advisable to switoh toe presentation mode to show toe ECG and pressme. The

stored files for thk option are smaller because the information on reverse flow is 

not saved. These files are stored with toe extension *.DOC. An example of (hda 

retrieved from this type of files is shown in Fig. 3.6.
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(^MdnUwe signWs are not propWy stoed by l# e  recwkfs since Ihis

mWinm mtroduces signi&cmt phase and «npliwde errors to the recorded data. The 

source of 6ese errors in Digital Audio Recorders (DAT) are the non shn^Wwous 

sampling of the quadrature chanmls and the imbalance of receding levels Wtween 

the two cWmrels used (Bush and Evans 1993). These problems are overccme by 

the A/D board described in Section 3.3.

The interest in stming D ealer signals is to allow their off̂ hne invesdgathm

(Chapter 7), Up to 640 kbytes of quadrature Dofqrler signals can be recorded. They 

can be smnpled at any of the availaWe rates. It was mendoned in Section 3.4.2 Aat 

for the sampling rate of 54.62 kHz, 85 pairs of samples are discarded before CFFT 

calculadon. Nevotheless, they are stmed to avoid discrmdnues in thmr off-lme 

antdysis.

27.31
RBAL-TUW 80MOGRAM

Medical P hysics Department -  Experimental P rojec t r e a d  <>

f
o
r
w

d
0
r
e
V

19.28
0 ( s ) 6.4

172.a
115.4

Fig. 3.6 - Example o f stored file containing copy o f screen showing the sonogram, the detected 
mtodmum fiequenw envelope, the caicuhtcd IWMF, ECG and pressure wavefiaims.
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3.5 - Summary

This chapter has described the hardware and the software implemented to sample 

and process Doppler signals for peifoiining measmements of coronary blood flow 

velocity and to observe its phasic pattern based on sampled cmves of ECG and 

pressure. The system allows the sampled and processed signals to be stored in files 

for ftitme examination or fiufher processing off-line.
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Chapter 4 - Assessment and Compensation of Phase and 
Amplitude Imbalance in Quadrature Doppler Signals



4.1 - Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the output signals of the commonest Doppler systems 

are generated by quadrature phase demodulators (QPD). If the sampled vessel has 

blood flowing in only one direction, the QPD outputs should present equal 

amplitudes and a 90 degree phase difference. If that is not the case, there is a phase 

and/or amplitude imbalance between the two channels which produces an image 

response at frequencies negative to those that constitute the actual signal. This 

effect is called cross-talk. Cross-talk introduces errors into the IWM velocity 

estimation and may create difficulties for the interpretation of the sonograms.

The level of cross-talk generated by the amplitude and phase imbalance can, 

respectively, be calculated by (Taylor 1984);

C/dB) = -

2 0 M ^ )

201og(,an(i)]

where:
6 = ratio of in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signal amplitudes; 
^ = phase imbalance ||arg(I) - arg(Q)|-90°|.

Figs. 4. La and 4.1.b show the degree of cross-talk that occurs as a frmction of 

amplitude and phase imbalance derived from the equations above.
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Fig. 4.1 - Cross-talk plotted as a function of the quadrature signals amplitude ratio (a) and phase 
error (b).

4.2 - Assessment of Phase and Amplitude Imbalance for the Intravascular 

Doppler System
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In order to characterise the peifoimance of the Doppler system used in this work, 

the phase and amphtude imbalance present in its ontpnts were investigated.

For this pmpose, two intravascnlar transducers (described in Chapter 2) were 

immersed in a coupling medium and placed face to face. One of the transducers 

was connected to the Doppler system, whilst the other was diiven by a function 

generator producing a sinusoid. The fiequency of the generated signal was 

decreased in steps, below the carrier frequency of 20 MHz, to cover the bandwidth 

of the acquisition, (Fs/2), where Fs is 20.48 IcHz. The pealc-to-peak voltage applied 

to the transducer was kept low (30 mV) to avoid waveform distortion in the 

receiver system. Following this, measurements were repeated increasing the 

generated signal above the carrier frequency so as to simulate flow towards the 

transducer.

At each excitation fr equency, the Doppler signals were sampled and stored on disk 

by the system developed (Chapter 3). These signals were later analysed usmg 

commercial software. A 256 point real FFT was obtained for each of the quadrature 

signals, I  (in-phase) and Q (quadr ature), and the magnitudes and phases of these 

two components compared to each other, to determine the magnitude ratio and 

phase imbalance. For each data file, the results obtained from 3 frames were 

averaged. The results for the simulated flow away from the catheter are presented 

in Fig. 4.2. Similar results were obtained for the simulated reverse flow.

It is possible to see from Fig. 4.2 that, close to the cut-off fr equency of the anti

aliasing filters (10.24 kHz), the values of the gain and phase imbalance vary 

dramatically. For the range in which they present more stable behaviour (up to 9.5 

kHz), the averaged gain imbalance was 3.35% and the average phase imbalance, 

5.99 degrees.
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Modem Doppler units employ integrated circuit filters after the demodulator 

ensuring good matching of the phase characteristics of these devices. It is therefore 

assumed that the phase imbalance observed is mainly due to die demodulation 

process. Both the symmetry of the phase errors experienced by frequencies above 

and below the carrier, and the success of the compensation methods used, confirm 

this assumption.

Fraquency (kHz)

(a)

wrof
(degree)

Frequency (kHz)

(b)

Fig. 4.2 - Measured gain (a) and phase imbalance (b) as a function of frequency for the Millar 
Doppler system.
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4.3 - Compensation for Phase and Amplitude Imbalance

In presence of phase imbalance generated by the demodulator, Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 

should be rewritten as:

i(r) = -^cos(w^f + <̂  ̂+ 4). ) + ̂ c o s(w / -  (4.1)

q{t) = 4-4»/ 4-90')+-^ cos(ŵ f -  4>̂ -  90° ) (4.2)

where:
4),, = phase imbalance produced by the quadrature demodulator.

Recently, Aydin and Evans (1994) have reviewed digital techniques to derive 

directional information from quadrature Doppler signals. In this section we discuss 

how modifications can be introduced in two of these digital techniques to 

compensate phase and gain imbalance while obtaining directional information. 

These techniques are tiie phase domain method and the Weaver receiver method.

4.3.1 - Phase Domain Technique

This procedure was discussed in Section 2.2.3. For its digital implementation, 

Hilbert transformers are used to produce a phase shift of 90° (Aydin and Evans 

1994). Fig. 4.3 reproduces Fig. 2.7 with the modifications introduced for the 

intended compensation. As shown below, the generation of modified phase shifts 

can compensate for the phase imbalance in i(t) and q(t). To complement diis 

section, the development of a digital phase shifter based on the work of Darlington 

(1950) is presented and an example of its implementation given.

From Eq. 4.1, a phase shift of (90° + 4>J for i(t) yields:
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reverse
(t) flow

rv(t

forward(t) flow
(fw(t))

Fig. 4.3 - Block diagram of phase domain technique modified to compensate phase imbalance.

si{t) = —̂cos{wy.t + (}>y +90° +2<j>jj) + -^co^w^t — <j)̂ +90°) (4.3)

Siunming Eq. 4.2 to Eq. 4.3, we have:

Jw{t) = -^[c0s(wy.f + + 90° ) + COs(wyt + $y+ 90" + 2$  ̂)]

therefore: Jw{t) = cos<|>* coa(wyt+«|»y +90°+4»,).

A phase shift of (90° + for q(t) yields:

sq{t) = -^co^w ^t+ ^^+ lZO °  + 4 » .)+ ^ c o 9 (t* '/-4 » r  +$jc) (4.4)

Siunming Eq. 4.1 to Eq. 4.4, we have:

n(r) = -^[coa(w/ -*,.+*,)+coa(w/ - - *,)]

therefore: rv(r) = 4 .cos*,cos(w/-$J.
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To produce sonograms, FFT can be applied for each of the resultant signals. As can 

be seen, the two signals are scaled down by a same constant (cos<|»,) which will not 

introduce errors in the calculated intensity weighted mean velocity (Evans et al. 

1989). To compensate for gain imbalance the samples of either in-phase or 

quadrature channel should be multiplied by a constant obtained from experimental 

observations so as to equalise their amplitude.

Phase Shifter Filter

An arbitrary phase shifter, as required for the phase domain compensating 

configuration, can be generated by digital filters. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the filter 

structure used for this purpose. In the s plane, the transfer functions of the all-pass 

filters of Fig. 4.4 are given by:

where:
C = gain;
U; = the poles of the functions;
s= jO ;
Q = analogue frequency.

The phase difference p generated by the phase shift network is:

P = P, -P , = arg(HÆ) =

From this, it is possible to note that the roots of (A - Bs) are those of |̂ 1 - j ta n ^
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All-pass Filters

Generator

1
Fig. 4.4 - Diagram of a phase shifting network to produce an apprmdmatdy constant phase 
difference.

To obtain a Chebyshev approximation for tan(p/2) between Oj and where 

and Oj are, respectively, the inferior and superior limits of the frequency range of 

interest, the following parametric equations in u were proposed (Darlington 1950):

n  = D;dn(«,t);

(4.6)

(4.7)

where:
dn = a Jacobian elliptic function;
K  = complete elliptic integral of k;
Kj = complete elliptic integral of
P. = average phase difference for the range of approximation; 
£ = maximum error;

-

I f  [ /- ta n s \  
[fll+C ftansj

(4.8)

(4.9)
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= for small e  (when compared to PJ;

(4.10)

K '^) = complete elliptic integral of V l - t ' ; 
K'Qzi) = complete elliptic integral of .

For real values of the parameter «, O oscillates between Oj and O, while tan(p/2)

oscillates n times more frequently between tan| 

the desired behaviour (Fig. 4.5).

P . + G and tan presenting

96.3

96.2

96.1

—i— 96

95.98

95.8

95.7
Ww 2

Fig. 4.5 - Example o f phase difference gemeraled by die appioadi described (this curve was 
obtained with the use o f digital filters where the design spœifications were Pg = 96°, w j  = 5°, v j  = 
175°and e =  0.22°. w  = digital frequency).
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With the use of the parametric equations above, the roots of j 1 - jtam^ | in die s

plane are found to be given by (Darlington 1950): 

{ ¥ - )cnl

where:

, q=0.... (n-1). (4.11)

«0 = (p. in radians);
mt

cn, sn = Jacobian elliptic functions.

To achieve a physically realisable phase shifter, the resultant polynomials should 

have their poles on the left side of the s plane, therefore, the positive poles of {A -

Bs) or ^1-ytan^l are assigned to Eq. 4.5.a and the others, to Eq. 4.5.b (Darlington

1950).

All pass filters are HR filters that can be designed with few taps, allowing their 

digital implementation for real time applications. The number of taps will depend 

on the specification of the design, namely Wj, and e  , where Wj and are digiW 

frequencies which correspond to their analogue counterparts and Oj defined 

above (Fig. 4.5).

To obWn the poles in the z plane, a bilinear transform is applied to the above 

equations (Oppenheim and Schafer 1975), making:

D = tan(w/2); (4.12)
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z-1
7+ÏJ’ (4.13)

Tan(w/2) replaces O in Eq. 4.8 and Eq. 4.11. Substituting Eq. 4.13 in Eq. 4.15, the 

transfer functions for the z plane are given by:

l-g ,
1+ûfj

l-g ,
1+a,

(4.14.a)

f f ,( z )= c ,n

l+ a ,
1-a,

- 1

l+a,
1-a,f / J

(4.14.b)

The phase shift of the all-pass filters are negative for 0<w<% (Oppenheim and 

Schafer 1975). The multiplication of Eq. 4.14.a by ei"° will allow the filtered 

signals to be in phase with the input signals.

Filter Xmnlementation

Based on the figures obtained during the characterisation of phase imbalance of the 

Doppler system, all-pass filters were designed with the following specifications: Pg 

= 96°, wj = 5°, W2 = 175°and £ = 0.22°. As an example of tiie procedure, all steps 

to design these particular filters are given below. The solutions of the equations 

containing Jacobian elliptic functions and integrals were obtained witii standard 

routines in a commercial software package (Matlab, The MatiiWorks Inc., USA).

a) Determination of k, k i and n.
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t  = =0.99999818;

k, =
tanf-

tan —  -tans

1+tan^^ I tans
0.12376944:

= 1199177680;

b) Determinatioii of uq and Oq.

Making n equal to 12, the closest integer number;

= 0.35535437;
me

And solving:

a = tan(W; /2) q=0,...,ll.

The roots of 11-jtan^ | are given by:

o(q) = [63.116537 8.769669 2.239543 0.589099 0.153952 0.035206

-0.011203 -0.080631 -0.315737-1.200320 -4.593030-20.084696];
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c) Deteimination of the poles in the z plane.

For the positive values of the array a(q), the poles otH^(z) are equal to:

And their values are:

p i = [-0.968807 -0.795285 -0.382629 0.258575 0.733174 0.931982];

For the negative values of the array a(l), the poles ofHg(z) can be calculated as:

And the results are

p2 = [ 0.977842 0.850771 0.520060 -0.091041 -0.642412 -0.905144];

d) Determination of transfer functions.

Expressing the general fom  of a transfer function as:

Æ(z) = C 6(l)+6(2)z-'+...+6(M6+l)%-^ y
a(l)+a(2)z“* +... +a(na + l)z”"  1 ’

if,(z) md H^iz), considering the multiplication by ei'*°, may be written as:
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r -0.052088+0.072984Z-' +0.663646z^-0.2714002'*.1.570371z-* +0.2229g9z^ +2"*
(  1.0 + 0.222989%'-1.570371z^.0.271400z^+0.663646z"'+0.072984z^.0.052088z''

. f  -0.022904-0.218147%' +0.454643z^ +0.845153 z^ -1343235%-" .0.710075z^ +z^ 
i 10-0.710075z ' -1343255%^ +0.843153z^ +0.454643z"' -0.218147z^ -0.022904z^

The curve obtained for the phase-shift difference generated for these filters is that 

presented in Fig. 4.5. To save computational time, the amplitude imbalance can be 

compensated by the filters if two sets with same coefficients but different gains C

A A
are used such that: Æi, and iTi, = - ^ ^ 2,, where III, and Hi, constitute

A A
the pair of filters to produce the phase shift for iftj, Hi^ and ^ 2, constitute the pair

of filters to generate the phase shift for q(t) and —  is tiie ratio of amplitude
A

imbalance between the quadrature and in-phase channel respectively.

4.3.2 - Weaver Receiver Technique

Fig. 4.6 shows tiie block diagram for this method (Evans et al. 1989). Sampled in- 

phase and quadrature Doppler signals are multiplied by sampled cos(w r̂) and 

sin(w^O, respectively, where is the angular frequency of a pilot oscillator. The 

results of the product are summed to generate a signal whose forward and reverse 

components are disposed above and below the pilot frequency, respectively. The 

digitally generated sinusoidal quadrature curves should be stored in look-up tables 

of the FFT size for a more efficient implementation. Compensation of phase 

imbalance may be obtained by multiplying Eq. 4.1 by cos(w r̂+< Ĵ instead of 

cos(Wpf):
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s l ( r )  =  ^ [ c O S ( W ^ r - 4 » ,  + * , )  +  COS(Wpt + W y f +  (|>y + 2 ( | ) , ) ]  +

+ [̂cos(w f̂ -  w^t+(!>,.+ 2*,) + cos(w^t+ w /  -  (|),. -  (̂ , + <i>,)]
(4.15)

(4.16)

Multiplying Eq. 4.2 by sin(uy):

52(0 = -^[- cos(w^t -W j.t-^ ^ )  + cos(w^t+Wyf+i|)y)] + 

+— [co^w^t -  +<^0 “ coa(w f̂ +w t̂ -

Adding Eqs. 4.15 and 4.16:

53(0 = ^ [ c o s ( w / +W y f ) + cos(Wj,t+Wj.t+*y + 2<̂ ,)] +

+— [coa(w f̂ -w /+ $ 0  + cos(w f̂ -  w^t+4»̂ + 24»,)]

Therefore:

53(0 = cos(w^f+Wj-t+*y+4»,) + ̂  co^w^t-  w /+4»r+ 4».)] where:

scales all frequency components by a same value.

To obtain sonograms, it is necessary to apply a real FFT to S3(t) and the spectrum 

corresponding to tiie forward and reverse flows are presented around the pilot 

frequency. For compensating gain imbalance the samples of either in-phase or 

quadrature channel should be multiplied by a constant obtained from experimental 

observations in order to equalise their amplitude. To save computational time, one 

of the look up tables can incorporate this constant, for instance, generating the
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sinusoidal look up table as — sin(w^), where —  is the ratio of amplitude 

imbalance between the in-phase and quadrature channels.

COS(Wp t)

f

i(t)

q(t) ►

S1(t)

S3(t)
S2(t)

A
sin(Wp t)

Fig. 4.6 - Block diagram o f Weaver receiver technique for directional separation of quadrature 
Doppler signals.

4.4 - Results

This section presents results obtained for the compensating structures discussed 

abo\% when applied to quadrature Doppler signals sampled from the outputs of the 

Doppler system investigated. They were implemented using a commercial software 

package (Matlab, The MathWorks Inc., USA).

Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show comparisons of results obtained for the phase domain 

technique without (Fig. 4.7.a and Fig. 4.8.a) and with compensation (Fig. 4.7.b and 

Fig. 4.8.b). Fig. 4.7 presents the results of 256 points FFTs for the demodulated 

signals resulting of a simple tone (generated as explained in Section 4.2). Fig. 4.8
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shows a similar comparison to that given in Fig. 4.7 in which data sampled from a 

coronary artery were used. It can be seen that the cross-tallc of the signal pealc 

magnitude, present in the reverse flow side, is 22 dB below the actual signal pealc, 

but comparable with the level of other signals in the forward flow channel. The 

compensation reduces the cross-tahc to the level of the noise. Each of these figures 

consist of the real spectrum of two FFTs as should be composed to produce a 

sonogiam displaying forward and reverse flow.

The results obtained for the Weaver receiver technique are presented in Figs. 4.9 

and 4.10 for the same signals shown in Figs 4.7 and 4.8. Figs. 4.9.a and 4.10.a 

show the results without compensation for a single tone and data sampled from a 

coronary artery. The results with compensation are shown in Fig. 4.9.b and 4.10.b. 

Each of these results display the real spectrum of a 256 points FFT. The pilot 

fr equency corresponds to -%H.

For all results presented in this section, the FFTs were calculated after application 

of Hanning windows to the data.

4.5 - Discussion and Conclusion

As the results have shown, in spite of not correcting phase distortions precisely at 

each fr equency, the methods of compensation suggested allow good separation to 

be achieved. Both the phasing-filter technique and the Weaver receiver technique 

when combined with phase compensation improve directional separation.

For the phasing-frlter technique, it should be noted that the filters do not have the 

deshed behaviour below wi and above wj. Care must therefore be taken to ensure 

that w i is below the cut-off fr equency of the 'wall-thump' filters and W2  is above 

the highest fr equency present in the Doppler signals.
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The Weaver receiver and phasing-filter techniques have been previously 

implemented in tliis laboratory for real time applications (Aydin and Evans 1994). 

As discussed by Aydin and Evans (1994), the Weaver receiver technique is faster 

than the phasing-filter technique, but in order to avoid aliasing due to the frequency 

shift around the pilot frequency, a higher sampling frequency may be neeessaiy 

which results in lower spectral resolution. Compensation for phase imbalance is 

remarkably straight-forward using the modified Weaver method described here 

since it is only necessary to use a different look up table for one of the digital 

mixers, not adding extra computational time. The implementation of the phasing- 

technique in real time was achieved with a FIR Hilbert transformer. The proposed 

modifications for compensating phase and gain imbalance employ IIR phase 

shifters with a small number of taps allowing even a faster implementation and 

ensuring its viability for real time applications.
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Fig. 4.7 - FFT results o f directional Doppler signals generated by simple tone before (a) and after 
(b) compensation of phase and gain imbalance by phase domain technique. The cross-talk can 
clearly be seen in (a).
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Reverse Flow Side

Fig. 4.8 - FFT results o f directional Doppler signals sampled from a coronary artery before (a) and 
after (b) compensation o f phase and gain imbalance by phase domain technique.
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Fig. 4.9 - FFT results o f Doppler signals generated by simple tone before (a) and after (b) 
compensation of phase and gain imbalance by Weaver receiver technique. The pilot frequency is at -
Till.
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Fig. 4.10 - FFT results o f Doppler signals sampled from a coronary artery before (a) and after (b) 
compensation o f phase and gain imbalance by Weaver receiver technique. The pilot frequency is at 
-7t/2.
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Chapter 5 - Study on Maximum Velocity Envelope Detectors



Introduction

Interest in obtaining the maximum frequency envelope (MFE) from Doppler 

sonograms fir st appeared in the work of Gosling et al. (1969, 1971). These authors 

were interested in chcumventing artefacts present in zero-crossing detectors for a 

better estimation of pulsatility index. Then method was carried out off-line in a 

semi-automatic way.

Nowadays, several workers use intensity-weighted mean fiequency for a better 

estimation of mean velocity (Arts and Roevros 1972; Schlindwein et al. 1988), 

surmounting some of the problems discussed in the literatur e on the zero-crossing 

method (Lunt 1975). Nevertheless, clinical observations and apphcations have 

estabhshed the use of MFE (Kassam et al. 1985; Nakatani et al. 1992). There are 

also some advantages of the MFE when compared with other fiequency followers 

since its output is not significantly influenced by ultrasonic beam shape, it is less 

affected by the wall thump filters and it has higher noise immunity (Evans et al. 

1989).

Several approaches have been suggested in the literature to carry out MFE 

detection (Sainz et al. 1976; Johnston et al. 1978). Algorithms using digital 

techniques have also been proposed (D'Alessio 1985; Mo et al. 1988). Mo et al. 

(1988) evaluated four" different digital methods for this purpose. According to theh 

study, the modified threshold crossing method (MTCM) shows a better 

performance than the percentile and the D'Alessio methods, and produces similar 

results to a fomfh method (hybrid method) of higher complexity.

Recently, Marasek and Nowicki (1994) have proposed a new MFE detector, the 

Geometric Method (GM), comparing its performance with the percentile and the 

modified threshold crossing methods for different spectral estimators.
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In this chapter, the aim is to compmre the MTCM recommended by Mo et al. (1988) 

with the simple threshold method (STM) where the threshold is subjectively set by 

the operator (Gibbons et al. 1981), and a modified version of the recently proposed 

GM.

The following sections describe the investigated techniques, the expeiimenW 

procedure used for their comparison, results and the choice made. Clinical results 

are also discussed.

5.2 - Description of the Maximum Frequency Envelope Detection Methods

Fig. 5.1 illustrates a typical spectrum of a short Doppler signal segment obtained 

fiom a carotid artery using both a rectangular window and a Hanning window. 

They give information about the intensity of the combined signal and noise 

components. MFE detectors have to find tiie transition level between the signal and 

the noise regions that corresponds to highest frequency present in the signal. The 

rationales behind the methods investigated in this chapter are discussed below.

5.2.1 - Simple Threshold Method (STM)

Gibbons et al. (1981) proposed the use of an arbitrary threshold to detect the 

transition mentioned above. This threshold is increased or decreased by the user 

through the computer keyboard according to his/her evaluation of the quality of the 

resulting MFE. Having found the threshold that produces the best performance this 

is kept constant within a particular segment of the signal
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:with rectangular window :with Hanning window
0
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-83
0 10.24

Frequency (1.024 kHz/Div)

Fig. 5.1 Doppler signal spectrum obtained from a carotid artery using rectangular and Hanning 
windows.

5.2.2 - Modified Threshold Crossing Method (MTCM)

This method is based on D'Alessio's algorithm (1985). D'Alessio (1985) considers 

that the tail of the Doppler spectrum gives information on the level of the noise 

present in the signal since white noise is spread over all frequencies. An estimation 

of the noise made in the tail of the spectrum is then used for setting a threshold. 

The magnitude of each bin of the spectrum (scanning from the upper to the lower 

frequency bins) is compared with the threshold and when the magnitudes of two 

successive bins are larger than the threshold, the first bin is labelled as the 

maximum frequency bin. The application of this method for each column of the 

sonogram allows the determination of a threshold that dynamically adapts to the 

SNR. This method assumes that rectangular window is applied to the Doppler 

signal. However this window introduces large side-lobes (Harris 1978) and 

therefore is not frequently used.
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When other windows are applied to the sampled Doppler signal, there is a 

smoothing of the noise present in the tail of the spectra (Fig. 5.1 - Hanning 

window) and based on its level, a higher threshold needs to be set for the MFE 

detection. To determine this threshold, the noise estimation is multiplied by a 

constant that is empirically chosen for the system in use (Mo et al. 1988). It should 

be noted that in either situation, the noise level at the tail of tite spectra estimation 

is also affected by the anti-aliasing filter characteristics.

With the MTCM the signal must not be present in the tail of the spectra where the 

noise magnitude is estimated. This can cause difficulties with fixed length FFT 

systems because the Doppler spectrum must be confined to the lower part of the 

spectrum, requiring the use of a higher sampling frequency. This implies a poorer 

resolution that will give less accuracy to the maximum velocity estimation.

5.2.3 - Modified Geometric Method (MGM)

Marasek and NowicM (1994) proposed a method in which the maximum frequency 

for each column of the sonogram is estimated on the basis of the shape of its 

integrated spectrum curve (ISC). This curve is calculated by;

where P(i) is the estimated power for each frequency component of the Doppler 

spectrum. The ISC characteristic shape is given by a steep slope, representing the 

incremental power sum of signal and noise, and then a smoother slope that occurs 

for the region of the spectrum where only noise is present.



Fig. 5.2 shows a typical Doppler spectrum and its ISC given by the cmve GED. 

The maximum frequency of the spectrum is assumed to correspond to the point 

where the perpendicular distance between the ISC and a reference line is maximum 

('fg' - Fig. 5.2). The reference Ihre (|CD| - Fig. 5.2) is drawn fr om the end of the ISC 

to the point corresponding to the frequency which has the maximum magnitude of 

the spectrum ('fĵ c')-

In our implementation of this algorithm thr ee modifications were made. When the 

blood flow is changing direction, it is possible to have some columns of the 

sonogram in which no flow is detected. In this case, the ISC will be formed only by 

the noise power. Application of the geometric method in this case will produce a 

spüce. To prevent this, we have introduced a minimum threshold to be compared to 

the total power of the spectrum. If the power is smaller than the threshold, it is 

assumed that no flow is present. The result of this has proved to be quite 

satisfactory, but again, the use of an empirical criteria is necessary.

A second problem with the method is that it depends on the position of the absolute 

maximum magnitude in the spectrum which can fluctuate quite markedly due to the 

variance of the spectral estimator, and may also be influenced by noise spikes. The 

modified implementation uses a reference line which linlcs the fir st to the last point 

of the ISC (|GD| - Fig. 5.2) and therefore is rmaffected by the variation of the 

estimator.

Marasek and Nowicld (1994) used the projection of the maximum distance between 

the reference litre and the ISC on the frequency axis, maldng the maximum 

fr equency detection susceptible to amplifier gain. If the power of the entire signal is 

halved (curve GON = Fig. 5.2), there obviously is no change hr the maximum 

frequency, but the projection given by |KL| is different fr om that given by |AB|.
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Fig. 5.2 - (a) Doppler signal spectrum and (b) its integrated spectrum curve at two dififercnt gains.

This can be better understood witti the use of equations derived from Fig. 5.3, 

where tiie origin of the XY axes is placed on the point that corresponds to the 

maximum magnitude of the spectrum to simplify the equations below.

From the similar triangles AQPR and AQRS, it is possible to write:
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a ôh 

where 8s = y^-y^.

Rearranging these equations, we obtain:

5. = ̂ »  (5.4)

By substituting Eq. 5.3 into Eq. 5.4, &c can be expressed as:

5% == (3 5)

If the gain is changed by a factor of k, all parameters defined in they direction are 

multiplied by this constant. Using Eq. 5.5, the new âx becomes:

where S*s=kSs. The relation between S*x and Sx can be expressed as:

5'x = t4 ^ 6 x (5.7)
TÏ+*’
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Eq. 5.7 demonstrates that dififerent gains will result in different values for 5x which 

represents the difference between the maximum frequency bin and the knee of the 

ISC.

In order to provide maximum frequency detection independent of gain, we 

associate its position with the point that corresponds to the maximum distance 

between the ISC and the line from the origin to the end of the ISC rather than using 

its projection ( ^ '  for both curves- Fig. 5.2). In spite of these modifications, it is 

possible to see that this method produces a reasonable detection of the Tmee' of the 

ISC which has been shown to correspond to the maximum frequency (Mo et al

1988).

y

5h

Sx

O
X ,

Fig. 5.3 - Integrated spectrum curve and geometry used to show that maximum frequemcy detection 
is (tependmt on gain for the GM.

5.3 - Methodology
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The system utilised for the evaluation of the three methods is based on a DSP board 

installed in an IBM compatible (as described in Chapter 3). All methods were 

implemented in assembly of the DSP32C processor. Routines written in 'C for the 

PC interact with the DSP board in order to present the results on the screen.

For a quantitative evaluation, white noise (since the Doppler signal has a Gaussian 

distribution - Mo and Cobbold 1986; Guo et al. 1993) was sampled from an 

analogue generator and processed, using DSP techniques, to produce analogue 

naiTOW-band quadrature signals whose frequency content was deteimined by digital 

band-pass filters. A second IBM compatible PC was used to sample and store the 

quadrature signals whose averaged spectra are presented in Fig. 5.4. This approach 

was taken to include the effect of the anti-aliasing filters in the assessment of the 

performance of the MFE's.

The spectra shown in Fig. 5.4.a has a very well defined maximum frequency (4 

IcHz) and provides a good basis for an objective comparison of the methods. This 

spectr a does not however conespond to those obtained in clinical practice since the 

latter are subjected to intrinsic spectral broadening (ISB) effects (Evans et al.

1989).

All the other simulated Doppler signals (Fig. 5.4.b - 5.4.f) were designed to 

incorporate ISB effects. These signals were designed to have their 4 IcHz fr equency 

components in the fall-off region being attenuated approximately by half of the 

stopband attenuation. This was done to provide a reference value for the detections. 

The signals whose spectra are given by Figs. 5.4.a, 5.4.b and 5.4.c were used to 

analyse the effect of ISB on MFE detection. For these thr ee signals, the high-pass 

fr equency was set to 0.4 kHz to include the 'wall thump' filtering effect.
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Fig. 5.4 - Averagal spectea of the simulated Doppler sipials usW to compare the performances of 
foe MFE detectors. Their m a^tudes are normalised by their respective maximum valu^. They are 
presented in terms o f a bin scale to be related to foe results pr^ented later on. The correspœdmt 
foequeocy can be found by multiplying the scale by foe bin spacing (80 Hz/bin).
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To analyse the effect of bandwidth on the MFE detection, the spectra given by Fig.

5.4.d was made narrower by using higher high-pass frequencies: 1.8 kHz for Fig.

5.4.e and 2.56 kHz for Fig. 5.4.f. The low-pass filter specifications used to generate 

these signals were unchanged.

The MFEs obtained with die simulated Doppler signals were digitally stored for 

statistical evaluation. For further analysis, sampled white noise (therefore, 

incorporating the effect of anti-aliasing filters) was digitally added to the simulated 

Doppler signals to produce different SNRs and the behaviour of the MFE detection 

algorithms for these signals was observed. The SNRs levels utilised were: 25, 20,

17.5,15,12.5 and 10 dB.

The waveforms used in these experiments were sampled at a frequency of 20.48 

kHz. The DSP board anti-aliasing filters were 4th order Butterworth, having a cut

off frequency of 6 kHz. The software applied a Hanning window to the data and 

calculated a 256-point complex FFT before implementing the MFE detections. 

Therefore, the frequency resolution or bin spacing is equal to 80 Hz/bin.

For qualitative comparison of the three methods in terms of real clinical situation, 

quadrature Doppler signals from a carotid artery were sampled and digitally stored.

5.4 - Results

500 detections were used to estimate each of the averaged values and their standard 

deviations. The mean value and standard deviation of the detected maximum bin 

obtained with each of the three methods for the signals at different SNRs are shown 

in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively, hi all curves, the bin 50 corresponds to the 

maximum frequency of 4 kHz.



For the STM, several thieshold values were tried to achieve the best envelope 

detection according to the evaluation of the operator.

The thieshold used in the MTCM should be emphically set by the progiammer 

according to the chaiacteristics of the system. The softwaie developed for this work 

allows the user to change the value of the constant to be multiplied by the noise 

estimation. This was done in order to find the best subjective value, and because 

the same constant was unable to cover tlie SNR range used in this study. To 

compare it with the other methods, it was necessary to set a new constant for each 

of the SNR ranges. The MTCM is different from the STM in being able to adapt to 

small SNR changes.

The MGM was able to adapt satisfactoiy to the different SNR and presented similar’ 

values of standard deviation when compared to the other methods. The detected 

values were affected by the SNR and the intrinsic spectral broadening. Narrow 

band signals allow a higher noise contribution for the integrated spectrum curve 

which results in a MFE overestimation for the MGM.

Fig. 5.7 shows the MFE obtained by each of the methods for the Doppler signals 

recorded from a carotid artery. The MGM achieves similar results to the other 

methods in spite of being totally automatic. For the other two methods, thresholds 

were changed subjectively to produce the apparent best results.

5.5 - Discussion and Conclusion

The results show that all three methods have a similar performance. The STM is 

more usefrrl for off-line applications, where several values might be tried for 

achieving the best MFE fit. For on-line applications, it will increase the system 

complexity for the user.
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Fig. 5.5 - Bin detections for eadi of the signals whose spœtm is pi^m ted in Fig 5.4 at difiemit 
SNR values. The reference value for all o f them is 50.
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Fig. 5.6 - Standard deviation for the bin detections presented in Fig. 5.4
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Fig. 5.7 - Maximum frequency envelopes obtained from a Doppler signal recorded from a carotid 
artery: (a) MGM (b) MTCM (c) STM.

The MTCM has a simpler and faster algorithm than the MGM and may be used 

where a loss of frequency resolution is acceptable. However, since the constant 

chosen for a given SNR may not be adequate for another SNR, care should be 

taken to determine it in order to achieve the best results. It has as advantage over 

the STM in its capacity to adapt to small SNR changes

The MGM is more suitable for general purpose software which may be used with 

different Doppler systems and may employ different sampling rates since an 

evaluation of the level of noise produced by the interaction between computer and 

a new Doppler system is not necessary. It is a very robust method, totally 

automatic, having as a disadvantage its higher algorithm complexity when 

compared to the other methods.
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5.6 - Clinical Observations

Based on the discussion above, the software described in Chapter 3 was 

implemented to detect the MFE in real time using the MGM.

In this implementation, since forward and/or reverse flow may be present, the 

power of either side of tire spectrum is summed and compared to each other. The 

flow direction is assumed to be the one of die spectrum side that presents larger 

power. The MFE algorithm is then applied to this side of the spectrum.

Fig. 5.8 shows two practical aspects related to the application of the MGM for the 

MFE detection of a sonogram obtained during catheterization of a coronary artery. 

The first one is that the MGM fails when signals of low firequency and high 

intensity due to the vessel wall movements are present (lower arrow). This 

produces a non typical ISC curve that leads to a false detection.

The second aspect is that the MGM rejects artefacts due to aliasing at the top of the 

sonogram (upper arrow). These artefacts occur quite frequently after angioplasty, 

when the FRF is lower tiian the Nyquist limit required to sample the highest 

velocities present in the blood flow. In this situation, according to m vitro 

observations, the MTCM fails to detect the peak of the sonogram, generating a 

distorted envelope. This occurs because the power generated and used to set the 

threshold does not relate to the blood flow.

The use of the STM may present similar problem if a threshold, large enough to 

reject tiie artefacts, does not provide correct MFE detection.

Beyond this, each time that tiie catheter is moved to a different site, it is very often 

necessary to change tiie sampling rate, the intensity scale for presentation of the
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sonogram on the screen  ̂ store files and also change the range control o f die 

Doppler unit. It is undesirable to introduce a new control and increase die 

complexity of the already complex system operation.

Therefore, in spite o f the problems mentioned above, the MGM presents useful 

characteristics and can be successfidly used if  care is taken to place die cadieter 

within the artery to avoid the detection of wall movements, and/or if  the cut-off 

frequency of the wall thump' filters is properly adjusted.
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CORONARY BLOOD FLOW ANALYSIS
C ardiology Department -  L e ic e s te r  U n iv ersity read <>
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T I M E (  s  ) 6.4

Fig. 5.8 - Example o f artefk:ts present in sonogram obtained from Doppler signals sampled from a 
coronary artery and the MFE detection with the use o f MGM.
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Chapter 6 - Effects of Non-uniform Insonation by Catheter-tipped 
Doppler Transducers on Velocity Estimation



6.1 - Introduction

There are few reported investigations of the errors introduced into velocity 

estimates obtained using catheter tipped transducers, and these have mainly been 

concerned with the accuracy of velocity measurements made in vitro flow rigs 

(Tadaoka et al. 1990; Yamagishi et al. 1991). There are two major somces of errors 

in these measmements. As for the external transducers, the mean and maximum 

velocity measmements calculated from Doppler signals are dependent on the beam 

shape produced by the ultrasonic transducer and the degree of vessel insonation 

(Evans et al. 1989), and in addition the introduction of a relatively large catheter 

into a coronary artery can both change the average flow and the flow profile, which 

may also affect the estimate.

This chapter presents analytical, computational and experimental work carried out 

in order to gain some in sis t into the velocity estimates obtained with these 

catheters, characterising then ultrasound beams and then interaction with two 

different flow profiles.

6.2 - Sample Volume Characterisation

Recalling Chapter 2, the transducer investigated has an annular piezoelectric crystal 

with outer and irmer diameters of 0.8 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. It is driven by a 

20 MHz oscillator in 0.4 psec bmsts with a pulse repetition frequency of 62.5 IcHz. 

Since the signal applied to the transducer has a length of 8 cycles, it is possible to 

use CW solutions to investigate the pressme at different ranges from the catheter 

tip (Beaver 1974).

The following theoretical calculations deal only with effects produced by the 

transducer geometry, whilst the experimental measmements reported later are also 

affected by the Doppler system chcuitry.
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6.2.1 - Analytical Solution for Beam Shape

The acoustic pressure wave radiated by an element of infinitesimal area, allowing 

for attenuation by the medium, is given by (Kinsler et al. 1982):

=  (6.1)

where:
A = amplitude of vibration,
r ' = distance from the element to the measurement point, 
a  = attenuation coefficient,

w = angular frequency, 
c = the velocity of sound in the medium.

To calculate the acoustic pressure produced by the transducer at any distance r* 

from its tip, it is necessary to sum the contributions of all its infinitesimal elements.

For a rigid annular piston with the same dimensions as the Doppler catheter, the 

sum of the contributions given by all elements that belong to its surface is given by 

(Fig. 6.1):

where:
r = distance from the centre of the transducer,
r' = distance from a given transducer element, 
0 = angle between z axis and r, 
a = inner radius, 
b = outer radius,
A, a  and tare as defined above.
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Fig. 6 .1 - Geometry used to calculate the beam shape produced by an annular rigid piston.

The axial response for the acoustic beam is found solving Eq. 6.2 for 0 equal to 

zero. Therefore:

and Eq. 6.2 becomes:

p (r ,0 ,t)  = 2itAe>^\S— — f
{  o.+kj I® ®

And the pressure amplitude is given by:

where:

(6.3)
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0  =  6 - " " ^ ^

For a non attenuating medium Eq. 6.3 simplifies to:

F(r) = ^  (^4)

Fig. 6.2.a presents the normalised results of Eq. 6.4 for the annular piston and those 

for a circular piston (i.e. « = 0) with the same outer diameter as that of the annular 

transducer. Fig. 6.2.b shows the normalised pressure amplitude for different axial 

distances calculated from Eq. 6.4 for the annular piston (continuous line), and that 

given by Eq. 6.3 where attenuation by blood is taken into account (normalised by 

the maximum value of the previous curve). The attenuation coefficient used for 

blood at 20 MHz was 5 dB/cm.

At the region close to the transducer, the interference among the acoustic pressures 

produced by its elements produces a beam fluctuation. This region is named the 

near field. The region where the beam shows a monotonically decreasing pattern is 

called far field. The demarcation between these two regions is, for displacements 

away from die transducer, the last maximum along the axial distance.

A more general equation allows the determination of die pressure amplitude for a 

distance r much larger than the external radius of the transducer.

For the annular piston at r »  r  (Fig. 6.1):

r '= r^ l - —sin 0 cos^ j

Ignoring the effect of attenuation, Eq. 6.2 may be written as:
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Fig. 6.2 - (a) Theoretical axial pressure amplitude response for an annular rigid piston with the 
dimensions o f the Doppler catheter (a = 0.25 mm, b = 0.4 mm - continuous line) and a circular 
piston (broken line) with the radius o f 0.4 mm. In neither case has the effect o f attenuation been 
included, (b) Theoretical axial pressure amplitude response for an annular rigid piston with the 
dimensions o f Doppler catheter, accounting for (broken line) and ignoring (continuous line) the 
attenuation due to blood (estimated for this purpose to be 5 dB/cm).
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In the integral, the denominator tends to 1, and, using the following substitutions:

. - n  zn
/,(z ) = j cos(wpy&p

&/,(%) =

where J„ is a Bessel function of first kind, order n, the previous equation may be 

rewritten:

= *^ Ĵjo(fctsin0)Tf/T= *^)JtTsm8Vg(tTsin8)tsin8A
T ^  TKT SUl v7 g

where B = 1%A.

The result of the integral is given by:

and the pressure amplitude is:

I  *6sin6 j - ' '  1 1 ^ 8  J

f(r,8) = ■A(^sin6)'\ J  JiikamiQ)
kbrniQ J I AasinG (6.5)

The imposition of a large r was necessary to simplify the integral and to make the 

anafytical solution feasible. An alternative computational approach is presented in 

section 6.2.2.

The beam pattern obtained from Eq. 6.5 for r equal to 10 mm is shown in Fig. 6.3 

(solid line). The beam pattern generated by a circular piston with a diameter of 0.8 

mm is also depicted (dashed line).
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Fig. 6.3 - Theoretical pressure amplitude response for an rigid annular piston with the dimensions of 
the Doppler catheter (continuous line) and a circular piston of radius equal to 0.4 mm (broken line) 
at the distance o f 10 mm as a function o f 0. The effect o f attenuation has been ignored

6.2.2 - Numerical Solution for Beam Shape

Eq. 6.5 describes a beam shape at a constant distance r (r much larger than 

transducer radius) for different angles 0 (angle between the point at the distance r 

and the axis perpendicular to the transducer surface). In order to provide data to 

evaluate the experimental results without the restriction of a large r, a program was 

developed to compute the contributions of all crystal elements of small area &  

producing the beam shape. In these calculations the value of attenuation used was 

that for water at 20MHz (0.7 dB/cm) so as to allow comparisons with experimental 

measurements.

Using Eq. 6.1, the normalised pressure amplitude can be calculated by the discrete 

sum of the element contributions as:
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f ( / )
Iv4l

2n b „-T (#+a)

where (Fig. 6.1):
r = +(%-TCos*)' +(y-Tsin*)'

(x, y, z) = the position of tiie point in the space where the pressure is to be 

determined.

(t, ^) = the polar co-ordinates of the crystal element whose contribution is being 

summed.

The results are squared to account for the transmission and receiving characteristics 

of the transducer.

The pressure amplitude was calculated for three different ranges (z = 4, 5 and 6 mm) 

at 176 lateral positions symmetrically distributed almig the beam centre (from x=- 

1.76 to x=1.76 mm) to describe the beam pattern. Fig. 6.4 shows these results.

6.2.3 - Experimental Measurements of Sample Volume

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the sample volume of pulsed Doppler systems has a 

'teardrop' shape. Eq. 6.5 gives some insight into its shape in the radial direction for 

the Doppler catheter, but its axial length is defined by the Doppler system circuitry.

Hydrophones have been used to investigate the sample volume of Doppler systems, 

but can not fully characterise it since it is not possible to assess the effects of tiie 

Doppler receiver circuit.
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Fig. 6.4 - Computational results for the lateral beam shape (plotted in terms o f relative pressure) 
along its centre at three different ranges (a) 4 mm, (b) 5 mm and (c) 6 nun. In this case, the effect o f 
the attenuation by water (0.7 dB/cm) was included.
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To measure the sample volume of the Doppler catheter along its axial and lateral 

directions, a system based on tire work of Hoeks et al. (1984) was constracted. Fig.

6.5 depicts the experimental set-up. The output of a function generator is amplified 

to drive a loudspealœr (the circuit of the amplifier utilised is given in Appendix C). 

The vibration of the loudspealcer membrane is transmitted to a target immersed in 

degassed water. The transducer is also immersed in the tanlc and held by a micro 

manipulator. Where the beam intersects the target, their interaction will produce a 

Doppler signal whose amplitude is proportional to the beam amplitude. 

Measmements of the Doppler signal amplitude at several points along either axial 

and lateral directions allow the determination of the beam shape produced by the 

Doppler system.

For an object to act as a point source its maximum diameter should be half

wavelength of the acoustic wave (Lee and Furgason 1980), Hoeks et al. (1984) 

analysed the beam shape produced by a 6.1 MHz Doppler system using, a sphere 

with a diameter of 0.8 mm as a target. This sphere was attached to a whe whose 

diameter was 0.01 mm. hr this experiment, the signals originating hom the 

interaction between whe and acoustic beam were not significant, hr om' set-up, a 

line with a diameter of 0.04 mm (= 0.5X of a 20 MHz waveform in water) was 

used. This choice was dictated by technical constr aints of mechanical resistance 

and manipulation. Unlike the previous work, the signals propagating back from the 

line were not neghgible and therefore, the line itself was used as a tar get. The effect 

of the fmite target length on the measmed pattern was investigated and is discussed 

hr the next section.

The spealcer was driven by a 600 Hz sinusoid well above the 300 Hz cut-off 

fr equency of the wall-thump filters. For small amplitude displacements of a target, 

Doppler signals are subjected to a narrow band tone phase modulation whose main 

harmonic is at the same frequency as the signal applied to the spealcer (Carlson 

1986). The relative phase related to the demodulator reference signal is a function
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of the distance between the target and the transducer. Displacement of the 

transducer will further modulate the in-phase and quadrature channels. The 

amplitude of interest may be calculated from + where and are the 

amplitude of the in-phase and quadrature signals respectively.

Transducer

Oscilloscope
Speaker a.

Audio
Amplifier

Function

PC

Doppler

System

C=D

water tank

Fig. 6.5 - Schematic digram o f the set-up used for experimental measurements o f the catheter beam 
shape.

The quadrature outputs of the Doppler system were connected to an oscilloscope 

configured to display in vector-mode. The ultrasound beam centre (assumed to be 

at the point of the largest Doppler signal amplitude) was found, and the transducer 

moved again in either axial or lateral direction (according to die particular 

measurement being made) to a position where no signal was detected. The 

transducer was then successively displaced in the opposite direction and 

measurements made until signals were no longer detected.
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To determine the Doppler signal amplitude at each point accurately, die in-phase 

and quadrature signals were digitally sampled at 20480 kHz and a 256 point 

complex FFT computed. The results from ten time intervals were averaged and the 

amplitude at the frequency of 600 Hz obtained. The results normalised to the 

highest amplitude are presented in the Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. Fig. 6.6 shows the 

lateral beam shapes at three different gate ranges: 4, 5 and 6 mm (the continuous 

lines on this figure are theoretical results and will be discussed later). At the range 

of 6 mm the main lobe width is about 1 mm. Fig. 6.7 shows the axial envelope of 

the sample volume for the same gate ranges. Adopting 20 dB below the highest 

pressure response as an arbitrary limit, the axial lengdi is close to 0.7 mm for all 

three ranges.

6.2.4 - Effect of Target Size

The effect of using a finite target length, rather than a point target, on the 

experimental results was studied by computing the pressure amplitude for several 

points equally spaced along the target line (y direction in Fig. 6.1) and then 

combining these results to predict the effective beam pattern for such a finite target.

For typical sample volume depths (4 to 6 mm), the beam pattern in Fig. 6.3 shows 

the approximate length of the target which will contribute with significant echoes. 

Most of tiie beam power is distributed over an arc of 24° and thus, a set of discrete 

point sources, whose diameter may be as large as 0.51, was used to replace the line 

segment that corresponds to the arc length (1.7 to 2.52 mm depending on range). The 

calculation was repeated for different lateral positions (x direction) and the résultent 

arrays were vectorially summed. Fig. 6.8 depicts tiie results obtained for 41 points 

distributed along the line segment at the three different ranges (z = 4, 5 and 6 mm).
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Fig. 6.6 - Experimental results ('*' points) and computational results (continuous line) for the 
sample volume lateral shape produced by the Doppler catheter at three ranges in water (a) 4 mm, 
(b) 5 mm and (c) 6 mm. The results are plotted in terms of pressure responses.
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Fig. 6.7 - Experimental results for the sample volume axial response produced by the Doppler 
catheter at three ranges in water (a) 4 mm, (b) 5 mm and (c) 6 mm. The results are plotted in terms 
o f pressure responses.
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X

A y

Fig. 6.8 - Computed beam shapes for different points along the line (y) calculated for 176 different 
lateral positions (x) at three different ranges. Ax is the same for all figures and equal to 3.52 mm. 
(a) Range = 4 mm, 5y = 0.0425 mm. Ay = 1.7 mm. (b) Range = 5 mm, 5y = 0.053 mm. Ay = 2.12 
mm. (c) Range = 6 mm, 5y = 0.063 mm. Ay = 2.52 mm. (Note that the x and y scale are different 
and therefore the results do not appear to have circular symmetry).
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Fig. 6.9 shows the theoretical lateral shape obtamed as described above for a finite 

line target (of 2.12 nun length) at the range of 6 mm (dashed line). This was 

obtained by vectorially summing the 41 pressure responses shown in Fig. 6.8.c. The 

continuous line is the same as that in Fig. 6.4 c which corresponds to the response 

for a single point target displaced along the beam centre. The curves are normalised 

to their respective maximum values. The finite target length produces side lobes 

with a h i^e r amplitude relative to the main lobe, but there is no major distortions 

of the beam shape whose dimensions are being determined. The solid lines on Fig. 

6.6 show the computed results for the three ranges superimposed on the 

experimental ones to allow their comparison.

Lateral Beam  Shape
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-0.5 0.5 1.5-1.5
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Fig. 6.9 - EfiEect o f interfering multiple echoes from a line target on lateral beam s h ^  at the ra%c 
of 6 mm. The calculated beam shape for a point target at the beam centre is given by the continuous 
line and the one that corresponds to the sum of 41 points equally spaced along fee target line is 
given by fee broken lirm. They were bfefa calculated for 176 lateral petitions symm^caUy 
distributed along fee beam cmtre.

6.3 - Effect of Beam Shape on Velocity Estimation
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The intensity weighted mean frequency (IWMF) of a Doppler signal is defined as 

(Evans et al. 1989);

\ p ( m

where P(Q = Doppler power distribution as a function of frequency. Provided that 

the entire vessel cross-section is uniformly insonated by an ultrasound beam, then 

the IWMF is (neglecting other distorting influences such as filtering) proportional 

to the mean flow velocity, and die latter may be calculated by substituting the 

former into the standard Doppler equation. If however the vessel is not uniformly 

sampled by the ultrasound beam this relationship does not hold, and a number of 

reports have discussed this interaction and its significance on the mean velocity 

calculation (Evans 1982; Cobbold et al. 1983; Law et al. 1991). In this section, the 

effects on die intensity weighted mean velocity produced by non-uniform vessel 

insonation and different flow profiles are eiqilored in the context of the Doppler 

catheter.

Information concerning velocity profiles distal to a catheter placed in coronary 

arteries appears to be sparse, and a complete solution would be extremely complex 

and completely relevant only to the specific geometry investigated and is beyond 

the scope of this work. Useful insights into the general effects of the non-uniform 

insonation by the catheter may be gained by considering the velocity profile that 

would be encountered in the presence of steady flow in a long straight vessel with 

the catheter eidier centred in the vessel, or in contact with die vessel wall. In die 

former case the flow can be thought of as consisting of three regions, the annular 

flow which must occur around the catheter and up to its tip, the parabolic flow 

which must occur at large distances downstream from its tip, and the transition 

zone between the two, where the flow will be much more complex, but will in fact
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be die region from which Doppler measurements are made (these intuitive 

assertions are supported by numerical calculations using the three-dimensional 

Navier-Stokes equation for axi-symmetric flow carried out by Kagiyama and his 

colleagues in Japan (1988) and cited by Tadaoka et aL 1990)). In the case where 

the catheter lies against the vessel wall the situation is even more complex in that 

the flow profiles no longer have rotational symmetry. In the discussion that follows 

we will first examine die effects of non-unifoim insonation on a parabolic profile, 

and then consider an 'M' shaped profile.

Parabolic Flow Profile

The velocity distribution for a parabolic flow profile is given by;

(6.7)

where;
R = vessel radius,
r = distance from any flow lamina to the vessel centre,

= maximum flow velocity.

The Doppler power can also be written as a function of the radius. The 

eiqierimental results obtained in section 6.3 to characterise the beam shape were 

used to estimate the beam power distribution received by the Doppler system. The 

experimental points that describe the sample volume main lobe at the range of 6 

mm were squared and a Gaussian curve fitted to them (Fig. 6.10). Assuming that 

the beam shape may be generated by rotating the experimental points around its 

centre, the Gaussian function describes the received power at any beam point.

The normalised Gaussian power function is;

= (68)
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where:
r = distance from the centre to any point, 
or = standard deviation.

Power Distribution as a Function of Radius
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Fig. 6.10 - Gaussian curve fitted to the square o f the experimental points that describe die main lobe 
of the sample volume at die range o f 6 mm.

The intensity weighted mean velocity (IWMV) may be written as a fonction of 

radius:

J J P(r)v(r)rdr(B 

J I  P(s)eÆf/(p
(6.9)

The relevant geometry for an ultrasound beam with circular symmetry inside a 

blood vessel is shown in Fig. 6.11. The Gaussian model of the ultrasound beam is 

clearly only valid for a limited range of r, and therefore to simplify the subsequent 

calculations it was assumed that any contributions from radii of greater than 0.5
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mm, i.e. 2.5a, were zero. In practise tins point corresponds to the widtii of the main 

lobe at tiie 13dB down point.

Fig. 6.11 - Geometry of a rq)resentative position of the sample volume within a blood vessel. Note 
tiiat the sample volume at the range of 6 mm is aibitearily ta te i to have the same diameter o f the 
catheter. It is assumed Aat die caAetcr is parallel to tiie vessd wall.

From Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8, and noting the geometry presented in Fig. 6.11, Eq. 6.9 may 

be rewritten as;

$ B p'
j  J  (i?^ -  r '  )e~^rdr^

JJe  
0 0

where:

p = ̂ r'+g^-27ycos8,

r = distance between the vessel centre and any arbitrary point inside the insonated 
region,
g  = distance between the centres of the beam and the vessel,
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0 = angle between r and g,
^  = g -%
B = g + n;
R = vessel radius,
n = arbitrary limit of the beam radius (2.5a).

A program was developed to compute Eq. 6.10 for different o/R ratios. Fig. 6.12 

shows the results obtained for two extreme catheter positions within the vessel i.e. 

in the centre and adjacent to the wall; in both cases it is assumed that the catheter is 

parallel to the wall. The results are normalised by the true mean velocity, 0.5Vmax.

( G / R )

Fig. 6.12 - Effect o f non-unifonn insonation on the calculated IWMV, as a function o f vessd 
radius, for a sample wlume oeotrcd in the vessel (œntinuous line) and adjacmt to die vessel waH 
(dashed line). This figure is based on a parabolic flow profile, a  is the standard deviation o f the 
Gaussian beam and R  the vessel radius.

The maximum velocity detected by a frequency follower depends on the 'effective' 

size of the ultrasonic beam, i.e., in the case of a beam with circular symmetry, the 

maximum diameter from which adequate signals (detectable by the maximum 

frequency algoritiim) are collected. Fig. 6.13 presents the maximum velocity
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intersected by a beam which extends up to the artery wall (dashed line) and one 

which has die same centre as the vessel (continuous line) as a function of die ratio 

of the effective beam radius («) to the vessel radius (R). As previously the results 

are normalised by the true mean velocity.

2.1
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/  A f

&2 0 ^  &3 0 ^  &4
( Effective n/R )

Fig. 6.13 - Maximum velocity of a parabolic flow profile detectoi by a beam o f efifehve radius n, 
positional in the vessel centre (continuous line) and adjacmt to the vessel wall (dashed line), for 
different ratios between effective beam radius (n) and vessel radius (R)

M-shaned Velocity Profile

An arbitrary annular flow distribution which approximates to the profile which 

might be found distal to die cadieter tip is now analysed. A cross-section duough 

the profile is modelled as consisting of two parabolas widi maximum velocities at 

R/2 and zero velocity at the vessel centre and vessel wall, where R is once again the 

vessel diameter (Fig. 6.14). As for the parabolic flow given by the Eq. 6.7, the 

proposed profile is normalised by its maximum velocity:
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M SA aped
P r o f i l e

C a t h e t e r

V e s s e l  Wall

Fig. 6.14 - Schematic diagram of steady flow passing around the catheter and developing an 'M*- 
shape profile that becomes parabolic at some distance flom the catheter tip.

Therefore, IWMV for a Gaussian power distribution is given by:

where « and r are defined above.

The computational results obtained from Eq. 6.II are presented in Fig. 6.15 for 

different a/R ratios. The results are normalised by the true mean velocity of the 

annular flow, 0.67Vmax. Whilst a somewhat artificial situation the results 

pertaining to a catheter adjacent to the arterial wall with the same profile are 

presented on the same figure (a combination of an M-shaped profile and a sample 

volume adjacent to the wall could conceivably arise due to the catheter not sitting 

parallel to the axis of the vessel because of either vessel curvature or the catheter 

being bent).

Fig. 6.16 shows the normalised maximum velocity intersected by a beam of 

effective radius n for this flow profile in tiie centre of the vessel (continuous line) 

and by the wall (dashed line).
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Fig. 6.15 - Effect o f non-uniform insonation on the calculated IWMV, as a function o f vessel 
radius, for a sample volume centrW in the vessel (continuous line) and adjacent to the vessel wall 
(dashed line). This figure is based on an 'M' shaped profile, a  is the standard deviation o f the 
Gaussian beam and R the vessel radius.
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Fig. 6.16 - Maximum velocity o f an armular flow profile detected by a beam o f efiective radius n, 
positioned in the vessel centre (continuous line) and adjacent to the vessel wall (dashed line), for 
different ratios between effective beam radius («) and vessel radius (R).
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6.4 - Discussion and Conclusion

The results of the study presented in this chapter emphasise the difficulty of making 

high quality flow measurements using catheter tipped Doppler transducers, botii 

because the catheter can alter the gross flow and the flow profile by its presence, 

and because the ultrasound beam is unlikely to insonate uniformly the flow.

From the analytical studies of the beam shape arising from an annular piston, it is 

seen that the introduction of the lumen into the crystal increases the relative 

significance of the side lobes but reduces the length of die near field when 

compared to the results obtained for the circular piston. For the particular annular 

piston studied here, the near field is contained within a zone extending 1.26 mm 

from the transducer face.

In practice measurements made with catheter tipped transducers should be taken as 

far as possible from the cadieter tip to avoid effects of the flow disturbances caused 

by the catheter on velocity estimation, and since our experience shows that the 

configuration of the coronary arteries seldom allows practical measurements to be 

made beyond a range of 6 mm, the emphasis in this study has been on ranges of 

between 4 and 6 mm.

The calculated and measured results shown in Fig. 6.6 are in reasonable agreement 

and it is thought that the mismatches between the two may be attributed to the 

limitations of die rigid piston model, the non-homogeneity of the crystal (for 

instance, due to the weld point) and measurement artefacts.

It is not possible to model accurately the complex velocity profiles that are found in 

diseased coronary arteries, and thus we have used two very simple profiles to gain 

some insight into the effects of the interaction between the profile and its changes,
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and of the relatively small beam sizes produced by the Doppler catheter. The 

parabolic profile seems a reasonable model of the average profile that might be 

found at a distance from the catheter tip, but the 'M' shaped profile is much less 

realistic. It is in fact easy to calculate the mean component of the flow profile flush 

with the catheter tip but this clearly changes very rapidly beyond the tip, and of 

more practical importance, has a centr al zone of zero velocity which is larger than 

the effective beam size and cannot therefore be used. The numerical results for 

velocity profiles distal to catheter tips illustrated by Tadaoka (1990) suggest that 

the profile close to the tip may be reasonably modelled as 'M' shaped and that as the 

distance fr om the catheter tip increases it becomes progressively more parabolic in 

shape.

Because of the difficulties of modelling the haemodynamic situation in detail the 

results presented in Figs. 6.12, 6.13, 6.15 and 6.16 can only be used as an aid to 

understanding errors in catheter tipped measurements in a very general sense, but 

nevertheless contain some valuable clues to the types of error that may be 

encountered. The ranges of g/R and effective n/R values illustrated in the figures 

correspond to vessels with diameters of between about 2 and 6 mm when the 

catheter has the dimensions of the Schneider transducer, and thus are typical of the 

values which might be encountered in coronary arteries (Mar cus 1983).

Even for relatively small blood vessels (were the value of u/R may rise to 0.2) the 

lateral width of the sample volume does not allow uniform vessel insonation, and 

whilst the situation appear s to improve as the g/R ratio increases, this only occurs 

when the transducer itself is large compared with R and the lÜcely gain in accuracy 

of velocity estimate due to more complete sampling of the velocity profile will be 

off-set by the interference to flow caused by the catheter.

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of these results is how susceptible the 

measurements are to changes in catheter positron and velocity profile; which makes
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the comparison of velocity measmements before and after an intervention such as 

angioplasty (where the Doppler catheter will have to be moved unless the balloon is 

built into the same catheter as the Doppler transducer) very difficult. Even if the 

catheter remains in the same position, the effect of a change in flow caused by a 

drug or other intervention, might well be to influence the average velocity profile 

and thus the relationship between the measmed and actual mean velocities.

Although both the IWM and maximum fr equency results are influenced by catheter 

position, vessel size and profile shape, reference to the figmes suggests that the 

output of the maximum follower may be less sensitive to changes in catheter 

position and flow profile for a given vessel size than the IWM output (note the 

differences in the ranges of vertical axes) and may therefore be more reliable as a 

method of quantifying percentage changes in velocity. At large distances from the 

catheter tip where the velocity profile may be thought of as parabolic, manipulation 

of the catheter to obtain the maximum possible velocity should improve 

reproducibility. Whichever follower is used it seems mdücely that accmate 

measmements of absolute velocity can be made in coronary arteries with a system 

such as tiiat investigated in this work, although changes in flow might be monitored 

with some degr ee of reproducibility.

There is a considerable body of work in the literatur e which reports the use of zero- 

crossing detectors in conjunction with catheter tipped Doppler systems. These 

systems which estimate the RMS frequency are susceptible to many errors (Lunt 

1975), and, given the added difficulties due to non-uniform insonation discussed in 

this chapter which will influence the RMS fr equency in a similar way to the IWM 

fr equency, can not be recommended for catheter tipped measmements.

If catheter tipped transducers are to be used to measme mean velocities within 

vessels with a good degree of accmacy, steps will have to be taken to markedly 

increase the size of the beams relative to the transducer, hr the interim clinical
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results obtained with systems such as that studied in this work must be treated with 

extreme caution.
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Chapter 7 - Software for Off-line Analysis of Doppler Signals



7.1 - Introduction

Sonograms are usually obtained by applying FFTs to short-time segments of the 

Doppler signal, and consecutively displaying their results. This procedure produces 

information on the temporal changes of the spectral power distribution of the 

signal This approach is based on the assumption that for the time window used, the 

signal is short-time stationary such that each spectral estimate will present a good 

description of the process under investigation. Therefore, the window should be 

made short enough to encompass a stationary interval of the signal

Doppler signals have usually been processed within a time interval of 10 ms 

(DiMario et al. 1993; Vaitkus et al 1988). Nevertheless, Kitney and Talhami 

(1987) have suggested a 2.5 ms time window when the blood flow is disturbed by 

the presence of stenosis in tiie vessel. Guo et al. (1993) studying the stationaiity of 

signals recorded from close to the aortic valve have recommended the use of a 5 ms 

window. However, if tiie time window used is very short, the frequency resolution 

will be poor.

With the development of faster processors and DSP techniques, time-frequency 

distributions have become feasible as tools for the analysis of non-stationary 

signals, circumventing the trade-off between time and frequency resolution present 

in the FFT at the eiqpense of more computational time.

As there is no available information on the stationaiity of Doppler signals sampled 

from coronary arteries, a program was implemented to provide a tool for their off

line analysis with better time frequency characteristics than the one described in 

Chapter 3.
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It should be noted that the application of the correct time window allows a better 

qualitative evaluation of the blood flow but it is unlikely that the use of a slightly 

larger window will introduce significant errors in the mean and maximum velocity 

estimation. These two estimates, which are usually used to calculate parameters to 

assess quantitatively the haemodynamics being investigated, will be affected to a 

much larger extent by other artefacts (Chapter 6).

The implemented software offers four options:

1 - Data Acquisition

2-CFFT

3- Wigner Distribution

4 - Choi-Wüliams Distribution

These topics are discussed in the following sections. Results are presented and 

discussed.

7.2 - Data Acquisition

This software for off-line analysis was mainly designed to investigate the Doppler 

signals recorded by the system described in Chapter 3. The files to be read by this 

software should have the format of the files *.DOP described in Appendix B. 

Therefore, all the following applications assume that the sampled signals are 

complex. In order to transform this software into a more general tool, this option 

was added to sample Doppler signals from directional devices and convert them to 

complex signals, storing the results, with the patient data, on disk files for posterior 

analysis.
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Signals are sampled at 20.48 kHz from the AÆ) channel of the DSP board. Each 

sample is filtered by a delay filter and a FIR Hilbert transform^ (Fig 7.1). This 

Hilbert transform is an all-pass filter that produces a phase shift of 90 degree. The 

delay filter is an all-pass filter with the same number of taps as the Hilbert 

transform filter used to synchronise the outputs of the two branches of Fig. 7.1. The 

procedure described, performed by the DSP32C processor, generates complex 

signals. The results are read by the PC and stored on disk file. The patient data 

should haw been previously inserted by the user throu^ the keyboard to be stored 

with the sampled data.

v(n)

Delay
Filter v(n)

Hilbert
Transformer

Fig. 7.1-  Diagram rqjresoitmg the generaticm o f analytical signal from real signal using FIR fOtas.

7.3-CFFT

In the real-time software (Chapter 3), a new column is added to the sonogram every

12.5 ms. This choice was mainly dictated by the relatively slow speed of the PC

^The Hilbert Transform is defined in the time domain by (Carlson 1986):

And its Fourier Transform is:
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video interface. Other systems described in die literature for coronary studies have 

similar time window sizes (Doucette et al. 1992; DiMario et al. 1993).

For the recorded data, it is possible to have more flexibility. The software allows 

the user to select the CFFT size from, in numbers of complex pairs:

1 - 256 (Double zero padding)

2-%%

3-512 (Double zero padding)

4-512

Averaging of the CFFT columns are not performed in this software. Therefore, the 

time window is given by N/Fs where N  is the number of pairs of samples and Fs is 

the sampling frequency.

Double zero padding is a technique used to provide an interpolated transform that 

improves the determination of the spectral peaks. It consists of adding N  zero 

values to the end of the buffer containing the N  data samples. The 2N  FFT will 

present for its odd bins, N  interpolated FFT values and for its even bins, die 

original iV FFT values (Marple 1987).

The software allows the user to choose between two maximum envelope detectors 

(simple dureshold and modified geometric method) and it also calculates the IWMF. 

These are plotted on the sonogram after the presentation of each screen that 

corresponds to 512 columns of CFFT results.

7.4 - Wigner Distribution
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The autocorrélation for a sample fimction of a random process v(t) is defined by:

(71)

where E[] stands for statistical expectation operator.

For stationary random processes, the autocorrelation is not dependent on the 

specific times r, and f,, but their time difference. Eq. 7.1 may be rewritten as:

where x =

For non-stationary processes, Eq. 7.1 can be also rewritten as a fimction of %. 

Making:

&= f - — and L =t+—; 
' 2 * 2

then T = and r =

Therefore, t  is the time difference and t is tiie midtime between r, and r,. 

Replacing them in Eq. 7.1, it is defined for the plane (x, t) the generalised 

autocorrelation fimction (Bendat and Piersol 1986):

m(x,r)=E (7 3)
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Using the autocorrelation function, it is possible to define the average power of the 

stationary random process v(t) by (Carlson 1986):

(7.4)

where G(Q is tire power spectral density.

An estimation of G(f) is the very well know periodogram (Oppenheim and Schaffer

Similarly, for a non-stationary random process, the power at the instant t may be 

written as:

f(r)== j  j9%(T,r)e-^a#= J (7.5)

The inner integral in tire above equation is called auto-Wigner-Ville dishibution 

(WD) which gives the distribution of instantaneous power over all firequencies:

» » (< ./)= (7.6)

The cross WD is similarly defined by:

(7.7)
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Integrating Eq. 7.6 from t=-oo to t=oo, it is possible to determine the autospectral 

density frmction for a particular frequency:

S J f ) = ] v D ( t , f ) d t  (7.8)

The total signal energy is obtained by integrating Eq. 7.8 for all frequencies.

This approach tries to clarify the relation between WD, spectral density, and power 

and shows that the WD can be seen as a generalisation of the periodogram.

Another approach would be the use of Cohen's class of time-frequency

distributions. Cohen (1966) has shown that an infinite number of time-frequency

distributions can be generated from a more generic equation given by:

f  (t,w)= ^  (7 .9 )

('♦' denotes complex conjugate and all integral ranges are from -oo to qo)  

where 0(x,8) is an arbitrary fimction called kernel which satisfies:

<D(0,G)=<D(T,0)=1

By choosing different kernels, different time-frequency distributions are derived. 

They will present tiieir own properties and diversified behaviour. The WD is 

obtained by making the kernel in Eq. 7.9 equal to 1.

7.4.1 - Implementation of WD
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A discrete-time estimator for the WD (DTWD) is given by Claasen and 

Meddenbrauker (1980):

k~iB
= 2 ̂  v(n+k)v' (n -  (7.10)

where denotes conjugate complex (This is an extension of the concept presented 

by Eq. 7.6. The use of complex signals has mathematical convenience and can be 

used to code information (Chapter 3)).

It can be seen from Eq. 7.10 tiiat the DTWD has a period of ^  due to the 

multiplying factor of two in the exponential. Since any signal spectrum is defined 

in a interval of 2m, aliasing will occur. There are two approaches to avoid 

distortions produced by this aliasing: oversampling and the use of analytical 

signals.

Oversampling, by at least a factor of two (two times the Nyquist rate), basically 

keeps the signal spectrum to half of die frequency scale avoiding possible 

distortions.

A real FFT produces redundancy of information for the negative frequencies and 

these frequencies will superimpose the DTWD results on the positive spectrum if 

the signals are sampled at the Nyquist rate. This drawback can be eliminated by the 

use of analytical signals. The analytical signal zfn) for tiie sampled random process 

v(n) is defined as:

z(«) = v(n)+JH[v(n)] (7.11)

where H[] is the Hilbert transform operator.
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The analytical signal spectrum is given by:

2F(w),0<w <11 
F(w), w = 0 
0. -7C < w  < 0

where Z(w) and V(w) are the Fourier transforms of z(n) and v(n) respectively.

Therefore, by generating analytical signals as shown in Eq. 7.11, the negative side 

of the spectrum, and consequently the distortions, are removed.

For computational purposes it is necessary to window the DTWD in the time 

domain. Eq. 7.10 becomes the so-called discrete pseudo WD (DPWD):

DFlKD(w, w.) = 2 ̂  A(k)y (-t)v(M+k)v'(n -  (7.12)

Martin and Flandrin (1985) have suggested that Eq. 7.12 can be rewritten in a more 

efficient computational form:

DPWD{n,wJ = 4Re Z h(k)h*(-k)v(n + k)v*(n-k)ek=0 -2|v(n)|" (7.13)

Eq. 7.13 basically reduces the number of computational evaluations by half when 

compared to Eq. 7.12. It is possible to use FFT algorithms to calculate Eq. 7.13 by 

neglecting tiie power of two in the exponential that stands for a scaling factor in the 

frequency axis and replacing w, by 2jm/N. The results of Eq. 7.13 are real. 

Actually, this is a WD property, that is, the WD of any fimction, real or complex, is 

real (Claasen and Meddenbrauker 1980).
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fil ternis of practical implementation of the WD for Doppler signals stored as 

described in Appendix B, it should be remembered that they are modulated in 

quadrature form to provide diiectional infoimation, having real and imaginary 

components. Therefore, the only possible approach to avoid aliasing is the use of 

oversampling. Since there is a maximum sampling rate in the system developed, it 

is not always possible to achieve this. Another disadvantage of this approach is the 

reduction of the time interval that is possible to record because tire maximum file 

size is 640 kbytes for any of the sampling rates (Chapter 3).

Doppler signals recorded from arteries presenting only foiwaid flow can be 

considered encoded as described by Eq. 7.11, since the quadrature channel is not 

providing any useful information about flow dhection. For these cases (the majority 

of the coronary arteries) no oversampling is necessary and the analytical encoding 

by hardwar e saves computational time to calculate then DPWD.

Considering Eq. 7.13, since the dc component does not have physical significance 

in medical ultrasound ('wall thump' filters in Doppler systems usually have cut off 

frequencies below 300 Hz), the second term of that expression works just as a 

scaling factor. Therefore, its subtraction, together with the multiplication by 4 of 

the first term, can be neglected since the interest is in the relative intensities of the 

frequency components.

Based on these considerations, the following algorithm was implemented, where 

An is the number of sample pairs (real and imaginary) between the successive 

DPWD calculations;

1- ask the user to define An.

2 “ retrieve 2N complex sampled data points fiom the disk file. Store them in a data 

buffer.

3 ” apply a complex Harm window (2N points):
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hv(k)=h(Tc)v(k); for *=-N+l,N-l; where n=0 (E. 7.13) corresponds to the window 

centre.

Store results in processing buffer.

4 - calculate the inner product from tiie windowed data: hv(k)hv*(-k), for W),N-1.

5 - apply a complex FFT (N points).

8 - display the modulus of the real values of the CFFT results on the screen with 

scaled magnitudes.

7 - shift the last (2N - An) complex samples to the beginning of the data buffer.

9 - retrieve An complex sampled data points from the disk file. Store the new data 

at the end of data buffer. Go to 3.

Steps 1, 2 and 9 are executed by a 486 PC with software written in 'C language. 

The other steps are performed by a DSP board with software written in Assembly 

language.

The minimum time resolution is 1/Fs, where Fs is the sampling frequency. N was 

set to 256. The frequency resolution is constant and equal to Fs/N.

7.5 - Choi-Williams Distribution

Let a signal be given by the composition of two sinusoids:

Applying DTWD to it:

t.
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k = —m  jfc=—00

Therefore:

DTWD* = DTWD/̂ +D7WD^+2Re{DJWD/̂ } (7.14)

where DTWD^  ̂is the cross DTWD between the two signals.

The result of Eq. 7.14 can be generalised. If a signal is composed of several 

components as:

Its DTWD is given by:

DTWD, = J^DTWD, (7.15)
1=1 J  m

As can be seen, the DTWD of a signal is not given by the sum of the DTWD of its 

components. This result is also W id for the WD. Due to tins property, tiie WD is 

classified as a bilinear function. The second term in Eq. 7.15 is called the cross 

term. Flandrim (1984) has pointed out that this term appears in the time-fi'equency 

plane at a distance fi'om the monocomponents that is related to their position, but 

not close to them. The presence of cross terms may obscure the interpretation of the 

signal analysed since they do not have any physical meaning.
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Based on time-frequency distributions of Cohen's class (Eq. 7.9), Choi and 

Williams (1989) proposed another distribution to decrease the interference effect 

among the different signal components.

A new kernel was defined by;

4<e,%)=g " (7.16)

where a  is a scaling factor.

Replacing this kernel in Eq. 7.9 and integrating over 0, the so-called Choi-Williams 

distribution (CWD) is obtained:

CWD (r,w) = (7.17)

As can be seen from Eq. 7.17, the introduction of the kernel assigns different 

weights to the inner product of the function s. Higher weights are given for u close 

to t and lower weights when u is far from t. Therefore, the cross terms present in 

tiie time-firequency plane are smoothed out by tiie application of tins kernel, since 

they are not close to the monocomponents.

Analysing the effect of the parameter <r for a multicomponent chirp signal, Choi 

and Williams (1989) concluded tiiat a large ct increases the auto-term resolution, 

but also reinforces the cross terms. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the auto

term resolution and cross term suppression. Based on their eiqierimental results, the

use of a value between 0.1 and 10 is recommended for the parameter o.
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7.5.1 - Implementation of CWD

The discrete version of Eq. 7.17, called the discrete CWD (DCWD), is (Choi and 

Williams 1989):

DCWD(n,w.) = 2 (7.18)
k = -M  u = -M  V 4 l t k

As for the DTWD, the DCWD is real valued and periodic for m. Therefore, 

oversampling or the use of analytical signals must be considered to avoid aliasing.

Eq. 7.18 can be simplified for computational use. Considering the application of a 

non rectangular time window and changing the order of the summation operators:

n=M k=AT I II
DCWD(n,w.) = 2 2  Z  J T % ^ ^ h ( t) y ( - t ) s ( n  + «+t)r'(n+n-t)g-/:"^

DO R)(a,w ,).2 22

*=0 I  ~  -O*"

Z  J :  . 2  ̂ '*** Kk)h'(-k)s{n + u + k)s'(n + u-k)e~^'''^ +
jbs-isr V
k«N  I ~

^  A (t)A "(-t)f(a + w + t)i"(a  + K - ) - |v(w,a)| '

DCWD (a, w.) = 2 Z 2Re Z  (-k)s(n+U+k)s'(n+u- k)e~ '̂'"^
k=o I

By restoring the summation operator order:
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DCWD(a,w.) = 4Re
k̂ lff tÊ=M I ~
Z  Z  J j - r j [ ^ ^ H k ) f> ’(-k)s(n + u+k)s*(n+u-k)
&=0̂#=-M 1

(7.19)

g-/!";:* -2Z K «+ “)I

For the reasons mentioned in Section 7.4.1, the second term of Eq. 7.19 and the 

multiplication by 4 in the first term are not taken into account in this 

implementation. The power of two in the exponential is again neglected in order to 

apply FFT routines. The displacement in numbers of samples (An) between the 

distribution computation and the parameter ct must be defined by the user at the 

start of the program. Since the weights to be assigned to tiie inner product are used 

in a repetitive way, they are calculated just once and stored in a look up table to 

speed up the execution of the program. The algorithm implemented can be 

described by tiie following steps:

1 - ask the user to define a and An.

2 - generate weights:

GW(u,k) = J — -T-g , for u=0,M; k=0,N-l; store them in a look up table.V 4ick

3 - retrieve 2N complex sampled data points firom disk file. Store them in 

processing buffer.

4 - apply a complex Hann window (2N points):

hs(k)=h(k)s(k); for k=-N+l,N-l; where «=0 (Eq. 7.19) corresponds to the window 

midpoint.

Store results in processing buffer.

5 - shift the last 2M arrays m data buffer of 2M+1 arrays to the first 2M positiom.

6 - calculate tiie inner product firom windowed data: 
hs(u,k) = hs{u + k)hs*{u-k), fork=0,N-l.

Store results in the last 2M+1 arrays of data buffer.

7 - if tiie number of arrays stored is smaller than 2M+1, go to 9.

8 - with the use of the lookup table and the data buffer, calculate:
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Store results in processing array.

9 - apply a complex FFT (N points). Store them in processing buffer.

10 - display the modulus of the real values of the complex FFT results on the 

screen with scaled magnitudes.

11 - retrieve 2N complex sampled data spaced 2An positions (real and imaginary 

data) from the beginning of the last reading operation in disk file. Store the new 

data in the processing buffer. Go to 4.

Steps 1, 2, 3, 10 and 11 are executed by a 486 PC with software written in 'C 

language. The other steps are performed by a DSP board with software written in 

Assembly language. As for DPWD, the minimum time resolution is 1/Fs, and the 

frequency resolution is equal to Fs/N. N was set to 256 and M to 4.

To illustrate the features of the DPWD and DCWD, Fig. 7.2 displays the results of 

applying both disttibutions for a short segment of an ECG signal.

Comparing the sampled signal (at the lower part of Figs. 7.2.a and 7.2.b) with the 

corresponding time-frequency distribution, it can be seen that the DPWD produces 

a ghost' QRS complex due to the cross terms. For the DCWD, the cross terms are 

smoothed and the distribution can be more easily interpreted.

7.6 - Examples and Discussion
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WIGMER DISTRIBUTION

8 0  Hz

0  Hz i

8 0  Hz

T I N E -  3 . 2  s

W

CHOI-WILLIAMS DISTRIBUTION

lV
0  Hz

A.

T I ri E -  3 . 2  s

Fig. 7.2 - (a) DPWD and (b) DCWD o f a ECG signal. The ECG signal was sampled at 160 Hz 
after filtering by an anti-aliasing filter set to 40 Hz. The Hilbert transform is used to generate 
analytical signals before the confutation o f the distributions. N = 256 and An = 1 for both 
distributions. For DCWD, cr = 6, M = 4.

Fig 7.3 shows CFFT, DPWD and DCWD results fw  a recorded Doppler signal 

sampled from a coronary artery. Details about the way in which diey wctc obtained 

is given in the figure caption.
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Application of DPWD to stochastic processes (Maitin and Flandrim 1985) and 

Doppler signals have been reported in the literatuie. Motivated by this, the DPWD 

was implemented with the aim of better assessing some features of Doppler signals.

As shown in Fig. 7.2, the cross teims present in the DPWD may introduce 

difficulties in inteipreting its results. To verify the possibility of obtaining an 

enhanced time-frequency distribution for Doppler signals, the DCWD was also 

implemented.

According to Fig. 7.3, the DCWD does not appear to provide better results than the 

DPWD. As mentioned before, the purpose of the proposed kernel is to smooth out 

the cross terms that lay among the autocomponents in the time-frequency plane. 

Nevertheless, for the Doppler signals, since the autocomponents are continuously 

distributed along the time and frequency axis, auto and cross teims may be 

superimposed, and therefore, DCWD does not work efficiently in this application.

This is in agreement with work of Baianiulc and Jones (1993). These authors, 

worldng with two components of frequency, have shown that the efficiency of a 

specific time-frequency distribution is dependent on the signal analysed and 

paiticularly, that the DCWD offers poor frequency resolution for frequency 

modulated signals.

Lately, some other kernels have been proposed in the literature (Jones and Parks 

1990; Baraniulc and Jones 1993) that are claimed to have better peifoimance than 

the ones discussed in this chapter and therefore, should be object of further 

investigation concerned to their application to Doppler signals analysis.

Based on these considerations, care should be taken during the interprétation of 

these time frequency distributions when applied to Doppler signals. Off-line CFFT 

produces more reliable results and, as mentioned above, since averaging of two or 

more CFFT columns is not performed, a better time resolution is achieved.
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7.7 - Summary

This chapter has described an off-line software to analyse recorded Doppler 

signals. The software allows the processing of the Doppler signals with a better 

time-fiequency resolution than that offered by the real time software. The options 

for processing the signals are: CFFT, Wigner distribution and Choi-Williams 

distribution.
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S(*IOGRAM
Medical Physics Department — Experimental Project Screen

FFT size = 256 ptsj Sampling Frequency = 4 0 ^ %  kHz

Averaged Mean Velocity : 24.?0 cm/s
Averaged Max. Velocity : S3.66 cm/s

m.m  kHz

(a)
UIGNER-VILLE DISTRIMJTION

(b)

2 8 .4 8  kHz
CHOI-WILLIAH DISTRIBUTION

Fig, 7.3 - Doppler signals sampled from coronary artery at 40.96 kHz and processed by (a) CFFT 
with double overpadding, (b) DPWD with An = 64 and (c) DCWD with An = 64, a  = 10.
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Chapter 8 - Experiments in vitro



8.1 - Introduction

In this chapter, experiments carried out in vitro to better characterise the 

performance of the Doppler system are reported. These experiments include 

observation of flow behaviour close to the catheter tip and measurements of flow 

velocity performed with blood and a blood analogue.

8.2 - Experimental Observation of Flow Proximal to the Catheter Tip

Chapter 6 mentioned tiie work of Kagiyama et al. (1988) who used numerical 

techniques to describe the flow profile away from the catheter tip for steady flow in 

a vessel with a diameter of 7 mm. Their work characterised the flow transition from 

annular to parabolic profiles but did not emphasise the flow behaviour in the 

proximity of the catheter tip. The objective of this section is to report some 

observations performed to investigate whether the flow close to the catheter tip 

presents turbulent behaviour. Turbulent flow develops irregular fluctuations of 

velocity in space and time. This could further influence the velocity estimates 

obtained for ranges close to the catheter tip.

For this, the flow rig illustrated in Fig. 8.1 was built in order to obtain photographic 

records of a column of dye passing around the catheter tip. The set up produces 

steady flow whose velocity is established by the height of the reservoir.

A segment of glass pipe was manufactured with auxiliary inputs to allow the 

insertion of the Doppler catheter and the placement of a needle, used to introduce 

dye into the circulating solution. The solution used was a mixture of glycerol and 

water (42%-58%) which has, at the temperature of 20° C used, the same viscosity
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as blood at the body temperature (0.04 P - Hoskins et al. 1990). The dye used was 

fluorescein sodium mixed with milk to increase the stability of the dye column and 

its reflective properties.

The level of the solution in the headtank was kept constant by a pump connected to 

an auxiliary reservoir and an overflow outlet to assure a constant flow velocity. The 

solution at the output of the rig, contaminated with dye, was discarded.

The maximum flow velocity sampled without aliasing by the Doppler system 

described in Chapter 2 is 115 cm/s, but higher velocities than that have been 

registered in coronary circulation (Nakatani et al. 1992; Ofili et al 1993). In this 

study, the height of the headtank was adjusted to produce a flow velocity close to 

the maximum detectable with the Doppler system used.

Headtank

Roller
Pump

c Doppler
cattieter Dye

Injection

Reservoir Reservoir

Fig. 8.1- Diagram of set up used to register the flow behaviour passing by the catheter tip
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The mean velocity, measmed using a stopwatch technique, was set to 55.5 cm/s. 

For a parabolic flow, the conesponding maximum velocity is equal to 111 cm/s. 

The inner diameter of the glass pipe used was 3 mm. Therefore, the Reynolds 

number was 416 and the inlet length, 3.75 cm. The pictures were taken 23 cm 

distal to the point of the catheter insertion with the use of a microlens.

Fig. 8.2 reproduces the photographs obtained. As can be seen, there was no 

production of eddies. The filaments of dye changed their direction when passing 

around the catheter tip but retained their integrity within the region in which the 

velocity measmements are usually taken. Therefore the velocity estimates should 

only be affected by the factors discussed in Chapter 6.

8.3 - Experimental Measurements of Flow Velocity

In this section, flow velocity measmements performed with the system developed 

in vitro are reported. These experiments were carried out to verify the accmacy of 

the Doppler catheter measmements, mainly in steady flow regime. This section is 

divided in two parts, firstly describing measmements with blood and then, 

measmements with a blood analogue. Blood analogues more commonly used are 

not very suitable for these measmements at the high frequency utilised by Doppler 

catheters. The main limitations are the small size of the particles requhed to 

achieve Rayleigh criterion (diameter of the particles has to be much smaller than 

the wavelength of the transmitted pulse » 75 pm at 20 MHz) and the need of 

deterrnining the optimal particle concentr ation in the solution to achieve a similar 

ultrasonic attenuation to that of blood. For instance, experiments with a blood 

analogue proposed by Oates (1991) did not allow the recording of signals beyond 

the range of 4 nun due to rapid attenuation of the nylon particle suspension at 20 

MHz. For these reasons, out of date human blood fr om a blood banlc was used, but 

there were difficulties in working with it (availability, safety precautions and 

proper storage). In spite of the mentioned limitations, in order to perform additional



Fig. 8.2 - Photographs o f a column o f dye passing around the Doppler catheter tip in steady 
flow regime.



observations, some measmements were carried ont with a solution containing 

Sephadex particles whose diameter ranges from 20 to 70 pm (Hoskins et al. 1990).

Fig. 8.3 presents a sketch of the flow rig set up to produce steady flow for the 

measmements described below. It was based on the review by Law et al. (1989) 

and has the following characteristics:

- The segment fr om which the measmements are obtained is vertical to avoid the 

settling of the scattering particles of the solution used. A glass tube is used since a 

rigid tube provides symmetiy for the velocity profile.

- The use of a headtanlc to produce steady flow avoids the necessity of a very stable 

pump and the flow velocity is changed by adjusting the headtanlc height.

- The level of the headtanlc is kept constant by a pump and an overflow outlet. This 

assmes a constant velocity. The pmnp is placed on a different work smface to avoid 

the transmission of vibration to the test region.

- The placement of the outlet in the bottom of tire headtanlc and the use of a 

magnetic stirrer for the reser-voh avoid the sedimentation of particles in both 

containers.

8.3.1 - Measurements with Blood

The use of blood provides results closer to those obtained in clinical applications, 

but some care is necessary. A roller pump was used to avoid damage to the blood 

cells and the volume capacity of the flow rig was reduced as much as possible since 

only small amounts of blood were available. 2000 units of hepar in were mixed with
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the blood to avoid clotting which would affect the acoustic power scattered back to 

die transducer.

Velocities were measured for flow away and towards the transducer. To speed up 

the measurements, two Doppler catheters were utilised. They were inserted into the 

rig througb auxiliary inputs (as shown in Fig. 8.3), and connected, alternatively, to 

the system described in Chapter 3. The tip of the downstream catheter was placed 

15 cm away from the other to avoid the entrance effect in its measurements. The 

diameter of die test section was 3 mm.

The height of the reservoir was changed a number of times and the mean flow 

velocity was measured using a stopwatch technique. The IWMV and the detected 

maximum velocity were recorded for both catheters for each new position of the 

reservoir. Fig. 8.4 depicts the results obtained.

Headtank

Catheter

Catheter

Stirrer

Roller 
Pump

Fig. 8.3 - Diagram of set up for flow velocity measurements 
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Trtw Mmmi VmkxAy (eW#)

IWMV: y»0.79x-4.34 Mm  V«l:y-1.62K-10.6

(a )

Jnm MflNHi VtrfodNy (cm/c)

IW M V:y»0.67x-f1.67 Mm  Vai: y «  1.28x +1.56

(b)

Fig. 8.4 - Relationships among tiie true mean velocity, the calculated IWMV and the detected 
maximum velocity for flow away from (a) and towards (b) the catheter. The measurements were 
performed for blœd in steady flow using the same range gate (6 mm). The equation o f the lines 
fitted to tiie experimental points by linear regression are given in the legends.

For two different mean flow velocities (30.8 and 53.9 cm/s), the range gate of the 

Doppler system was set to 6 mm and both catheters were manipulated inside tiie 

glass tube to obtain the highest maximum velocity and an intensity weighted mean 

frequency close to half of the spectra. The range gate was then changed repeatedly
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and the corresponding velocity estimates obtained. The results are presented in 

Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 along with the true mean velocity, measured using a stopwatch 

technique, and the true maximum velocity, plotted as twice die mean velocity (this 

value corresponds to the maximum velocity where the flow profile is parabolic).

Velocity ( cm/s )
120

100

80

60
5 ̂

40

20

10
Range ( mm )

(m)
Velocity { cm/s )

(b)

120

100

80

60

40

20

10
Range ( mm )

IWMV -t-Max. Vel. ^ T ru e  Mean Vel. -“"True Max. Vel.

Fig. 8.5 - Relationships between the true and estimated velocities at different sampling pointe from 
the transducer for flow away from (a) and towards the catheter tip (b). The measurements were 
performed for blood in steady flow without changing the catheter position. The true mean velocity is 
53.9 cm/s and the true maximum one is plotted as twice the mean (parabolic flow profile).
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40
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10
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Fig. 8.6 - Relationships between the true and estimated velocities at different sampling points from 
the transducer for flow away from (a) and towards the catheter tip (b). The measurements were 
performed for blood in steady flow without changing the catheter position. The true mean velcœity is 
30.8 cm/s and the true maximum one is plotted as twice the mean (parabolic flow profile).

The gain of the amplifiers and the cut-off fi*equency of the 'wall timmp' filters were 

kept constant during the measurements: 0 dB and 300 Hz, respectively.
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Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 shows that the velocity estimates aie a function of the range used 

in the Doppler system. The different values obtained at each range should be 

related to the factors discussed in Chapter 6, namely, the changes of the beam 

width, the flow profile and the sample volume position within the vessel along the 

different ranges.

The experiments with blood were limited to a paificulai' beam radius/vessel radius 

ratio and some few Reynolds numbers due to the practical difficulties involved 

(i.e., availability and manipulation of blood) and even the impossibility of covering 

all possible geometries (vessel radius and sample volume positions) and flow 

velocities. The diameter of 3 mm was chosen for the experiments above because 

the size of most normal proximal coronary arteries ranges between 3 to 3.5 mm 

(Block 1986).

8.3.2 - Measurements with Sephadex

The results described above provide a good idea about cmxent problems in 

obtaining accmate velocity esthnates with Doppler catheters. Nevertheless, blood 

did not give the flexibility necessary to better assess the aspects discussed in 

Chapter 6. For this, measmernents were performed with a solution containing 

Sephadex. Due to the size of the Sephadex particles, caution is necessary in 

comparing Doppler spectr a obtained for this solution with those obtained for blood. 

Comparison among results obtained for Sephadex allows conclusions to be talcen.

Sephadex was diluted in a degassed solution of water (58%) and glycerol (42%) in 

a proportion of 8 gm/1. The solution was allowed to stand overnight to permit the 

Sephadex particles to achieve then final size. The temperatine of the laboratory 

was kept to 20 ± 3° C during these measmements.
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Using the flow rig shown in Fig. 8.3, velocity measurements were performed for 

flow away from and towards the catheter (in a similar way to those described 

above) in glass tubes of two different diameters: 3 mm (Fig. 8.7) and 5 mm (Fig. 

8.8).

Two different flow velocities were used for the measmements shown in Fig. 8.7: 

21.43 cm/s (Figs 8.7.a and 8.7.b) and 45.86 cm/s (Figs. 8.7.b and 8.7.c). Figs. 8.7.a 

and 8.7.C show measmements carried out for flow away fiom the catheter tip. 

Measmements obtained for flow towards the catheter are presented in Figs. 8.7.b 

and 8.7.d. For each of these situations described, the Doppler catheters were 

manipulated inside the tubes to be placed in two different and arbitrary positions. 

Therefore, the effects of the catheter position on the measmements could be 

observed. The different cmves presented can be related to the different positions by 

the indices (1 or 2) presented in the legend of the flgme. Calculated IWMV and 

estimated maximum velocity are plotted for both positions. The true mean velocity 

(measmed by stopwatch technique) and the tine maximum velocity (supposing a 

parabolic flow profile) are also plotted for reference.

Similar data are presented in Fig. 8.8 for the glass tube of 5 mm. The two velocities 

used were: 18.65 cm/s (Figs. 8.8.a and 8.8.b) and 25.89 cm/s (Figs. 8.8.c and 

8.8.d). Figs. 8.8.a and 8.8.c show measmements for flow away from the catheter 

and Figs. 8.8.b and 8.8.d display measmements for flow towards the catheter.

Flow velocity measmements were also performed for pulsatile flow of arbitrary 

pattern in glass tubes of two diameters: 3 mm and 5 mm. Pulsatile flow was 

obtained by including a chamber (sketched in Fig. 8.9) in series with the pipe 

feeding the solution into the glass tube shown in Fig. 8.3. The moveable wall was
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(d)
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Fig. 8.7 - Measurements performai for Sephadex solution in steady flow fi'om a glass tube with a 
diameter of 3 mm. Figs 8.7.a and 8.7.b were obtained for the flow velocity of 21.43 cm/s. Figs.
8.7.C and 8.7.d for a velocity of 45.86 cm/s. Figs. 8.7.a and 8.7.c show measurements carried out 
for flow away firom flie catheter tip. Measurements obtained for flow towards the catheter are 
presented in Figs. 8.7.b and 8.7.d. The indices utilised (1 and 2) discriminate the IWMV and 
maximum velocity measurements obtained for two different catheter positions.
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Fig. 8.8 - Measurements performed for Sephadex solution in steady flow fixim a glass tube with a 
diameter of 5 mm. Figs 8.8.a and 8.8.b were obtainW for the flow velocity of 18.65 cm/s. Figs.
8.8.C and 8.8.d for a velocity o f 25.89 cm/s. Figs. 8.8.a and 8.8.c show measurcmeot: carried out 
for flow away firom the catheter tip. Measurements obtained for flow towards flte catheter are 
presented in Figs. 8.8.b and 8.8.d. The indices utilised (1 and 2) discriminate the IWMV and 
maximum velocity measurements obtained for two different catheter positions.
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Inlet

4  Moveable 
Wall

J —  Pump

Fig. 8.9 - Diagram of chamber connected to a pulsatile pump and put in series with the Aedipg pipe 
to the test segnent of the flow rig shown in Fig. 8.3 to produce pulsatile flow.

driven by a pulsatile pump (Pulsatile Blood Pump, Harvard Apparatus, USA).

Fig. 8.10 displays the calculated IWMV results obtained for die glass tube of 3 mm 

at two mean flow velocities: 30.72 cm/s (Fig. 8.10 a) and 35.48 cm/s (Fig. 8.10.b). 

The true mean velocity is also plotted.

V docity I cm/s I Vdocity I cm/s 1

Range I mm I

(9)
^IWMV — Tm# Mean Vel.

Range ( nwn I

(b)

Fig. 8.10 - Measurements performwi for Sephadex solution in pulsatile flow from a glass tube with 
a diameter of 3 mm. Fig 8.10.a was obtained for the flow velocity of 30.72 cm/s. Fig. 8.10.b for a 
velocity o f 35.48 cm/s
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IWMV measurements for the glass tube of 5 mm is shown in Fig. 8.11 for two 

mean flow velocities: 20.69 cm/s (Fig. 8.11a) and 26.66 cm/s (Fig. 8.11.b). The 

true mean velocity is plotted for reference.

VelocKy ( cm/* I Velocity ( cm/* I

Range ( mm )

(a)
IWMV —  True Mean Vel.

Range I mm I

(b)

Fig. 8.11- Measurements peifbimW for Sephadex solution in pulsatile flow firom a glass tube with 
a diameter of 5 mm. Fig 8.11a was obtained for the flow velocity of 20.69 cm/s. Fig. 8.11.b for a 
velocity o f26.66 cm/s

Figs. 8.10 and 8.11 show that IWMV obtained for pulsatile flow present similar 

behaviour to those obtained for steady flow.

The measurements reported in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 show the strong dependence of the 

velocity estimates on the range used, catheter position and vessel diameter. For the 

glass tube of 5 mm (Fig. 8.8), larger differences between velocity estimates for 

different catheter positions were found. This should have been expected since a 

smaller percentage of the flow profile is insonated in this case than that for the 3 

mm glass tube. Changes of flow velocity did not appear to introduce any particular 

trend in the errors present in these measurements. Nevertheless, the flow profile for 

flow away from the catheter may change and affect the measurements as discussed 

in Chapter 6.
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8.4 - Discussion and Conclusion

The presence of the Doppler catheter changes the flow velocity profile in the 

normal chcnlation (Tadaoka et al. 1990); but, according to the photogiaphs shown 

in Fig. 8.2, the catheter does not introduce additional disturbances, such as eddies, 

that could fuither affect velocity estimates.

The expeiimental measurements peifoimed provide infoimation on the accuiacy of 

the Doppler system in producing flow velocity estimates. Fig. 8.4 reveals an 

underestimation of flow velocities for flow away and towards the catheter which 

should be attributed to the non uniform insonation of the flow profile. Figs. 8.5 and 

8.6 show that the velocity estimates depend also on the range utilised to produce 

the measmements. It was not possible to note any particular change in the 

behaviom' of the cmves presented by Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 due to the velocity increase.

The measmements performed with Sephadex solution (Figs. 8.7 and 8.8) show the 

effect of the catheter position and vessel diameter on the velocity estimates. Figs. 

8.10 and 8.11 show that Doppler catheters present similar performance for pulsatile 

flow.

Based on these observations, it is interesting to comment on some of the cmxent 

techniques investigated for evaluating the coronary circulation. As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, the application of the continuity equation requir es the sampling of the 

velocity at the pre-stenotic and stenotic segments. Johnson et al. (1989) and 

Nakatani et al. (1992) reported that then measmements were taken by keeping the 

position of the catheter constant and changing the range to sample the maximum 

velocity in the two segments. According to Figs. 8.5 and 8.6, the change of range 

can represent another somce of error for the described procedme. For each range, 

the catheter would have to be manipulated to ensme that the maximum flow
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velocity was sampled. As the flow profile changes along the vessel, the relation 

between maximum flow and mean flow velocities is likely to be different at the 

different ranges. Therefore, this technique should not be able to produce accmate 

results.

For the coronary blood flow reserve ratio measmements (CBFRR - Chapter 1), it is 

not always described in the literatme how the velocity estimates were obtained. It is 

advisable to keep the same range for the measmements obtained in the basal 

condition and dming hyperaernia to ruirihriise errors.

Considering these aspects, quantitative data cmrently available and conclusions 

obtained about a pariicular technique mvestigated may not be reliable. As aheady 

mentioned in Chapter 6, further technical developments should be aimed to 

increase the width of the ultrasound beam produced by Doppler catheters in order 

to achieve a uniform vessel insonation and therefore, more accmate velocity 

estimates. Experimental and clinical re-assessment of tliese techniques should be 

performed after technical improvements to verify their potential as diagnostic tools. 

At present the clinical value of Doppler catheter tipped measmements may be 

concealed by artefacts present in the measmements.
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Chapter 9 - Measurements in vivo



9.1 - Introduction

The measurements reported in this chapter were performed in patients rmdergoing 

percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) by Prof. DeBono at 

Glenfield General Hospital (Leicester).

PTCA is a technique to increase the luminal diameter of a stenosed artery through 

application of a lateral force against the vessel wall. This is performed by means of 

a distensible balloon attached to a catheter tip. PTCA is indicated for concentric 

and discrete proximal stenoses which occlude more than 50% of the vessel 

diameter (Block 1986).

Briefly, PTCA is performed by placing, through a femoral puncture, a guide 

catheter in the coronary ostium. A steerable guide whe is inserted through the guide 

catheter and passed through the stenoses into the distal coronary artery. The next 

step is the insertion of the dilation balloon over a guide whe up to the stenotic 

vessel segment. The guide whe is removed and the balloon is inflated three or four 

times at the internal pressure of 5 atm. The catheters are then withdrawn. The 

manipulation of the catheters is done rmder fluoroscopy control. Cineangiography 

is performed before and after the intervention to assess its results.

The measmements performed allowed testing of the viability of applying the 

developed system (Chapter 3) in clinical situations and the acquisition of data for 

fmlher processing.

Examples of parameters calculated off-line from stored fr equency envelopes, ECG 

and pressme waveforms obtained dming angioplasty are also presented. The 

routines developed to calculate these parameters are described in this chapter.
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While this section could have been included in Chapter 3, we opted to place it here 

in order to be more easily related to the results presented.

9.2 - Measurements In vivo

In preparation for performing measurements in patients, the system (consisting of 

the PC, A/D board, DSP board, Doppler system and pressure amplifier) was 

submitted to an electrical safety test according to the requirements of HEI-95 

(Health Equipment Information 95).

The measurements of flow velocity were carried out before and after angioplasty, 

introducing the catheter close to die stenosis using a guidewire. Measurements of 

pressure were simultaneously taken, introducing the pressure catheter, which had 

been previously zeroed, by an incision in the other femoral artery up to the root of 

the aorta. As mentioned in Chapter 2, ECG signals were obtained firom the 

amplifier of the monitoring system used by the medical staff.

Measurements were taken from a total number of 8 patients, using the developed 

system, between 14/10/93 and 8/12/94. This small number of patients is a reflection 

of the difficulties present in obtaining the data. These difficulties were mainly die 

availability of the catheters (expense being the limiting factor - catheter price: 

£650) and the fact drat not all patients were judged suitable for these measurements 

by the doctors during the catheterization. Among these patients, only three had the 

pressure signals sampled following medical evaluation of the patients.

Fig. 9.1 presents examples of the sonograms, velocity envelopes, ECG and pressure 

waveforms recovered from files of signals sampled from the left coronary artery of 

the same patient, before and after angioplasty proximal to the stenosis site.
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Fig. 9 .1 -  Examples o f sonogram, maximum velocity envelopes, IWMV curves, ECG and pressure 
waveforms that correspond to those shown on screen at the time o f their acquisition. These signals 
were sampled from the left coronary artery o f a same patient, before and after angioplasty 
downstream to the stenosis site.

It is interesting to observe that the blood flow pattern changed between the two 

measurements. Fig. 9.1.a shows that the majority of flow was occuring in the 

systolic period (between QRS complex and dicrotic notch) and not during the 

diastolic period, as in the normal coronary circulation, due to the flow constraint
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produced by the stenosis. After angioplasty, it was possible to note that the flow 

pattern assumed a noimal behaviour with a higher flow velocity, indicating the 

success of the intervention. (Note that in Fig. 9.1. a the maximum frequency 

estimator failed (aixows) due to the presence of high intensity signals originating 

fi'om wall movements. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the presence of these artefacts 

resulted in the later inclusion of the 'wall thump' filters in the final design of the 

A/D conversion boar d).

Another storing option allows the user to record the envelopes of the sonogram, 

ECG and pressure waveforms (Chapter 3). The next section describes the software 

used to calculate parameters fiom these cmves and presents some examples.

9.3 - Off-line Processing of Sonogram Envelopes

Software was written to calculate separately the averaged velocity dming diastole 

and dming systole for the cmves of IWMV and maximum velocity envelope. The 

ratio, between the averaged diastolic and averaged systolic velocities is also 

calculated for both cmves. These parameters quantify the most important featmes 

of the coronary blood flow since they may provide infonnation on phasic changes 

of the coronary blood flow due to the presence of stenosis as shown in Fig. 9.1.

The identification of the systole and the diastole can be achieved by detecting the 

dicrotic notch and the QRS complex.

Fig. 9.2 shows that the position of the dicrotic notches in the pressme cmve can be 

located by finding the pealc negative of the derivative of the pressme (dP/dt - Fig. 

9.2.b). This derivative is obtained by subtracting the pressme values of two
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consecutive samples of tiie pressure data. The diastolic flow velocity is calculated 

starting 25 ms after the detection of the dicrotic notch (Mancini et aL 1989).

The algorithm implemented for the detection of QRS complexes was based on tiie 

work of Lima et al. (1983). According to these authors, their algorithm was able to 

detect correctly 99.58% of QRS complexes for 21 different ECG signals belonging 

to the MIT Arrhythmia Database.

In this approach, tiie ECG signal (Fig 9.3.a) is filtered and the modulus of the 

resultant signal (Fig 9.3.b) submitted to a set of tests to identify the QRS 

complexes. These tests are based on physiological rules, taking into account the 

QRS duration and latencies between them.

The components of frequency of the ECG signal that correspond to the QRS are 

selected by a filter centred on 17 Hz, having a bandwidth of 16 Hz (Ahlstrom and 

Tompkins 1985). After obtaining the modulus of the filtered signal, its maximum 

value is found and three arbitrary thresholds are determined:

W

(b)

Fig. 9.2 - (a) Pressure waveform F(t) sampled from the root o f aorta by an intravascular pressure 
catheter and (b) its AP/At. TTie peak negative of the derivative of the pressure corresponds to the 
position o f the dicrotic notch.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.3 - (a) ECG signal and (b) its modulus after processing by a bandpass filter centred in 17 Hz 
(bandwidth o f 16 Hz).

MNT (minimum threshold) = 15% of maximum value,

T (threshold) = 35% of maximum value,

MXT (maximum threshold) = 80% of maximum value.

The recorded signal is then compared to the threshold T. When a sample larger 

than T is found, the subsequent samples, corresponding to an interval of 160 ms, 

are tested to verify the number of times that they cross upwards the threshold T 

The interval o f 160 ms corresponds to the refractory period of the heart cells, when 

excited cells are unable to be reactivated (Milnor 1980). The following decisions 

are taken based on the number of crossings (NC):
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case 1: NC >= 5

When this situation occurs, the threshold T is increased by 10% and the test 

repeated for the current interval. This procedure continues until the occurrence of 

case 2 or the new threshold achieves MXT. If tiie latter happens, tiie segment is 

assumed to be contaminated by noise. The interval is discarded and the threshold is 

slowly decreased in intervals of 37.5 ms down to the previous value.

case 2: 2 <= NC < 5

A QRS complex is considered to be found. When the first crossing is detected, the 

routine always starts tracking the maximum value (MV) of the interval tiiat 

corresponds to the R wave, if the segment is accepted as a QRS complex.

MNT is modified to: MNT = 0.9*MNT + 0.1 *MV.

case 3: N=1

For this case, the width of the event is tested. The algorithm also tracks the interval 

between RR detections. The event is considered to be a QRS complex, if it occurs 

after a period greater than to a quarter of the last RR interval and its width is 

between 40 to 200 ms. Otherwise, it is rejected.

case 4: N=0 and the time Interval between the present tested sample and the 

last QRS detection is above 1.5 times the last RR interval.

If the period of time between the last QRS detection and the present sample being 

tested is larger than 1.5 times the last RR interval, the threshold is decreased by 

10% and the interval tested again, looking backwards for a possible missed QRS. 

This procedure is repeated up to the occurrence of case 2, case 3 or until the new 

threshold reaches MNT. If the latter happens, the old threshold is retrieved and the 

tests carried on.

A database was not available to verify the efficiency of our implementation of this 

algoiitiun. It was tested with ECG signals from a simulator and a healthy volunteer.
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The routine has been working satisfactorily for all ECG signals sampled from the 

patients.

Figs. 9.4 a, 9.5.a and 9.6.a give examples of curves retrieved from files storing 

ECG, pressure, maximum frequency envelope and IWMF waveform. The 

identification of the QRS and dicrotic notch are shown, as detected by the routines 

described. Figs. 9.4.b, 9.5.b and 9.6.b present the parameters calculated by tins 

software where:

HR = Heart Rate;

SD = Standard Deviation;

AMNV = Averaged Mean Velocity;

AMXV = Averaged Maximum Velocity;

ASMNV = Averaged Systolic Mean Velocity;

ADMNV = Averaged Diastolic Mean Velocity;

ASMXV = Averaged Systolic Maximum Velocity;

ADMXV = Averaged Diastolic Maximum Velocity;

DSMNVR = Diastolic/Systolic Mean Velocity Ratio.

9.4 - Discussion and Conclusion

The measurements obtained in vivo have shown the viability of applying the 

developed system in the clinical practice. The digital storage of the data allows 

their prompt recovery to compute a number of parameters discussed in the literature 

and allows the storage of a data bank for future studies. The ability to register 

phasic changes in flow velocity illustrates the potential of Doppler catheters as 

research tools for qualitative assessment of the coronary circulation.
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Fig. 9.4 - (a) Maximum velocity envelope, IWMV curve, ECG and pressure sampled from
circumflex artery proximal to a stenosis site after angioplasty, (b) Parameters calculated fiom
curves shown in Fig 9 4 a. Male patient, %e: 74.
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Chapter 10 - Summary and Conclusion



In the recent years, many researehers have investigated the possibility of coiTelating 

blood flow velocity measurements in the coronary arteries (obtained with catheter- 

tipped Doppler transducers) with the presence and severity of stenosis. Techniques 

used for this pmpose were discussed in Chapter 1. One of the aims of this work 

was to peifoim some basic measurements with a commercial Doppler system in 

order to verify the viability of applying these techniques in clinical practice.

To estimate flow velocities in the coronary circulation, a versatile microcomputer 

based system was developed to sample, process and store Doppler signals, ECG 

and pressme waveforms. It also allows parameters cmrently discussed in the 

literatme to be calculated (Chapter 9). Sonograms and waveforms obtained with 

this system dming angioplasty were presented in the previous chapters. The 

application of some digital signal processing techniques to obtain better velocity 

estimations and time-frequency resolution was also investigated.

The theoretical and experimental results presented in Chapters 6, 8 and 9 have 

shown that the presence of the catheter in a coronary ariery and the small diameter 

of the ultrasound beam produced by the transducer, insufficient to insonate the 

whole lumen of the blood vessel, introduce artefacts into the velocity estimates. 

These artefacts may affect the measmements of coronary blood flow reserve and 

the application of the continuity equation. Technical improvements in the design of 

the catheter should be achieved to increase the accmacy of these measmements.

The developed system (Chapter 3) was also tested in clinical practice. It proved to 

be suitable for sampling, processing and storing the necessary data, constituting a 

flexible and powerful tool to carry out further researches in this field.

The compensation of phase and gain imbalance (Chapter 4), and the maximum 

frequency envelope detector proposed (Chapter 5) contribute to a better
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performance of the system. Better time resolution can be achieved by processing 

Doppler signals offline (Chapter 7).

Doppler catheters provide further information on coronaiy circulation, but the poor 

accmacy of the blood flow velocity measmements preclude a reliable quantitative 

analysis of the data.

There is another type of Doppler transducer for coronaiy studies available m the 

market, loiown as Doppler guidewhe, which has a smaller diameter and perhaps a 

wider sample volume (Doucette et al. 1992). A natmal step in these studies would 

be to repeat the measmements described in this text for the Doppler guidewhe. 

Such an investigation would verify if the guidewhe is suitable for the cmrent 

studies or if further technical improvements are requhed in order to obtain accmate 

measmements.

At this moment, it is difficult to predict whether the use of Doppler catheters may 

become a standar d technique to assess the severity of stenosis. Cmrently, imaging 

systems based on ultrasound are being developed and becoming increasingly 

popular (Ihtracoronary Ultrasonic Imaging - ICUS). ICUS has been successfully 

used to characterise stenosis and outcome of angioplasty, overcoming problems 

present in angiography (Violaris et al. 1992; Fitzgerald and Yock 1993; Tobis et al. 

1993). In view of this new technique, Doppler catheters may only be used in the 

futme to assess the coronary microchculation (White 1993) and as a research tool 

to characterise the coronary chcnlation rmder several clinical conditions.

Fmther investigation should be carried out to improve the blood flow velocity 

estimates and evaluate the clinical potentialities of this technique.
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Appendix A - User Guide for the Developed Software



This appendix introduces the software developed, describing the options provided 

to process and store the waveforms discussed in Chapter 2, as well as those that 

allow files to be retrieved and examined.

The main menu of the software is presented in Fig. A-1. The options given by this 

menu are described belowk

FW  Time Sonogram
Medical Phyelc# Department - LRI

<i> oamATiOH <2> SONMWI o> Hmomm
<s> wma moomiNG <5> MTUMT'S MTA <?> mw Fiu

Fig. A. 1 - Main menu o f the developed software

<1> Calibration

Before sampling data, this option should be called to optimise the presentation of 

the ECG and blood pressure waveforms on the screen. When this option is selected, 

the software automatically calculates constants to divide the sampled values by in 

order to display the wavefoms on an appropriate scale during the execution of the 

other routines. Fig. A.2 shows the screen for the calibration option and illustrates 

its mode of operation. The software tracks the maximum value of botih curves and

'In the remainder of fliis appendix, ftie character between the symbols < > should be pressed to select the 
required q^tion. If none is presetted, any key oflie’ than fttose specified by the currait menu may be used.
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sets new constants to scale the waveftmns. When the s%mds Imve thdr maximum 

values within the edges (broken lines), the pmcedure is finished. The user should 

then press any key to return to die main menu.

CAHmATIOM SCmOM
Medical Phifeics Department -  Experimental P ro jec t

Procedure fInimhe# when s ig n a ls  a re  w ith in  hrolœn lin e s  
If  sa tu ra te d , decrease gain of am p lifie rs  

< ty i^ key when f in ish e d )

Fig. A.2 - Example o f screen shown by the option <calibration>. In this mode, ECG and pressure 
wavefomis are scaled to achieve their best presentahon on the screen.

<2> Sonogram

Fig. A.3 presents the default acquisition screen for this option. The menu shown at 

the bottom of the screen specifies the present settings and the keys which should be 

used by the operator to change them.

The operator may choose to observe the ECG and pressure waveforms instead of 

the sonogram of the reverse flow, switching the mode of presentation (</>). Fig. 

A.4 illustrates this optional mode. The ECG and pressure signals are also sampled 

in the default mode, though not shown. They aie printed and stored with the 

sonogram as described later.
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The sampling frequency may be set to the following rates: 20.48, 40.96, 54.62 and 

81.92 kHz.

To eliminate artefacts due to wall movements, the operator can adjust the cut-off 

frequency of the ’wall thump' filters using lateral arrows.

The gain of the input amplifiers of the A/D board, which sample the quadrature 

Doppler signals, can be increased if the quality of the sonogram is poor. In case of 

excessive gain, an overload message appears in the top right hand coma- of the 

screen. In this situation, the gain must be decreased to assure correct results.

NBAL-ÏIMK SONOGRAMP 1H.24 Madical Phy«ic« Department Expur(mental Prajmtt
f

a
0

Waamfapmm: Forward Plow Raw. Plow/EC6-P*aa . </">
Samp. Rate: 20.40 M k  <-*) Wall Plltmr: 300 Hz <*-*) 
Cala: 22 0 dB Colour: ? (#) Stop <>

Fig. A.3 - Default screen for the <sonogram> option. It presents the sonogram o f the forward and 
reverse flow and a menu with the present settings.

RKAI-TIMK SONOGRAM 
Phy«Ics Department - Experimental Project

e

H
8 T : M E ( e )

Waveforms: Forward Flow Rev. F I ow/ECG—Pres. </>
Samp. Rate: 2 8 .4 0  kHz <-*) Wall Filter: 308 Hz «-*> 
Gain: 22.0 4B <tt> Colour: ? <*> Stop <>

Fig. A.4 - Example o f screen for flie <sonogram> option where the operator has chosen to observe 
the sonogram o f the forward flow, ECG and pressure waveforms.
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The last qxtkm (Colour <*>) allows the r^ ra to r to change Ac threshold used to set 

Ac colour scale m order to improve Ae sonogram presentotion.

The acqmsition pmccAme, for boA modes of presenAtion, is mterrupted by 

pressmg any other key. The menu is Aen replaced by a new one (Fig. A.5). The 

averaged mean and maximum velocities are also given based the curves shown 

on the screen. These values are calculated for an angle of 0° between the 

ultrasound tmnWucer and Ae vessel wall, and an emitted frequency of 20 MHz. If 

other angles or carrier frequencies are used, Ae velocity values Aould be corrected 

according to Ae Doppler equation (Eq. 2.1)2.

Averaged Mean Velocity : 0.80 cm/a
Averaged Max. Velocity : 8.80 cn/s

<M>en« <P>rlnt <S>tore <Z>oom <B>ack

Fig. A.5 - Menu presented by the <sonogram> option when the prot^ure is stopped.

The option <Back> reinitialises the sampling procedure. The optirm <Menu> 

returns Ae software to Ae main menu. The option <Print> prints Ae patierd data 

(Aese Aould have been previously inserted by choosmg Ae option <6> of the main 

menu as described below) together wiA Ae content of Ae screen. An example of 

the print out is given m Fig. A.6. As can be seen, the ECG and pressme wavefrmns 

are printed, even if Ae presentation mode does not show them on Ae screen. If the 

printer is not reWy, Ae m essies below may *^pear on the screen, specifying the 

problem:

"Printer off - <Oancel <P>rint",

2The exanqiW presmted in this *g*pmdix were obtained finm healthy volunteers throng a non-invamve 
Doppler system (Vasoflo - Sonicaid) and a non-invasive pressure monitor (Finapres - Ohmeda). Note that 
the values of pressure and velocity presented in the examples do not corre^nd  to the actual values since 
the constants used to calculate them were set, considering the use of the equipment described in Chapter 2.
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REAL TIME SONOGRAMMEDICAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT - LRI

Patient's Data

Surname : M o r a o s First name : R a x m e s

Sex : M Age : 3 0 Weight : 7 0  K g

Born : 2 8 / 0 8 / 6 4 Date : 06/02/95

Notes :

Fig. A.6.a - Example of print out of patient data.
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"Out of paper - <C>ancel <P>rint", 

"Printer off line - <Oancel<P>rint".

For any of these cases, the user should check the printer and press a key according 

to his/her choice.

When the option <Store> is selected, the software asks for the name of the file. The 

name should not have more than 8 characters. The extension *.DOC is 

automatically inseifed by the software. The data stored contain information on the 

system settings, patient data, copy of the screen, ECG and pressme waveforms 

(More information on the organisation of these files, and others described in this 

appendix, can be obtained in Appendix B). After mseriing the file name, the 

following messages may appear:

"File aheady present: <R>ename <C>ontinue oAbort" 

"Disk full - <A>bort <N>ew disk"

"Write protected disk - change o "

"Drive not ready or bad disk - <A>bort <R>etry"

The messages point out the action to be taken in order to store the files if any 

problem has occmied. Messages indicating file writing and completion are 

presented when the file is being stored.

The option <Zoom> shows a bar under the main frame (Fig. A.7) that can be 

displaced in order to select a region of the sonogram to be displayed on a different 

time scale. This was implemented to allow a better visualisation of a particular 

segment. Fig. A. 8 shows the magnified segment. The menu given by this option
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allows the screen to be printed (<Print>), return to the main menu (o e x it) and re

initialisation of the sampling procedure (<Continue>).

10.24
8EW.-TinE S0N06WW 

Medical Physics Department -  Experimental Pro^^t

r
o
r
u
a
r
d
e
r
»
V

07.20 k

Averaged Mean V elocity : f».82
Averaged Max. V elocity  : 9 .05  cm^s

Use arrows to s e le c t  area and press (en ter>

Fig. A.7 - Example o f scieen presented when the option <zoom> is selected

F 18.24 ZOOM

f
o
r

a
r
d
0

e
V

> 67.20
Time Interval' 2 ,13 «

Averaged Ikan V elocity s .e z cm/s
Averaged Max. V elocity 9.% cm/%

<C>ontinue 01>enu <P>rint

Fig. A .8 - Zooming o f a segment o f the sonogram under the bar in Fig A.7,

<3> Histogram

When this (^ o n  is selected, a screen presenting the sonogram of forward and 

reverse flow (similar to Fig. A.2) is shown. When the user stops the acquisition 

procedure, a window replaces the menu, displaying the sampled signals o f pressure
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and ECG. The R wave detections are also shown (Fig. A.9). The algorithm used to 

detect the R wave is the same as that described in Chapter 9.

Three new options allow the user to reinitialise the signal acquisition (<Back>) or 

return to the main menu (<Menu>) or calculate the histogram (<Go>). For this last 

option, all recorded cycles, limited by two consecutive detections of the R wave, 

are summed in a matrix whose number of columns is made equal to the number of 

columns of the longest cycle. The number of lines o f this matrix is equal to the 

number of lines of the data shown on the screen: 216. The averaged power o f each 

column is found, dividing their resultant value by the number of summed columns 

(it may be different for the last resultant colunms of the matrix since the period of 

each cycle should differ slightly). The neighbour colunms are summed to reduce 

their number to 20 arrays of data, producing 20 lines of histogram. Their 

magnitudes are normalised to the highest value obtained and are plotted 

perpendicular to the time-frequency plane. This histogram provides an idea o f the 

distribution of the scattered ultrasound power along a cardiac cycle. An example of 

the histogram obtained is shown in Fig. A. 10.

F 10.24
REAL-TIME SONOGRAM 

<B>ack <G>o <M>enu
R
E
Q
U
E
N
C
V

( r
k e
H V
z
) 07.29

0 T I ME ( s ) 6.4

Fig. A.9 - Example o f screen presented for the <histogram> option. The sonogram for forward 
and reverse flow, ECG and pressure waveforms are presented. The detection o f the R wave is 
shown bv vertical lines in the bottom window.
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HISTOGRAM

h

/ ____ ......= /
1---------- Z I -----------/

/  -  ... ............- i E  .■ /

10.24 e 07.20 kHz

Averaged Mean Velocity : 1.9? c«/s
Averaged Max. Velocity 3.31 Cl»/s

<C>ontiiKie <M>enu <P>riiit

Fig. A.10 - Example o f histogram obtained by averaging the scattered ultrasound power o f the 
cardiac cycles shown in Fig. A.9.

<4> Storage

In this option, up to 6 minutes o f the envelopes of the sonogram, ECG and pressure 

curves are stored in the PC memory. When the buffer is full, the software 

automatically stops their acquisition and their presentation on the screen. These 

data, together with the system settings and patient data, can be saved in disk files to 

be processed by another program (Chapter 9). The screen shown by this option is 

the same as that presented in Fig. A.4; the sonogram for the reverse flow is not 

displayed. If the sampling rate is changed, the previously stored information in the 

memory is discarded. This happens because the velocity estimations are based on 

the sampling rate and it would increase the software complexity and memory 

requirements to register changes of sampling rate. Before changing the sampling 

rate, previously stored data in the memory should be saved on disk if  they are of 

interest. When the acquisition is automatically stopped, a menu is shown (Fig. 

A ll) .  The acquisition procedure can also be terminated by the user through the 

keyboard and the new menu will be presented.
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«m-ïlME SONOGRAM 
10.24 Medical Physics Department - Experimental Project

T I M E  ( s )

253.8
166.9

6.4

Waveforms: Forward Flow Rev. Flow/ECG-Pres. </> 
Samp. Rate: 28.48 Mte <-«> Wall Filter: 3BB Hr <«> 
COonttmw QD>iGplay <5>iaF« <R>«w

Fig. A. 11 - An example o f the screen presented by the option <Storage> when the acquisition is 
terminated bv the user.

The option <Menu> returns the software to the main menu. The option <Continue> 

reinitialises the acquisition procedure (the previously stored data in the PC memory 

are discarded). The option <Store> behaves like that o f the same name described 

above. For this mode, the files are saved with the extension *.STR. The option 

<Display> allows the user to verify the curves stored in the memory before loading 

them onto disk. The sonogram envelopes are presented on a smaller scale to allow 

the presentation of both forward and reverse curves together with the otiier 

waveforms (Fig. A. 12). The waveforms are successively shown, by pressing the 

option <Display>, from the first screen to the last one, and then, back to the first in 

a circular way. In the top right hand comer of the display, an index of the screen 

being shown is presented.

<5> Doppler Recording
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KÜAL-TIKE
18.24 Physics Department -  Expérimental P ro jec t Screen 5

18.24

A, A
1253.8

166.9

; r M ( E ) 6.4

Waveform*: Forward Flow Hev. Flou2EC6*Pres. </>
Samy. B aie: 28.48 Wfa <-*> Wall F i l t e r :  3f« Hz ( w )  
CC>4)Titia*is <D)i«plag <S>tore

Fig. A. 12 - An example o f the screen for displaying the waveforms kept in the memory during 
execution o f <Storage> option.

In this mode, 640 kbytes o f sampled quadrature Doppler signals are stored in the 

PC memory. The sonogram for forward and reverse flow, corresponding to the 

stored data, is shown on the screen at the time of their acquisition. The time 

interval stored will depend on the sampling rate used. When the bulfer is Adi, the 

acquisition procedure finishes and a menu is presented (Fig. A. 13). Optionally, the 

user can stop the acquisition at any time by pressing any key. In this mode, the 

envelopes, ECG and pressure waveforms are not shown. The transport o f data from 

the DSP board memory to the PC memory takes much o f the PC's processing 

power and does not allow other tasks to be performed simultaneously.

F 18.24
KKflt-tinK SONOCJWI 

fW ic a l  P h y sics  D epartm ent -  E xperim ental P r o je c t

f

a
r
d
8

) 87 .20
8 T IM E ( s  ) 6 .4

Waveforms*. Forward Flow Rev. F low /ECE-Pres. </> 
Samp. R ate : 20 .48  kHz <-♦> Wall F i l t e r :  300 Hz <*a> 

<S>tore <C>omtinus O E n it

Fig. A. 13 - Example o f screen presented by the option <Doppler recording> when the acquisition 
procedure is automatically stopped.
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The new menu allows the user to reinitialise the procedure (<Contmue>), 

discarding the data aheady stored in the memoiy, and return to the main menu 

(o E x it). The option <Store> transfers the data from the memoiy to a disk file, 

saving also the system settings and patient data. This option works in a similar way 

to the store functions described above. The files aie stored with the extension 

*.DOP.

<6> Patient's Data

This option allow the user to mseit patient data that w ill be piinted (as described 

above) or stored in the three different types of files generated. The screen presented 

by this option is shown in Fig. A. 14. The routine developed to allow the insertion 

of the data is veiy simple, since the amount of infoimation is small. A  cmsor w ill 

appear in the first field of the screen. After typing the data, the user has to use the 

key BacJcspace to introduce any modification in the inserted information. By 

pressmg Enter, the user moves the cmsor to the next field. It is not possible to 

retmn to the previous field. The user can cancel the inseition of data by pressmg 

the key ESC. After inserting the last field and pressmg Enter, the soAwaie retmns 

to the main menu.

After inserting the data, these can be consulted by choosing the same option <6> in 

the main menu. For this case, a screen with the data inserted is shown (Fig. A. 15) 

presenting two options which allow the user to retmn to the main menu or 

introduce the data of another patient.

The patient data is kept in the memory to be printed and saved in all files stored 

from then on, since several files are usually stored for each patient.
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Real Time Sonogram
M e d ic a l Phyeice Department - LRI

PftîIïHT's DATA

F irs t  mem :

Sex : Ag* : WmlgW :
to rn  : Date :

Fig. A. 14 - Screen presented by the option <Paliait's data> to allow the insertion of patient data 
by the user.

RW Time Sonogram
Medical PhyeioB Department - LRI 

PATIEHT’s  MTft

Surname : Mnraes

torn : M Agm : 29

man :

F irs t  name : Saimes 

weight : 70 hg 
Data : 24/ W M

<M>mw data O con tim s

Fig. A. 15 - Exantfde of screen presented by Ae option <Patient's data> when data were previously 
inseiW

<7>RcadFtk

TW&optMmgUowWokmdof&cstobeJtWcvcdfrom diskfrk&tmdpmescnledoa

the screen. When this (qAion is achvatW, Ae next screen asks Ae user to dxoosc 

between two type of files; somgmms (extension *.DOC) and wavefrmns
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(extmskHi *.STRX Sc^waie to pmccss Ae files *.DOP is descnbed m Chapter 

7. After Ais choice, Ae files of Ae specified type, {uresent m Ae directory, are 

listed cm Ae screen m d the nmne of the file to be retrieved is requested (Fig. A.16).

The data read are Aown cm a screen similar to that used for their acquisititm After 

A ek prescntafiom Ae software returns to Ae mam menu ftAowing the pressing of

any key. The retrieved patient data may be consulted using option <6> of tlte main 

menu. The data is presented as shown m Fig. A. 15.

Real Time Sonogram
Mmdioal Phy#le# Department - LRI

FILES
aasMi moc oweez BOc cwsem Boc auGew wc omsoK MCG«#ae* #oc «RMW? #oc awwe *c OOBOOO moc omwie eoc

««oei4.#oc ewaeis.Mc «msMt.MC aowu.eoc
OMeu.wc @ms8i7.#oc caweie.Doc omsmg.moc omsGzenoc

Enter name of file < mx. 0 digits) :

Fig. A. 16 - Example of Ae screen presented by Ae option <Read file>. The name of Ae files of 
Ae type sekcled are IWed.

<8>Exit

By using Ais option, Ae operator can return to Ae opoating system.
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Appendix B - File Organisation



The aim of this appendix is to describe how Ae three kinds of files stored by Ae 

system developed are organised. This gives Ae necessary information for Ae 

development of oAer software able to process Ae content of Aese data files.

*.DOC Files

This sort o f file keeps a hardcopy of Ae PC screen which is very useful to allow a 

qualitative assessment of Ae processed data. Since Ae signals are updated on Ae 

screen fi-om left to right during Aeir acquisition, Aey are usually not time ordered 

On storing Ae information, Ae storage routine orders Ae sonogram from Ae first to 

Ae last acquired column of Aose shown on Ae screen. This avoids Ae presence of 

Ascontmmties m Ae data read from Ae stored files, simplifymg Aeir 

mterpretation. These files store 512 columns of Ae sonogram (one screen), and Ae 

last 512 samples of Ae ECG and pressure signals. The ECG and pressure 

waveforms are also arranged on Ae same timebase to keep Aeir correspondence to 

Ae events of Ae sonogram.

These data files have Aeir contents organised m Ae following order:

1 - Byte (8 bits) containing information on Ae kmd of sonogram storage:

value 1 = reverse flow was stored, 

value 0 = reverse flow was not stored.

2 - Byte containing information on Ae sampling frequency:
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value 0 = sampling frequency equal to 81.92 kHz, 

value 1 = sampling frequency equal to 54.62 kHz, 

value 2 = sampling frequency equal to 40.96 kHz, 

value 3 = sampling frequency equal to 20.48 kHz.

3 - Word (16 bits) containing Ae number by which Ae amplitude of Ae ECG 

samples are divided m order to allow Ae presentation of Ae waveform on Ae 

screen within a vertical spacing of 36 pixels (refer to Appendix A).

4- Word containing number by which Ae Agitai pressure samples are Avided in 

order to allow Ae presentation of Ae curve on Ae screen within a vertical spacing 

of 36 pixels (refer to Appendix A).

5 - Word containing Ae mean value of Ae blood pressure curve sampled. This 

value is Ae result of Ae analog to Agitai conversion. To obtam Ae pressure value 

m mmHg, Ae stored word shoAd be Avided by 54.72 (constant obtained by 

applymg a known pressure to Ae transducer and reading Ae result of Ae 

conversion).

6 - Sequence of 7 strings containing patient data: surname, first name, sex, age, 

weight, date of birth, date of exammation. A ll strings have a maximum of 30 

characters. The end of each string is mAcated by Ae presence of a newline 

character ('/n').
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7 - Bytes containing infoimation on Ae colour of each pixel of Ae sonogram. As 

Ae sonogram has a maxhnnm of 16 colouis, it is possible to store Ae information 

of two consecutive pixels m one byte savmg disk space. The columns of Ae 

sonogram are stored consecutively from Ae top to Ae bottom havmg 216 (0-215) 

colour coded pixels i f  reverse flow is stored or 126 (0-125) oAerwise. The stored 

bytes keep information on Ae even pixels m Ae four most significant bits and on 

Ae odds m Ae Aur least significant bits.

8 - Words containmg Ae ECG and pressur e waveforms. 512 samples of each signal 

are stored. These samples are mterleaved m 1024 bytes. The even words (0, 2,.., 

1022) keep Ae ECG samples and Ae odd words (1, 3,.., 1023), Ae blood pressure 

samples.

These files contam Ae detected maxhnum frequency envelope (MFE) and Ae 

calculated IW M F cmve of Ae sonogram; Ae sampled ECG and blood pressure 

waveforms. These cmves are used to calculate parameters (Chapter 9) Aat may be 

correlated w iA  Ae climcal case analysed. These files usually have Afferent sizes, 

Aerefore Aeh retrieval should be completed when end o f file [EOF] is found.

The A st 5 fields of this kmd of file are identical to fields 2 to 6 of Ae \D O C  files. 

The remaimng field is described below.

6 - This field stores Ae curves mentioned above. The data are mterleaved m Ae 

followmg order:
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- byte containing MFE detection (bin number),

- byte containing calculated IW M F (bin number),

- word containing ECG sample,

- word containing pulsatile blood pressure sample,

- word containing mean blood pressure sample.

The bin numbers may be converted to velocity values using Ae Doppler equation 

(Eq. 2.1) and knowing Ae FFT resolution. The pressure samples contain Ae results 

of Ae analog to Agitai conversion. Mean pressure values m mmHg can be obtained 

by Aviding Ae sampled values by 54.72. Pulsatile pressure values m mmHg can be 

obtained by summing their sampled values to Ae mean values and Aviding Ae 

result by Ae same constant.

*.DOP Files

These files contam samples of Ae quadrature Doppler signals allowing Aeir off

line analysis.

The first 5 fields of this kmd of file are identical to fields 2 to 6 o f the *.DOC files. 

The last field keeps Ae sampled data:

6 - 640 kbytes of sampled Doppler signals. The samples of Ae two channels are 

interleaved. The even words contain Ae m-phase samples and Ae odd words, Ae 

quadrature ones.
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Appendix C - Circuit of Amplifier
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